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THE 1987 NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION AMENDMENTS AND
STATE PROGRESS UNDER THE NEW PROGRAM

John H. Davidson

I.

Introduction
A.

Summary
In the Water Quality
Act of 1987 Congres
has again attempted
to nudge states in
the direction of
direct controls over
nonpoint sources of
pollution. This
paper assesses the
nonpoint program in
light of this new
law, and takes a
look at some state
programs

B.
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II. Some General Observations
A.

There are two worlds of environmental regulation.
One is in Washington and is made up of specific
regulations, central plans, papers, policies and
enforcement strategies. It is the world of BPTs,
BATS and BPCTs. The other world is "on the ground"
in American's forestry, agricultural, mineral,
recreational and related land-intensive industries.
This is a geographically immense and functionally
practical world, most of it far from the sight and
experience of regulators. The economy in this
second world is dispersed, typified by small
production units with small operating margins. It
is a world where "getting the job done" is most
respected and where any useful tool, be it a
chemical or a flowing stream, is viewed as just
that. In attempting to deal with nonpoint sources,
Washington and its satellites in the state capitols
will encounter this second world. It is not only a

r

new ball game, but an entirely different ball game.
Until now water pollution regulation has

focused on the imposition of technology-based
effluent limitations through NPDES permits.
Enforcement has been in the federal courts and
agencies -- relatively safe and familiar venues

for

the regulators in central government. There is,
after all, seldom doubt about the compliance of
unsuccessful defendants in such jurisdictions.
Turning the regulatory gun on nonpoint sources
changes the nature of the hunt.
B.

One theme of the recently amended and revised water
quality legislation may be a realization on the part
of Congress that the solution to water pollution
will require standards that go well beyond the
technology-based effluent limitations which now
provide the baseline for most NPDES permits. In
addition, permit holders must now concern themselves
with toxic "hotspots," total maximum daily loads,
individual control strategies for toxics, as well as
state programs to protect estuaries, lakes, and
groundwater. Water pollution control regulation
appears ready to reach for a new level of
complexity.

C.

Many states have enacted, or are in the process of
enacting, groundwater protection legislation.
Additionally, Congress will soon consider a
groundwater protection bill. E.P.A. has recently
published a proposed strategy for protecting
groundwater from pollution by agricultural
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chemicals. The Water Quality Act of 1987 includes
at Sections 3I9(h) and (i) (33 u.S.C.A. Secs. 1329
(h) and (i)) provisions for grants to states to
carry-out groundwater protection activities. It is
no accident that these provisions are included in
the sections which create the new nonpoint source
management programs. Most programs that deal
effectively with threats of groundwater pollution
also will significantly reduce the threat of
nonpoint source pollution of surface waters, and
vice versa. Both forms of pollution are the result
of man's activity on the land, and are probably part
of the same whole; perhaps it would be better to
follow the several European nations which group
nonpoint and groundwater pollution concerns under
the heading of "soil pollution."
It is reasonable to expect groundwater and nonpoint
source programs to converge.
III. Background - Nonpoint Source Reaulation Prior to 1987.
A.

Prior to the 1987 amendments, the CWA addressed nonpoint
source control in only one provision, 33 USC Sec. 1314(f)
which reads:

re"

The Administrator, after
consultation with appropriate
Federal and State agencies and
other interested persons, shall
issue to appropriate Federal
agencies, the States, water
pollution control agencies, and
agencies designated under section
1288 of this title, within one year

after October 18, 1972 (and from
time to time thereafter)
information including (1)
guidelines for identifying and
evaluating the nature and extent of
nonpoint sources of pollutants, and
(2) processes, procedures, and
methods to control pollution
resulting from -(A) agricultural and silvicultural
activities, including runoff from
fields and crop and forest lands;
(B) mining activities, including
runoff and siltation from new,
currently operating, and abandoned
surface and underground mines;
(C) all construction activity,
including runoff from the
facilities resulting from such
construction;
(D) the disposal of pollutants in
wells or in subsurface excavations;
(E) salt water intrusion resulting
from reductions of fresh water flow
from any cause, including
extraction of ground water,
irrigation, obstruction, and
diversion; and
(F) changes in the movement, flow,
or circulation of any navigable
waters or ground waters, including
changes caused by the construction
of dams, levees, channels,
causeways, or flow diversion
facilities.
Such information
thereof shall be
Federal Register
available to the

and revisions
published in the
and otherwise made
public.

See 40 C.F.R. Sec. 130.6(1987). "Section 208" planning
was the major provision for dealing with nonpoint
sources, and it is clear from those provisions that
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Congress intended that any nonpoint regulatory programs
are to be initiated by the states.
B.

Because water quality planning continues to play a formal
role in nonpoint source programs, it merits a brief
review. The drafters of the 1972 legislation recognized
that regulation of point source discharges would be
insufficient to reach legislation objectives. Planning
was intended to be fully integrated into the CWA's water
pollution control strategy. The idea was that before
permits would issue or federal construction grants made
there would be a systematic plan that would, among other
things, allow decision-makers to address the more
difficult pollution problems first, and to proceed with a
full awareness of the extent of pollution in a region or
water system. In practice this was turned around;
standards were established and implemented through permit
programs before the planning provisions were given
serious emphasis.
The Act's planning provisions appear in different parts
of the statute and sometimes overlap. EPA is authorized
to make grants to states for pollution control programs.
One of the conditions of all such grants is that an
annual plan "for the prevention, reduction and
elimination of pollution in accordance with" the CWA be
in place. 33 U.S.C. Sec. 1256(f)(3). Thus planning is
required of all states. The planning provisions are
broken down into (1) the "continuing planning process,"
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(2) areawide waste treatment management planning, and (3)
basin planning.
The "continuing planning process" is a firm prerequisite
to the approval by EPA of a state PEDES permit program

33

U.S.C. Sec. 1313(3). The plan must cover all navigable
waters within the state. The Act lists the minimum
elements of a plan; These include ELs and WQSs,
incorporation of all other plans, imposition of total
maximum daily loads, adequate authority for
intergovernmental cooperation, adequate implementation of
WQSs, control over all "residual waste" (i.e., sewage
sludge), and a list of priorities for construction of
waste treatment facilities. 33 U.S.C. Sec.
1313(e)(3)(A)-(H).
The "areawide waste treatment management plan," also
referred to as the "Section 208" plan, is a specific
response to the realization that point source permits,
ELs and WQSs, are not by themselves enough to eliminate
water pollution. 33 U.S.C. Sec. 1288. Significant
pollution may originate from "nonpoint" sources or from
complex pollution problems that are not responsive to the
approach of standards and permits. These include, for
example, run-off from construction sites, urban (paved)
land, agricultural land and from forestry sites.
The Section 208 process first requires that the governor
of each state designate each area within the state which
has substantial water quality problems. The governor
then designates an agency to develop the "areawide waste
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treatment management plan" for the area. If pollution
over an interstate region is involved, the respective
governors are to consult to find a single representative
organization capable of developing a plan.
The state itself is required to act as the planning
agency for any portion of the state which is not
designated as part of a planning region. Details of the
plan are set out in the CWA, and include: (1) the
identification of the treatment works necessary to meet
municipal and industrial waste treatment needs for twenty
years; (2) identification of the means necessary to
implement the plan; (3) a process to identify all
nonpoint source problems; (4) procedures and methods
"including land use requirements" to control nonpoint
sources; and development of procedure to control the
disposal of sewage sludge. 33 U.S.C. Secs.
1288(b)(2)(A)-(K).
Once the plan is developed the governor is to designate
"waste treatment management agencies" to implement the
plans. These may be existing or newly created local,
regional or state agencies or political subdivisions, so
long as they have adequate continuing regulatory
authority to implement the plan.
After approval of a Section 208 plan and during the
implementation of the plan, no grant for the construction
of a waste treatment facility may be made except in
conformity with the plan, nor may an NPDES permit issue.
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Federal funds covering up to seventy-five percent of the
cost of planning and operating a facility are available.
In summary, the Section 208 planning process is intended
to generate at least three programs. First is a
regulatory program to control urban growth and industrial
facility sitting based upon potential for water
pollution. The language of the CWA is that the plan
"shall include . . . the establishment of a regulatory
program. 33 U.S.C. Sec. 1288(b)(2)(C). Second, a
coordinated program is to be developed for the planning
and construction of waste treatment facilities. Third,
nonpoint sources including at least agriculture,
forestry, mining and construction, are to be controlled.
The strong suggestion of Section 208 is that the states
need to develop regulatory programs reflecting unique
local conditions and pollution problems as a supplement
to national uniform ELs. Although this result has been
achieved only in isolated cases, it may be that as the
enforcement concern of EPA gradually broadens to
encompass nonpoint sources of pollution Section 208
planning will also grow in importance.
A third required type of planning--River Basin
Planning--is less likely to play a significant role in
the evolution of water pollution control law. The Water
Resources Council is required to prepare a "level B" plan
"for all basins in the United States. 33 U.S.C. Sec.
1289. The Water Resources Council was created by the
Water Resources Planning Act of 1965 42 U.S.C. Secs.
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1962-1962(d)-3 to facilitate planning for the development
of water resources and is comprised of cabinet-level
officials. Level B plans assume that an entire river
basin is the planning unit, and are to resolve complex
long-range problems associated with water resources
development. Although basin planning is a sensible
approach to water resources decision-making, the primary
reason for the existence of the Water Resources Council
is to facilitate water development projects, especially
traditional federal investment. Such planning is in
basic conflict with planning for pollution control.
Section 208 planning has gone forward, however slowly and
cautiously. Professor Beck has made a review of several
hundred of these plans in the context of agricultural
nonpoint runoff, and he offers the following summary:
"That review showed a prevailing
choice of soil conservation
districts as implementing agencies
of agricultural nonpoint source
management. These plans with only
a few exceptions generally do not
call for the creation of regulatory
control programs but rather for the
expansion of current voluntary type
efforts, particularly those
relating to erosion, and
sedimentation control. This review
showed also that best management
practices (BMPs) for erosion and
sediment control would have to be
determined on a site specific basis
and thus the furthest that any
regulation at the state level would
go would be to insist on the
development of a BMP for each farm.
It is expected that many states
will review progress at the end of
five years and will at that time
reevaluate the need for regulatory
control. However, the same review
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noted that several states have
imposed regulatory controls on
selected nonpoint sources,
particular construction sites, and
the inclusion of such controls in
the plans made it easier for the
EPA to approve the plans without
agricultural run-off controls.
Finally, some states have imposed
controls on agricultural runoff.
R. Beck, "Water Pollution and Water quality: Legal Controls"
in 3 Waters and Water Rights 202-203 (2d Ed. 1984).
Simply, although Section 208 required them, few
control measures have been initiated by the states.
See 33 U.S.C. Secs. 1288(b)(2)(C) and (F).

C.

In 1977 Congress amended Section 208 to include a
specific provision for federal cost-sharing to help
solve agriculturally caused nonpoint water pollution
problems. 33 USC Sec 1288(j). The program is to be
administered through the U.S.D.A.'s Soil
Conservation Service. It would allow the SCS to
enter into 5-10 year contracts with the "owners and
operators of rural land" for sharing the costs of
installing and maintaining BMPs in areas that have
approved 208 plans. By 1984 some 21 programs had
been commenced. Beck, "Agricultural Water Pollution
Control Law" in 2 Agricultural Law 8.27 (Supp.
1987). The Water Quality Act of 1987 authorized
substantial new sums for this program.

IV. Point - Nonpoint Source
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A.

As a practical matter, sources of pollution which
escape categorization as point sources escape
regulation under the federal clean water laws.
Thus, as might be expected, considerable litigation
has resulted from efforts by defendants to escape
the point source designation. The definitive
analysis of the resulting decisions is by Professor
Rodgers in 2 Environmental Law: Air and Water Secs.
4.9, 4.10 (1986).

B.

Nonpoint source is not defined in the statute,
although 33 U.S.C. Sec. 1314(f), set out above,
provides a statutory reference.

C.

One court says that the definitipn of point
source "does not include unchanneled and
uncollected surface waters." Appalachian Power Co.
v. Train, 545 F.2d 1351, 1373 (4th Cir. 1976). The
issue changes sharply when systems are engineered to
cause water to be gathered, guided or controlled.
Professor Beck concluded a "man-induced gathering
mechanism plainly is the essential characteristic of
a point source." Beck and Goplerud, "Water
Pollution and Water Quality Legal Controls," in 3
Waters and Water Rights 89, (R. Clark, 2d, ed 1985).
Professor Rodgers, at p. 146 states that: "A
nonpoint source, undefined but often used in the
Act, should be understood as any source of water
pollution or pollutants not associated with a
discrete conveyance." But, even at that, irrigation
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return flows from a discrete pipe and gathered by a
most carefully engineered drainage system, are
specified as nonpoint sources by the Congress.

1. units_d_fla

599

F.2d 368, 373 (10th Cir. 1979). The Court
found in the legislative history a showing
that Congress "was classifying nonpoint source
pollution as disparate runoff caused primarily
by rainfall around activities that employ or
cause pollutants."
2.

In Sierra Club v. Abston Construction Co.,
Inc., 620 F.2d 41, 44-45 (5th Cir. 1980),
the court recognized that some mining
operators were non-point sources while others
were point sources: "(S)urface runoff
collected or channeled by the operator
constitutes a point source discharge. Simple
erosion over the material surface, resulting in
the discharge of water and other materials into
navigable waters does not constitute a point
source discharge, absent some effort to change
the surface, to direct the waterf low, or
otherwise impede its progress."

3.

In United States v. Oxford Royal Mushroom
Products, Inc., 487 F.Supp. 852, 854 (E.D.
Pa. 1980), the defendant had a spray
irrigation system designed to spray waste water
onto fields in quantities small enough to be
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absorbed. It was not intended that the waste
water run into surface water, although that was
the result. No court held that the discharges
were point sources, noting "uncollected surface
runoff may, but does not necessarily,
constitute discharge from a point source."
4.

In O'Leary V. Mover's Landfill Inc., 523
F.Supp. 642 (E.D. Pa. 1981) a landfill was
located about 300 to 1,300 feet from a
stream. It was designed so that leachate from
the dump would be collected in a trench then
pumped to a tank. Liquids regularly escaped
into the stream. The Court held:
"Notwithstanding that it may result from such
natural phenomena as rainfall and gravity, the
surface run-off of contaminated waters, once
channeled or collected, constitutes discharge
by a point source."

5.

Quivira Mining Co. v. U.S. E.P.A., 765 F.2d

126 (10th Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 106
S.Ct. 791 (1986) involved the deposit of
pollutants into gullies. Although the gullies
led ultimately to navigable waterways, the
flows of polluted discharges were insufficient
to carry them that far. Instead the flows
seeped into the ground where they traveled to
navigable streams by way of underground
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aquifers. The court upheld EPA's determination
that the pollution was from a point source.
6.

Fishel v. Westinghouse Elec. Corp., 640 F.
Supp. 442 (M.D. Pa. 1986) held a hazardous

waste site to be a point source where it
contained a lagoon from which there were
discharges of unchanneled and uncollected
surface water into a stream.
7. Two decisions involved assertions that large
hydroelectric dams contribute to river
pollution by lowering the levels of
dissolved oxygen in the water and creating
increased mineralization of the water. Both
cases uphold the position that the dams serve
merely to pass pollutants, which were already
in the water, on down the stream, and are not
inconsistent with federal water pollution
policy. National Wildlife Federation v.
Gorsuch, 692 F.2d 156 (D.C. Cir. 1982); and,
United States ex rel. T.V.A. v. Tennessee Water
Quality Board, 717 F.2d 992, cert. denied, 466
U.S. 937 (1984).
V.

The 1987 Amendments to the Nonmoint Source Program

A.

"Although many states have taken small steps to
tackle the nonpoint pollution problem under grants
provided by the Clean Water Act, nonpoint pollution
continues to be a major environmental problem in the
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United States; 35 states report significant water
quality problems as a result of nonpoint sources of
pollution. It is estimated that one-half of the
pollutants now reaching surface waters in the United
States come from nonpoint sources. And it is clear
that in many watersheds the goals of the Clean Water
Act-- fishable, swimmable waters -- will never be
met unless we can significantly reduce farm and
urban runoff and other nonpoint problems." Senator
D. Durenberger, 133 Cong. Rec. S1015, Jan 21, 1987.
The preceding quote is a fair summary of a good
part of the testimony which led to enactment of a
new Nonpoint Source Management Program as part of
the Water Quality Act of 1987, Pub.L. 100-4, 101
Stat. 7, Sec. 319. The new program is Section 319
in the official bill, and is codified at 33 U.S.C.
Sec. 1329.
B.

The WQA 1987 amends the legislative policy statement
to add ". . . it is the national policy that
programs for the control of nonpoint sources of
pollution be developed and implemented in an
expeditions manner so as to enable the goals of this
Act to be met through the control of both point and
nonpoint sources of pollution." 33 U.S.C.A. Sec.
1251(a)(7)(Supp. 1987).

C.

Nonpoint Source Management Programs -- State
Assessment Reports. Each State is to submit a report
to EPA which "

. identifies those navigable
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waters within the State which, without additional
action to control nonpoint sources of pollution,
cannot reasonably be expected to attain or maintain
applicable water quality standards or the goals and
requirements of this Act." According to the
legislative history, "reasonably expected" is
intended to mean that "all waters for which nonpoint
controls would be an appropriate and effective means
to achieving water quality standards will be
identified in the State's report."
The report is also to include the process,
including intergovernmental coordination and public
participation, for identifying BMPs, and measures to
control each category and subcategory of nonpoint
sources and, where appropriate, particular nonpoint
sources, and, "to the maximum extent practicable,"
reduce the level of pollution for each category.
The report is to include State and local
programs for controlling pollution from nonpoint
sources. 33 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1329(a)(Supp. 1987).
D.

State Management Programs. Within 18 months from
enactment, the State must submit a management
program.
Generally, the management program is what the
State proposes to implement in the first four fiscal
years beginning with the date of submission of the
program.
Specifically, the management program "shall
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include" the following:
(A) "An identification of the best management
practices and measures which will be undertaken to
reduce pollutant loadings, resulting from each
category, subcategory, or particular nonpoint source
. . ., taking into account the impact of the
practice on groundwater Quality."
(B) "An identification of programs (including, as
appropriate, nonregulatory or regulatory programs
for enforcement, technical assistances, financial
assistance, education, training, technology
transfer, and demonstration projects."
(C) A schedule for implementing the program. "Such
schedule shall provide for utilization of the best
management practices at the earliest practicable
date."
(D) A certification by state's A.G. that state has
adequate legal authority to carry out its program.
(E) Sources of Federal and other money that will be
used.
In its nonpoint program the State shall, "to
the maximum extent practicable," involve local,
public and private agencies and organizations which
have expertise in control of nonpoint sources of
pollution."
The management program shall, "to the maximum
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extent practicable," be developed and implemented on
a watershed-by-watershed basis." 33 U.S.C.A. Sec.
1329(b)(Supp. 1987).
E.

Each state report and management program "shall" be
submitted to EPA during the 18 month period
beginning with the date of enactment. [Feb. 4,
1987]. 33 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1329(c)(Supp. 1987).

F.

EPA Approval/Disapproval of Reports. EPA must
approve or disapprove the submissions within 180
days or they are deemed approved. EPA may
disapprove a program or portion of it upon
determination, among other things, that it is not
likely to satisfy the goals and requirements of the
Act, or that the practices and measures proposed in
the plan are not adequate to reduce nonpoint source
pollution and to improve water quality. The state
shall have three months to revise its plan and EPA
shall approve or disapprove the revised program
within three months. If a state fails to submit the
report, or if it is not approved, a local public
agency or organization with expertise in and
authority to control nonpoint sources may, with the
approval of the State, develop and implement a
program for its area. 33 U.S.C.A. Sec.
1329(d)(Supp. 1987)

G.

Interstate Management Conference. Where waters in a
state with an approved management program are not
meeting applicable W.Q.S. or the goals and
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requirements of the Act because of upstream nonpoint
pollution the state may petition EPA to convene a
conference the purpose of which is to develop an
agreement among such States to reduce the level of
nonpoint source pollution.
"Nothing in such agreement shall supersede or
abrogate rights to quantities of water which have
been established by interstate water compacts,
Supreme Court decrees, or State water laws."
"This subsection shall not apply to any
pollution which is subject to the Colorado River
Basin Salinity Control Act.
Citizen's Suits. The requirement that EPA
convene an interstate management conference is not
subject to the citizen's suit provisions.
To the extent that states reach agreement
through the conference, their management programs
will be revised to "reflect" agreements reached at
the interstate conference. The committee report on
this states: "It is intended that the agreements
will be incorporated in revised State programs and
will be carried out." 33 U.S.C.A. Sec.
1329(g)(Supp. 1987)
H.

Grant Program For Implementation of Management
Prog rams. [nonpoint Sources). States may apply for
grants to support implementation of approved
management programs.
The application must, among other things
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describe the SMPs and measures which the State
proposes to "assist", encourage, or require" in such
year with the federal grant.
Federal share shall not exceed 60 percent of
the cost "incurred by the State in implementing such
management program."
Priority For Effective Mechanisms For
Controlling Non-Point Sources. EPA "may" give
priority in making grants and "shall" give
consideration in determining the Federal share of
any such grant to States ". . . which have
implemented or are proposing to implement management
programs which will --" "control particularly
difficult or serious nonpoint source pollution
problems, including, but not limited to, problems
resulting from mining activities."
"Implement innovative methods or practices for
controlling nonpoint sources of pollution, including
regulatory programs where the Administration deems
appropriate;"
"Control interstate nonpoint source problems;
"Carry out groundwater quality protection activities

which the Administration determines are part of a
comprehensive nonpoint source pollution control
program, including research, planning, groundwater
assessments, demonstration programs, enforcement,
technical assistance, education, and training to
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protect groundwater Quality from nonpoint sources of
pollution.
Grant funds may not be given to individuals
except as part of a demonstration program.
"No grant may be made" unless EPA determines
that the State used the grant funds for the
preceding year to "make satisfactory progress" on
the schedule in its management program as required
in Sec. 319(b)(2).

[33 U.S.C.A. Sec.

1329(b)(2)(Supp. 1987)].
States must make annual reports. 33 U.S.C.A.
1329(h)(Supp. 1987)
I.

Grants for Protecting Groundwater Quality. States
may apply for grants to assist in ". . . carrying
out groundwater quality protection activities which
(EPA] determines will advance the State toward
implementation of a comprehensive nonpoint source
pollution control program. Such activities shall
include, but not be limited to, research, planning,
groundwater assessments, demonstration programs,
enforcement, technical assistance, education and
training to protect the quality of groundwater and
to prevent contamination of groundwater from
nonpoint sources of pollution."
Federal share is 50 percent 33 U.S.C.A. Sec.
1329(i)(Supp. 1987)

J.

Revision of Section 208 planning requirements.
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Before E.P.A. can approve any waste treatment works
it must determine that the Section 208 areawide
waste treatment management plan ". . . is being
implemented for such area, or . . . is being
developed for such area and reasonable progress is
being made toward its implementation and the
proposed treatment work will be included in such
plan." Effective Feb. 4, 1989. A similar
conformity is required of Sec. 303(e). [33 U.S.C.A.
Sec. 1313(e)) and Sec. 305(b) [33 U.S.C.A.

1315(b)]

plans.
VI. Other Provisions In the 1987 Act Which Are Related to

Nonpoint Source Pollution.
A.

Allows the issuance of permit modifying effluent
limitations with respect to the ph level of
preexisting discharges of iron and manganese from
the remineg area of a coal mining operation. The
applicant must demonstrate that the coal remining
will result in the potential for improved water
quality from the remining operation. Such modified
requirements shall apply the BAT economically
achievable on a case-by-case basis, using best
professional judgment. 33 U.S.C.A. Sec.
1311(p)(Supp. 1987).

B.

Office of Chesapeake Bay Programs established in
EPA. To gather information and coordinate federal
and state efforts to improve the water quality of
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the Bay. Also, "to determine the impact of sediment
deposition of the Bay and identify the sources."
EPA can provide up to 50 percent funding to
states in order to implement a comprehensive
proposal which includes "management mechanisms. 33
U.S.C.A. Sec. 1267(Supp. 1987)

C.

Great Lakes. U.S. should seek to attain the goals
embodied in the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement
of 1978.
Great Lakes National Program Office established
in EPA. 33 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1268 (Supp. 1987).

D.

States must undertake a progressive program of toxic

pollutant load reduction where BAT is not sufficient
to meet State water quality standards and support
and protect public health, public water supplies,
agricultural and industrial uses, and the protection
and propagation of a balanced population of
shellfish, fish and wildlife, and allow recreational
activities in and on the water. For each segment of
the waters on the list the State is to determine the
specific point sources discharging toxic pollutants
which are believed to be preventing or impairing
such water quality, and the amount of each toxic
pollutant discharged by each source.
The State submission is to also include an

individual control strategy which the State
determines will produce a reduction in the discharge
of toxic pollutants from point sources identified by
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the State, through the establishment of ELs and WQSs
containing numerical criteria.
The State's proposed reduction in toxic
discharges
'ncoWaTh
n_j:IL_ASIDn_Q1,q_nl
point and nonpoint sources, must achieve the
applicable W.Q.S. as soon as possible, but not later
than three years after the date of the establishment
of the strategy.
Judicial Review: Allows interested persons to
bring a legal action for review of E.P.A.'s
promulgation of individual control strategies for
toxic pollutants.
EPA to develop information on methods for
establishing and measuring water quality criteria
for toxic pollutants. 33 U.S.C.A. Sec.
1314(e)(Supp. 1987).
E.

Clean Lakes. States are to submit biennial reports
on lake quality. Reports are to provide a list and
description of the quality of lakes and a
description of methods and procedures to control
sources of pollution to lakes including methods and
procedures to mitigate the harmful effects of high
acidity. EPA is to report to Congress after
receiving state reports. Creates a lake water
quality demonstration program with authorized
funding. 33 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1324 (Supp. 1987).
E.P.A.'s Clean Lakes Program Guidance is
appended to this outline.
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F.

National Estuary Program. National policy to
maintain and enhance water quality in estuaries.
Proposes to identify "nationally significant"
estuaries and encourage comprehensive planning for
their conservation and management.
National Estuary Program -- Management
Conference. The Governor of any State may nominate
to EPA an estuary lying in whole or in part within
the States as an estuary of national significance
and request a management conference to develop a
comprehensive management plan for it.
EPA must make a determination as to whether an
estuary can be included in this program based on
ecological significance, biological productivity,
contribution to fish and wildlife resources of
commercial and recreational significance, and a list
of other factors.
Purposes of estuary conferences are listed.
Information gathering and comprehensive planning are
key.
Conferences not to exceed five years.
Conservation and Management Plan. EPA shall
approve plans if they comply with terms of Sec. 320
and if all governors approve.
Plans may be implemented with Sec. 319 [33
U.S.C.A. Sec. 1329] nonpoint grant money.
Grant moneys are authorized. 33 U.S.C.A. Sec.
1330 (Supp. 1987).
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G.

The prior Sec. 402(1) [33 U.S.C.A. Sec.
1342(e)(Supp. 1986) reads as follows:
"(1) Irriaation Return Flows
The Administrator shall not require a

permit under this section for discharges
composed entirely of return flows from
irrigated agriculture, nor shall the
Administrator, directly or indirectly,
require any State to require such a
permit."
As amended by the WQA of 1987 the provision now
reads as follows:
"(1) Agricultural return flows.
The Administrator shall not require a
permit under this section for discharge
composed entirely of return flows from
irrigated agriculture, nor shall the
Administrator directly indirectly, require
any State to require such a permit"
The basic definition of a "point source" is later
amended by adding the following sentence: "This
term does not include agricultural stormwater
discharge and return flows from irrigated
agriculture." 33 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1362(14)(Supp. 1987)

H.

Stormwater Runoff From Oil, Gas and Mining
Onerations. Permits are not required where
stormwater runoff is diverted around mining or oil
and gas operations and does not come in contact with
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overburden, raw material, product, or process
wastes.
In addition, when stormwater runoff is not
contaminated by contact with such material, as
determined by EPA, permits are also not required.
33 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1343(1)(2).
I.

Municipal and Industrial Stormwater Discharges.
Prior to Oct. 1, 1992, no permit will be required
for discharges composed entirely of stormwater,
other than a discharge with respect to which a
permit has been issued under this section prior to
enactment, a discharge associated with industrial
activity, discharges from separate municipal storm
sewers serving 100,000 or more, or, a discharge for
which EPA or State determines that the stormwater
discharge contributes to a violation of a W.Q.S. or
is a significant contributor of pollutants to the
waters of the United States.
This is to provide a sufficient period of time
to develop and implement methods for managing and
controlling discharges from municipal storm sewers.
After Oct. 1, 1992, all municipal separate storm
sewer systems will have to have permits.
This relief applies only to discharges composed

entirely of storm water. Storm sewers that
discharge any other type of effluent or into which
pollutants are introduced by means other than
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incidental to stormwater runoff are required to
obtain a permit.
Establishes a schedule for developing necessary
regulations and issuing permits for municipal
separate storm sewers. 33 U.S.C.A. Sec.
1342(p)(Supp. 1987)
J.

Sewage Sludge -- Identification and Reaulation Of
Toxic Pollutants. EPA must identify toxic
pollutants present in sewage sludge that may
adversely affect public health or the environment.
EPA must propose regs that specify "acceptable
management practices" for sludge containing toxic
pollutants, and establish numerical limitations for
each pollutant.
Final regs must be out before June 15, 1988.
33 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1345(Supp. 1987)

K.

More re-definina of point sources. Section 507 of
the Water Quality Act of 1987 states: "For purposes
of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, the term
"point source" includes a landfill leachate
collection system." This statement will not,
apparently be codified, and will disappear into the
annotations beneath 33 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1362.

L.

Indian Tribes. E.P.A. is to treat Indian tribes as
States for purposes of CWA regulation when tribal
government meet certain criteria. Grants for
nonpoint source management programs under 33
U.S.C.A. Sec. 1329 may be made to tribes on the same
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basis as if they were states 33 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1377
(supp. 1987).
VII. Best Management Practices
A.

Despite continuing calls for direct federal
regulation of nonpoint sources, it is apparent for
now that Congress will not heed. Clearly, the
present goal is to have the states adopt their own
systems -- regulatory or otherwise -- for
controlling nonpoint sources. It is also clear that
Congress intends that these systems should be built
around "Best Management Practices," or "BMPs." This
phrase has crept slowly and undefined into federal
water quality law.

B.

BMPs are specified as among the standards that may
be imposed in an NPDES permit to supplement effluent
limitations when needed to control toxic and
hazardous substances. They may also be used when
numeric effluent limitations are unfeasible, or when
needed to achieve effluent limitations. 33 U.S.C.A.
Sec. 1314(e)(Supp. 1987); 40 C.F.R. Sec. 122.44(k),
122.45 (1987).
For this purpose BMPs are defined in the
regulations at 40 C.F.R. 122.2 (1987):
". . .schedule of activities,
prohibitions of practices, maintenance
procedures, and other management practices
to prevent or reduce the pollution of
'waters of the United States.' BMPs also
include treatment requirements, operating
procedures, and practices to control plant
site runoff, spillage or leaks, sludge or
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waste disposal, or drainage from raw
material storage."
BMPs are also to be part of the Total Maximum
Daily Load regulations, 33 U.S.c.A. sec.
1313(d)(1)(A)(Supp. 1987) as well as individual
water quality based effluent limitations. 33
U.S.C.A. Sec. 1312(a)(Supp. 1987). 40 C.F.R. Sec.
130.7(1987).

C.

BMPs are also to play a basic role in water quality
planning. (See 33 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1314(f)(Supp. 1987)
quoted at III, A, above.] The Section 303(e) [33
U.S.C.A. Sec. 1313(3)] plan is to include a
component for nonpoint source management and
control. This includes BMPs for residual waste,
land disposal, agricultural and forestry activities,
mining, construction, saltwater intrusion, and urban
stormwater. 40 C.F.R. Sec. 130.6(c)(iii)(1987).
For purposes of this section, BMPs are defined in
this way:
"Methods, measures or practices
selected by an agency to meet its nonpoint
source control needs. BMPs include but
are not limited to structural and
nonstructural controls and operation and
maintenance procedures. BMPs can be
applied before, during and after
pollution-producing activities to reduce
or eliminate the introduction of
pollutants into receiving waters."
40 C.F.R. Sec. 130.2(1)(1987). Later, the
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regulations appear to supplement this definition by
stating: "Economic, institutional and technical
factors shall be considered in a continuing process
of identifying control needs and evaluating and
modifying the BMPs as necessary to achieve water
quality goals" 40 C.F.R. Sec. 130.6(4)(i)(1987).
D.

The Rural Clean Water Program, which finances
demonstration projects for nonpoint source control,
clearly contemplates the promotion of BMPs. 33
U.S.C.A. Sec. 1288(j)(Supp. 1987). The U.S.D.A.'s
Soil Conservation Service, which administers the
Program, defines BMPs simply and vaguely:
"A single practice or a system of
practices included in the Rural Clean
Water Program application that reduces or
prevents agricultural nonpoint source
pollution to improve water quality."
7 C.F.R. Sec. 634.5(i)(1987). The regulations
define the purpose of the cost-sharing assistance as
being ". . . to install [BMPs] in project areas
which have critical water quality problems resulting
from agricultural activities." 7 C.F.R. Sec.
634.1(b)(1987).

E.

It is clear that the Nonpoint Source Management
Program enacted as part of the WQA of 1987 intends
to foster BMPs. The State Assessment Report is
among other things, to identify BMPs to control each
category of nonpoint source pollution. 33 U.S.C.A.

Sec. 1329(a)(1)(c)(Supp. 1987). In order to gain
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approval by E.P.A. State Management Programs must
identify BMPs that "will be undertaken" to reduce
nonpoint source pollution, and identify programs
that will achieve implementation of SMPs. 33

U.S.C.A. 1329(b)(2)(A)&(B)(Supp. 1987). EPA's
"Nonpoint Source Guidance," which is appended to
this outline, clearly reflects this approach.
F.

Having made these observations, the only thing that
is clear is that BMPs evade specific description,
which may explain their attraction. At this point,
see W. Rodgers, 2 Environmental Law: Air and Water,
Secs. 4.21-4.22, (1985).
BMPs are the correct way of doing things on a
particular piece of ground. It suggests concepts of
reasonableness and balancing more familiar to the
common law.

VIII. Anti-Degradation Policy
A.

The purpose of the CWA is to "restore and maintain"
the nations waters. 33 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1251(a)(Supp.
1987). As one way to achieve this and other goals
of the Act, Section 1313 requires that states adopt
and submit water quality standards to E.P.A. Such
standards are to address both point and nonpoint

sources. 40 C.F.R. Secs. 130.(d) and 130.3(1987).
B.

E.P.A. has included an antidegradation policy in its
water quality regulations at 40 C.F.R. Secs.
131.12(1987):
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(a) The State shall develop and adopt
a statewide antidegradation policy and
identify the methods for implementing such
policy pursuant to this subpart. The
antidegradation policy and implementation
methods shall, at a minimum, be consistent
with the following:
(1) Existing instream water uses and
the level of water quality necessary to
protect the existing uses shall be
maintained and protected.
(2) Where the quality of the waters
exceed levels necessary to support
propagation of fish, shellfish, and
wildlife and recreation in and on the
water, that quality shall be maintained
and protected unless the State finds,
after full satisfaction of the
intergovernmental coordination and public
participation provisions of the State's
continuing planning process, that allowing
lower water quality is necessary to
accommodate important economic or social
development in the area in which the
waters are located. In allowing such
degradation or lower water quality, the
State shall assure water quality adequate
to protect existing uses fully. Further,
the State shall assure that there shall be
achieved the highest statutory and
regulatory requirements for all new and
existing point sources and all
cost-effective and reasonable best
management practices for nonpoint source
control.
(3) Where high quality waters
constitute an outstanding National
resources, such as waters of National and
State parks and wildlife refuges and
waters of exceptional recreational or
ecological significance, that water
quality shall be maintained and protected.

C.

In the 1987 Act Congress appears to acknowledge the
validity of E.P.A.'s anti-degradation regulation.
In a provision dealing with the revision of
discharge permit limitations is a reference to "the
antidegradation policy established under this
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section." 33 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1313(d)(4)(8)(Supp.
1987).
D.

The 1987 Nonpoint Source Management Program seeks to
identify waters where additional controls

will

be

necessary to "attain or maintain applicable water
quality standards or the goals and requirements of
this chapter." 33 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1329(a)(1)(A)(Supp.
1987).
E.

Who will decide, and how will they decide, that
"lower water quality is necessary to accommodate
important economic or social development in the
area?" 40 C.F.R. Sec. 131.12(2)(1987)

F.

In areas where there is a rapidly accelerating
pattern of land drainage, for example,
antidegradation issues will be presented directly.

G.

See discussion of antidegradation policy in W.
Rodgers, 2 Environmental Law: Air and Water Sec.
4.17, 262-267(1986)

IX. Soil Conservation Planning/Soil Conservation Districts
A.

Beck reports, after reviewing some 136 Section 208
plans, that wherever agricultural water pollution
control is an issue the prevailing choice of
implementing agency is the soil conservation
district, and that with only a few exceptions they
do not call for the creation of regulatory control
programs but, rather, for the expansion of current
voluntary type efforts, particularly those relating
to erosion and sedimentation control. Beck also
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points out that these plans prefer adoption of BMPs
on a site specific, case-by-case basis. Examples of
preferred BMPs in the agricultural category include
such things as minimum tillage, contour farming,
critical area planting, crop rotation, terracing,
grass waterways, pasture planting, and strip
cropping. These newly-discovered "BMPs," of course,
have been around since the 1930's as have Soil
Conservation Districts, but a review of their
history may carry some lessons.
B.

Soil and Water Conservation Districts do seem to
bear a close tie to nonpoint source controls, as
they are the only type of special district whose
primary responsibility is to control soil erosion
and related runoff.

C.

The CWA represents this nation's second major effort
at dealing with the problem of nonpoint source
pollution. A direct assault on the soil erosion
problem -- defined quite broadly -- was initiated in
the Soil Conservation Act of 1935, Act of April 27,
1935, ch. 35, secs 1-5, 49 Stat. 163 (1935),
currently codified at 16 U.S.C. Secs. 590a - 590e
(1976), which created the Soil Conservation Service
and authorized the U.S.D.A. to provide federal
financial assistance for erosion control on
nonfederal land.

D.

Section 3 of the 1935 legislation contains the
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following provisions, now codified at 16 U.S.C. Sec.
Th

590 c (Supp. 1987):
As a condition to the extending of
any benefits under this chapter to any
lands not owned or controlled by the
United States or any of its agencies, the
Secretary of Agriculture may, insofar as
he may deem necessary for the purposes of
this chapter, require -(1) The enactment and reasonable
safeguards for the enforcement of State
and local laws imposing suitable permanent
restrictions on the use of such lands and
otherwise providing for the prevention of
soil erosion,
(2) Agreements or covenants as to the
permanent use of such lands; and
(3) Contributions in money, services,
materials, or otherwise, to any operations
conferring such benefits.
E.

An early stage of the S.C.S. program was the
establishment of demonstration projects, so that
farmers and ranchers could visit projects and
observe soil erosion control in operation.

F.

S.C.S. adopted the soil conservation district model
in order to foster a local approach to the soil
erosion problem. This idea called for S.C.S. to
provide technical advice and cost-sharing money. In
exchange each state was expected to enact enabling
legislation. U.S.D.A. published a Standard State
Soil Conservation District Law. Such districts
would be created by majority of the land owners and
renters in the proposed district. Districts were
authorized to, among other things, carry out erosion
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control operations and enact and enforce land use
regulations. States did pass the laws, under some
coercion.
G.

The original concept for soil conservation districts
was that their boundaries would conform to those of
local watersheds or other areas logical for the
purpose of erosion control, and that the districts
would be authorized to enact and enforce land use
regulations. Those two concepts were rejected by a
majority of the enacting states. Districts were
organized along county lines and without police
power authority.

H.

Even in states which did authorize districts to
enact land use regulations, such regulations were
not adopted.

I.

Thus, the S.C.S. program in the United States was a
purely voluntary one, depending upon landowners to
become "cooperators."

J.

Williams, "Soil Conservation Water Pollution
Control: The Muddy Record of the United States
Department of Agriculture." 7 B.C. Envtl Aff.L.
Rev., 365 (1979)

K.

As much as 40 billion federal dollars may have been
spent to control soil erosion in the U.S.
Currently, within the U.S.D.A., 27 separate
conservation programs are administered by eight
separate agencies. For the most part, this
bewildering array of federal programs has been
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limited to conservation incentives in the form of
technical assistance and cost sharing.
L.

The history of the S.C.S. program can be interpreted
to suggest that an erosion (nonpoint) control
program based upon free technical advice,
demonstration projects, and voluntary compliance by
private landowners will work only so long as the
federal government picks up the tab. When
cost-sharing dries-up, as it has with many of the
S.C.S. programs, or when the cost-sharing cannot be
used for production-enhancing practices (e.g., tile
drainage) landowners are quick to abandon both the
practices and the programs.

M.

The preference shown for soil conservation districts
in Section 208 plans continues the defects inherent
in the creation of these districts. First,
districts are not organized along watershed lines,
but, instead, along county lines. Second, districts
do not exercise police power controls. There is
nothing in our experience of government to suggest
that the problem of erosion/nonpoint pollution can
be solved by asking landowners to regulate
themselves.

X.

Drainage Districts
A. Of the existing forms of special districts, drainage
districts would seem to be somewhat better suited to
the task of nonpoint control than are soil and water
conservation districts. Such districts are the
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earliest form of natural resources district and,
although their goal is the enhancement of production
through cooperative drainage of private lands, they
are organized along small watersheds -- the logical
organization form for nonpoint source control.
While they lack direct land use control authority,
they are enabled to allocate costs and benefits when
improvements are made.
B.

Land drainage is a major area of concern in any
system that is serious about controlling nonpoint
sources.

C.

Symposium, "Drainage Law," 1960 U. In. L. Forum
189.

XI. Direct Federal Regulation of Some Forms of Nonpoint
Source Pollution.
A.

Shanty Town Associates Ltd Ptsp v. Environmental
Protection Agency, F.2d (4th Cir., April
4, 1988). A local sanitary commission applied for
federal CWA (Title II) funds to construct a sewage
collection system that would help alleviate
pollution from failing septic systems. In an EIS
the agency concluded that the proposed system would
result in considerable new development in a
floodplain, and result in increased runoff of
pollutants into adjoining bays. Nonetheless, it
recommended that the system be built, with
restrictions, as a means of dealing with the
existing serious septic pollution problem. As a
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condition of receiving CWA sewer construction funds
EPA required the local sanitary commission to enter
into a consent order with the state enforcement
agency to limit the use of federally-funded
construction to serve existing households, i.e., the
system could serve no new construction. This
restriction was challenged by a developer who
contended that EPA lacked authority under the CWA to
limit access to sewage facilities. The court upheld
EPA's position that Title I of the Act, which gives
it authority to make grants to state and local
government for the construction of publicly-owned
wastewater treatment facilities, also gives it the
incidental authority to restrict the use of those
facilities where necessary to further the Act's
water quality goals. In this case the concern was
that the system would lead to an increase in
nonpoint source pollution, and thereby have a
detrimental effect on the water quality of adjoining
bays. The Court observed:
It is true that the FWCPA contains no
mechanism for direct federal regulation of
nonpoint source pollution. But the Act's
legislative history makes clear that this
omission was due not to Congress' concern
for state autonomy, but simply to its
recognition that the control of nonpoint
source pollution was so dependent on such
site-specific factors as topography, soil
structure, rainfall, vegetation, and land
use that uniform federal regulation was
virtually impossible. * * * Nor do we find
anything in the language or legislative
history of the FWPCA that indicates a
congressional intent specifically to
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preclude EPA from imposing conditions on
Title II construction grants that are
designed to reduce the amount of nonpoint
source pollution generated, either
directly or indirectly, by the facilities
those grants fund."
B.

Section 404 Permits for Dredged or Fill Material.
33 U.S.C.A. Sec. 1344 (Supp. 1987). The Corps'
"public interest review" regulations guide the
decision whether to grant a permit. 33 C.F.R. Sec.
320.4 (1987). These call for a "careful weighing"
of costs and benefit. Among listed concerns are
wetlands, floodplain values, land use, shore
erosion, and water quality. The regs specifically
require concern over cumulative effects.
Presumably, avoidance or control of nonpoint source
pollution is a legitimate factor for consideration
in section 404 proceedings.
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NONPOINT SOURCE GUIDANCE
r"

I. INTRODUCTION
A.

Goals
The Water Quality Act of 1987 (WQA) states:
it is the national policy that programs for the control
of nonpoint sources of pollution be developed and implemented in an expeditious manner so as to enable the goals
of this Act to be met through the control of both point
and nonpoint sources of pollution.
This goal focuses on the importance of controlling nonpoint sources
of water pollution. With the enactment of section 319 of the WQA,
new dirEction and significant Federal financial assistance for the
implementation of State* nonpoint source (NPS) programs has been
authorized. The WQA requires two major reports to be completed by
August 4, 1988: a State Assessment Report describing the State's
NPS problems and a State Management Program explaining what the State
plans to do in the next four fiscal years to address their NPS problems.
The WQA authorizes financial assistance for developing these reports
and for implementing the State's NPS Management Program.

B.

The State Clean Water Strategy
The 1987 legislation mandates a similar approach in information
collection, assessment, and the subsequent development and implementation of pollution control mechanisms for targeted areas in the new
Surface Water Toxics Control, Nonpoint Source, Estuary, Clean Lakes,
and Great Lakes program areas. These activities, although conducted
under separate program activities, may lead to identifying the same
water resources as being in need of pollution control measures. EPA
is encouraging States to develop State Clean Water Strategies** as a

In accordance with section 518(e) of the WQA, the Administrator is
authorized to treat Indian tribes as States for the purposes of section
319. Therefore, throughout this guidance the term State shall refer to
States, Territories, and those Indian tribes designated by the Agency
under section 518(e).
**
State Clean Water Strategies are in essence a vehicle to better
integrate and coordinate State water programs, and to improve
effectiveness by targeting activities to high priority geographic areas.
For more details on State Clean Water Strategies, see in particular: US
EPA, Office of Water. State Clean Water Strategies: Meeting the
Challenges of the Future, December 1987 and US EPA, Office of Water.
Surface Water and Wetlands Protection Program Operating Guidance FY
1988, April 1987.
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means of addressing in a strategic way the variety of water pollution
sources, their inter-relationships and the many water resources that
are threatened.

C. Nonpotnt Source Management in the State Clean Miter Strategy
States have the opportunity to design and implement NPS programs as
part of an overall State Clean Water Strategy (SCWS) which unifies
and integrates the States' entire approach to water quality pro-

tection and clean-up. Building on existing State water pollution
control programs and activities, SCWS's may be developed in a three
step process: completing a comprehensive assessment of impaired or
threatened waters; targeting or identifying the sequence for protecting water resources; and developing strategic management plans. In
the area of assessments, the SCWS encourages States to consider combining the similar assessment requirements mandated under the Clean
Water Act (CWA) for nonpoint sources (section 319), lakes (section
314), estuaries (section 320), and surface water toxics (section
304(1)). The advantages of combining these assessment are to: help
States identify geographical problems and crossmedia "hot spots";
make data gaps more apparent; encourage non-traditional, multi-agency
coordination and cooperation; and form the basis for comprehensive
pollution control efforts.
Both the SCWS process and the NPS Guidance call for identifying the
sequence for protecting water resources. Neither the SCWS nor the
NPS Guidance provide a prescriptive ranking and targeting procedure
that States must follow. Rather they provide a general framework
and a set of targeting criteria that States should consider during
the targeting stage of the process. As a practical matter, especially
in the NPS area, States will probably find it both useful and necessary
to carve out a subset of work for concerted action within the multi-year
timeframe of the SCWS. The guiding principle for this step is to
maximize environmental benefit by devoting resources and efforts to
water resources in a priority order that recognizes the values of the
waterbody in question, the benefits to be realized from various control
actions and the controllability of the problem(s).
Again, both the SCWS and the NPS Guidance call for the development of
multi-year strategic plans. Such multi-year strategic plans provide
the connection between the strategic direction and the State's annual
work plans for carrying out the work over a multi-year period. The
scope of a management plan depends upon whether the State elects to
use a comprehensive, integrated approach or a more traditional programmatic approach. So long as the CWA requirements for specific
management plans (nonpoint source, Clean Lakes, estuaries) are met,
the State may submit either one comprehensive management plan or
multiple plans covering each of its program areas.

D.

Definition of Nonpoint Source Pollution
For the purpose of implementing the NPS provisions in the CWA, NPS

pollution is defined as follows:
Nonpoint Source (NPS) Pollution: NPS pollution is caused by diffuse

sources that are not regulated as point sources and normally is associated
with agricultural, silvicultural and urban runoff, runoff from
construction activities, etc. Such pollution results in the human-made or
human-induced alteration of the chemical, physical, biological, and
radiological integrity of water. In practical terms, nonpoint source
pollution does not result from a discharge at a specific, single location
(such as a single pipe) but generally results from land runoff,
precipitation, atmospheric deposition, or percolation. It must
be kept in mind that this definition is necessarily general; legal and
regulatory decisions have sometimes resulted in certain sources being
assigned to eithar the point or nonpoint source categories because of
considerations other than their manner of discharge. For example,
irrigation return flows are designated as "nonpoint sources" by section
402(1) of the Clean Water Act, even though the discharge is through a
discrete conveyance.

E.

Program Inter-relationships
With the WQA, States now have additional support and direction for
comprehensive implementation of NPS controls. EPA will encourage
States to develop NPS programs which build upon related programs
such as Clean Lakes, ,:stuaries, Stormwater Permits, Ground Water,
Toxics Controls, Stato Revolving Funds, and Wetlands; and complement
and increase the effectiveness of State and local NPS programs already
underway. In addition, EPA will encourage States to coordinate their
NPS programs with othef Federal agencies. For example, USDA's Conservation Reserve and Con3ervation Compliance Programs play an important
role in the implementetion of best management practices to reduce
agricultural NPS pollution.

II. IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH
This section addresses the basic UPS requirements from section 319 of
the Clean Water Act as amended by the Water Quality Act of 1987. States
are encouraged to integrate these section 319 items through their State
Clean Water Strategies into their existing processes and resultant documents (specifically sections 303(e), 106, 305(b), and water quality
management plans).

A. Development of State Assessment Reports
1.

Introduction
State Assessment Reports must describe the nature, extent and
effect of UPS water pollution, the causes of such pollution, and
programs and methods used for controlling this pollution.
In order to avoid duplication and to conserve resources, States should
use their 1988 State 305(b) Reports to meet the requirements of State
Assessment Reports. At a minimum, States should use their 1988
State 305(6) Reports which are due by April 1, 1988 as the formal
mechanism for reporting the list of waters impacted by NPS pollution
and the UPS categories or sources contributing to these impacts
(items 2(A) and 2(B) below). This list of impacted waters may be
updated at any time and should be updated for subsequent State 305(b)
Reports. Other assessment items required by section 319 (items 2(C)
and 2(D) below) may be included in State 305(b) Reports as well but
must be submitted no later than August 4, 1988.
EPA guidance for preparing 1988 State 305(b) Reports identifies the
NPS information to be included in the 305(b) Reports for State
Assessment Reports (See US EPA, Office of Water Regulations and
Standards. Guidelines for the Preparation of the 1988 State Water
Quality Assessment 305(b) Report, April 1, 1987). This section 319
guidance provides a more detailed discussion of the requirements
for State Assessment Reports including EPA approval criteria.

2.

State Assessment Report Requirements
State Assessment Reports shall include the following four categories
of information:
(A)

identification of navigable waters within the State which, without
additional action to control nonpoint sources of pollution,
cannot reasonably be expected to attain or maintain applicable
water quality standards or the goals and requirements of the
Act;

(B)

identification of categories and subcategories of nonpoint sources
or, where appropriate, particular nonpoint sources which add
significant pollution to each portion of the navigable waters
identified under subparagraph (A) in amounts which contribute
to such portion not meeting such water quality standards or
such goals and requirements;

(C)

description of the process, including intergovernmental
coordination and public participation, for (i) identifying
best management practices and measures to control each category
and subcategory of nonpoint sources and, where appropriate,
particular nonpoint sources identified under subparagraph (B)
and (ii) for reducing, to the maximum extent practicable, the
level of pollution resulting from such category, subcategory,
or source; and

(D)

description of State and local programs for controlling pollution
added from nonpoint sources to, and improving the quality of,
each such portion of the navigable waters, including but not
limited to those programs which will receive Federal assistance
under subsection (h) and (1).

3. Explanation
Sequence - The Assessment Report should be submitted before or
concurrently with the State Management Program.
Use Available Information - The Act specifically encourages the
use of existing reports and information for State Assessment Reports in recognition of the timing required by the Act. Assessment data, however, should be reviewed, updated and refined, as
appropriate. The State Assessment Report should clearly identify
navigable waters where available information does not support
reliable assessment, and provide a strategy and timetable for
completing the assessment of these navigable waters.
Process - An open assessment process is to be used to identify NPS
water quality problem areas. All those with an interest in water
quality should be involved in developing the Statewide list of NPS
problem areas. Groups and agencies with interests in fish and
wildlife, recreation, natural resources, agriculture, forestry,
drinking water, etc. should be consulted in the process of identifying such areas. Representatives of environmental groups, industry, regional planning organizations, local governments and the public should also participate. This process will help assure that all
available data from diverse agencies and organizations is included,
and that gaps in the data are identified and can be remedied for
future decisions and actions.
What Constitutes NPS-Impacted Waters? - Consistent with the 305(b)
reporting requirements, States should report on assessed waters
for which the State is able to make a judgment about the degree to
which the designated use is supported. The 1988 305(6) Guidelines
establish two levels of assessment, one reflecting conclusions based
on ambient monitoring data and the other based on other information.
The first level is "monitored" waters in which the assessment
is based on current site-specific ambient data i.e., the ambient
monitoring data are less than five years old. The second level is
"evaluated" waters in which the assessment is based on information
other than current site-specific ambient data, such as data on
sources of pollution, predictive modeling, fishery surveys, citi-
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zen complaints and ambient data which are older than five years.
In the NPS area, best professional judgment and various evaluation
techniques will play an important role. When using more subjective
evaluation methods, EPA expects that borderline cases will be included
in the list of waters impacted by NPS pollution.
The Assessment Report should include all navigable waters within
the State which exhibit water-quality-limiting NPS problems (see
Appendix A for definition of navigable waters and waters of the
U.S.). The Assessment should also indicate the total sizes of
waters in the State by waterbody type (i.e., miles of rivers and
acres of lakes, estuaries and wetlands) that fully support their
designated uses and the total sizes of State waters not assessed.
(This information should be available from State 305(b) Reports.)
High quality waters [as defined in section 131.12 (a)(2) of the
Water Quality Standards Regulation] in the State where potential
degradation from nonpoint sources due to proposed or actual changes
in cultural activities is a threat, should also be identified.
States should develop their assessments on a watershed-by-watershed
basis States should not focus only on waters immediately adjacent
to NPS problems, but should also consider downstream segments, lakes
and estuaries where NP$ pollutants may accumulate and cause water
degradation.
Section 305(b) Waterbodv System (WBS) - A new data management system,
the WBS, is being developed to manage much of the waterbody-specific,
quantitative information concerning surface water quality and sources
of pollution reported by States in their 305(b) submissions. States
should submit the waterbody-specific information required in the
State NPS Assessment (i.e., the list of waters impacted by NPS
pollution and the categories of sources of NPS pollution for each
of these waterbodies) in a written form in a format consistent with
the WBS (preferably using WBS input forms). EPA will work through
contractors to get the data into the WBS during the summer of 1988.
Use of the actual WBS computer system by the States is optional in
FY 1988. States should consult the Guidelines for the Preparation
of the 1988 305(b) Report and the WBS Users Manual for guidance in
developing and formatting their information.
Wetlands - States should include any information on known wetlands
impacted by nonpoint sources in their NPS Assessment Report.
Ground Water - States should include information on any known or
suspected ground-water problems caused by nonpoint sources in their
NPS Assessment Report. Any ground-water information included in
a State's Assessment Report should be consistent with the State's
ground-water protection strategies. States are encouraged to
refer to EPA's Office of Ground-Water Protection's guidance on the
Wellhead Protection Program which contains a section on "source
identification" (US EPA, Office of Ground-Water Protection. Guidance
for Applicants for State Wellhead Protection Program Assistance
Funds Under the Safe Drinking Water Act, June 1987, p. 21).
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Landownership - States should identify water quality problems due to
NPS pollution from all lands regardless of landownership (Federal/

State/local/private).
Categories and Subcategories - The categories, subcategories or
sources of NPS pollution which add pollution to the NPS-impacted
waters included in the Assessment should be identified. Categories
should be identified for each listed waterbody. Particular nonpoint
sources or specific sources which add pollution to an identified
waterbody should also be identified and reported where known. States
should use the computer codes established for the major NPS pollution
categories and subcategories listed in Appendix B for reporting in
their State Assessment Reports. For a State's own implementation
purposes, it may need to further subdivide the major categories and
subcategories of NPS pollution, or may want to define its nonpoint
sources differently. If a State identifies an entirely new category
of nonpoint sources, it should contact EPA (Monitoring and Data
Support Division, WH-553, Office of Water Regulations and Standards,
Office of Water, Washington, DC 20460) to have a new computer code
assigned to the source.
Process for Defining BMPs - The Assessment Report must describe
the process, including intergovernmental coordination and public
participation, used for identifying best management practices.
This coordination/public participation requirement recognizes that
NPS management often requires the coordination of numerous agencies
and organizations which may be affected by NPS management decisions.
States are required to describe the process for identifying BMPs in
their Assessment Reports. In the Management Program, States must
include more details on BMPs including lists of BMPs which are
generally considered appropriate for the various categories and
subcategories of NPS pollution.
Identification of NPS Programs - The Assessment Report must describe
State and local programs to be used in the implementation of State
NPS management programs 'including programs for which the State
intends to seek funding under sections 319(h) and (i)]. This will
serve as a cataloging of existing tools and will help identify
the need to develop new and additional tools and approaches to NPS
control as part of State NPS Management Programs. Section 319
requires States to describe their NPS programs in both their Assessment Report and State Management Program. This is duplicative, but
EPA will expect greater detail to be provided in the Management
Program.
Over the years, many States have developed highly successful and
innovative NPS control programs including low-interest loans to
farmers, assistance to landowners or landusers in targeted watersheds, statewide regulation of erosion from construction sites and
urban stormwater runoff, forest practice requirements and others.
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New programs are expected to go well beyond existing programs and
should build on and strengthen the solid successes developed by the
States over the years.
Public Notice and Opportunity for Public Comment - The State must
provide public notice of the availability of the State's Assessment
Report for public review and provide an opportunity for public
comment prior to submittal to EPA.
Transmittal of Reports - States are encouraged to submit drafts
of their Assessment Reports to Regional NPS Coordinators prior to
formal submission. Copies of final Assessment Reports submitted
as a part of State 305(b) Reports should be submitted to Regional
305(b) Coordinators. Three copies should be submitted to NPS
Coordinators.
If Assessment Reports are completed prior to submission of 1988
305(b) Reports, three copies of the Assessment Report should be
submitted to Regional NPS Coordinators. States should incorporate
their NPS Assessment information in their 1988 305(b) Reports which
are due by April 1, 1988.
At a minimum, States should use their 1988 State 305(b) Reports to
identify the list of waters impacted by NPS pollution and the NPS
categories or sources contributing to this impact. The other two
Assessment items required by section 319 (process for identifying
BMPs and description of State/local NPS programs) may be included
in State 305(b) Reports as well but must be submitted no later
than August 4, 1988.

4. Criteria for Approval of Slate Assessment Reports
Pollowing are the criteria that EPA will use in evaluating a State's
Assessment Report:
(A) Navigable waters impacted by nonpoint sources
[section 319(a)(1)(A)]
o

Has available Statewide information regarding the State's
NPS problems been analyzed and summarized in the Assessment
Report including any available information developed pursuant to sections 208, 303(e), 304(f), 305(b), 314, and 320,
and NPS information prepared for America's Clean Waters,
The States' Nonpoint Source Assessment 1985, Association of
State and Interstate Water Pollution Control Administrators?

o

Has the list of waters impacted or threatened by NPS pollution
and the pollution categories or sources contributing to
this impact been integrated with the State's 305(b) Report
consistent with the EPA Guidelines?

o

Has the assessment basis (i.e., monitored or evaluated) for
reported waters been identified?

o

Have the specific waterbodies impacted or threatened by NPS
pollution and the NPS pollution categories or sources contributing to this impact been identified and have such data
been provided in a compatible format for inclusion in the
305(b) Waterbody System data base (use of the actual Waterbody
computer system will be optional in FY 1988)?

o

Has the list of waters impacted or threatened by NPS pollution
been reported on a watershed-by-watershed basis?

o

Have interstate/international waters been considered?

o

If all navigable waters have not been completely assessed,
does the State have a strategy and expeditious timetable
for improving the quality of its assessment?

(B) Categories of nonpoint sources impacting State waters
[section 319(a)(1)(B)]
o

Has the State specifically identified the categories and
subcategories or sources of NPS pollution for each of the
impacted or threatened navigable waters identified above?

(C) Intergovernmental coordination and public participation for
identifying BMPs [section 319(a)(1)(C)]
o

Were groups and agencies with water quality and resource
interests provided an opportunity to review proposed best
management practices for the categories and subcategories
of nonpoint sources?

(D) Identification of existing State and local NPS control programs
[section 319(a)(1)(D)]
o

Has the State provided a comprehensive summary of all existing
State and local NPS control programs and explained how the
new assistance provided by section 319(h) and (i) will help
support its NPS programs?

o

Has there been adequate consideration of the development of
the listings of programs with local, State and Federal agencies?

(E) Public notice and opportunity for public comment [section 319(a)(1)]
o

Have other groups with water quality and resource interests
been actively involved in the process of defining the NPS
water quality problem areas, identifying the sources impacting
or threatening these waters, and identifying BMPs e.g., have
fish and wildlife, recreational, agricultural, forestry,
drinking water, and wetland protection agencies etc., participated in developing the Assessment?

o

Has the State issued a public notice on the availability of
the State Assessment Report for public review and provided an
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opportunity for public comment prior to submitting the Report
to EPA?
o Does the review process generally conform to 40 CFR 25 for
public participation? States have the flexibility to design
whatever type of public participation strategy they wish
including workshops, advisory groups and public hearings, but
the administration of the chosen activities should be in
accordance with the procedures outlined in 40 CFR 25.
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B. Development of State Management Programs

1. Introduction
State Management Programs should provide an overview of a State's
NPS programs as well as a summary of what the State intends to

accomplish in the next four fiscal years beginning after the date
of program submission. EPA trusts that development of State Management Programs will help States move toward viable, long-range NPS
management programs.
State Management Programs should be submitted by the Governor of each
State, for that State or in combination with adjacent States, after
notice and opportunity for public comment. State Management Programs
should be submitted to the appropriate Regional NPS Coordinator by
August 4, 1988.
While the Assessment Report identifies the overall dimensions of
the State's NPS water quality problems, a State will probably find
it both useful and necessary to carve out a subset of these waters
in its State Management Program for concerted action on a watershedby-watershed basis over the next four years. Such targeting will
provide the greatest opportunity for achieving visible water quality
improvements in the short run. In addition, States should develop
Statewide program approaches to address NPS problems such as construction erosion, urban stormwater runoff from developing areas,
forestry practices, or other types of NPS problems.
States are encouraged to target or identify the sequence for
protecting their water resources based on a comparative evaluation
of the State's waters. The guiding principles in evaluating a State's
waters are to maximize environmental benefit by devoting resources
and efforts to water resources in a priority order that recognizes
the values of the waterbody in question, the benefits to be realized
from various control actions (including evidence of local public
interest and support), and the controllability of the problem(s).
States should consider the following factors in targeting NPS problem
areas:
o

What waterbodies are most valuable from various perspectives-aquatic habitat, recreation, and water supply for example?

o

What waterbodies are subject to adverse effects from both
pollution and aquatic habitat destruction (wetlands), and can
be impacted by water programs?

o

What tools are available to address the waterbodies identified?

o

What areas are most likely to be improved through governmental
action?

o

Which problems are most amenable to the available tools and controls?
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o

What is the degree of public support (local or statewide) to
protect a particular aquatic resource?

o

How willing are other governmental agencies to take steps to
use their tools and resources to help address the problem?

o

Where would "combined actions" offer the greatest benefit
relative to the value of the aquatic resource?

States are encouraged to refer to an EPA Office of Water Regulations
and Standards' technical publication called Setting Priorities: The
Key to Nonpoint Source Pollution Control for more details on effective
NPS targeting approaches (US EPA. Office of Water Regulations and
Standards, Setting Priorities: The Key to Nonpoint Source Pollution
Control, July 1987). The NPS targeting strategy, as presented in
this document, complements the targeting concept in the State Clean
Water Strategy Guidance; more specifically, it is intended to present
successful State approaches to targeting NPS water pollution control
problems.
States should, where appropriate, supplement the funding of existing
NPS projects in order to demonstrate the benefits of NPS projects
within the four year program.
The State Management Program needs to be balanced between the priority
problems the State identifies and implementation of Statewide NPS
programs. Examples of Statewide NPS programs include Statewide
regulatiors for forestry, grazing, or construction erosion control,
or Statewide educational programs aimed at protecting water resources
from NPS tmpacts. Targeted water quality projects and Statewide
programs should be directed at either improving degraded water quality
or preventing NPS impacts in high quality waters.

2. State Management Program Requirements
State Maragement Programs shall include the following six categories
of information:
(A)

best management practices and measures which will be used
to reduce pollutant loadings resulting from each category,
subcategory, or particular nonpoint source designated in the
State's Assessment Report, taking into account the impact of
the practice on ground-water quality.

(B)

programs (including, as appropriate, nonregulatory or
regulatory programs for enforcement, technical assistance,
financial assistance, education, training, technology transfer,
and demonstration projects) to achieve implementation of the
best management practices designated under subparagraph (A).

(C)

a schedule containing annual milestones for (i) utilization of
the program implementation methods identified in subparagraph (B), and (ii) implementation of the the best management
practices identified in subparagraph (A) by the categories,
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subcategories, or particular nonpoint sources designated in the
State's Assessment Report. Such schedule shall provide for
utilization of the best management practices at the earliest
practicable date.
(D)

a certification by the attorney general of the State or States
(or the chief attorney of any State water pollution control
agency which has independent legal counsel) that the laws of
the State or States, as the case may be, provide adequate
authority to implement such management program or, if there is
not adequate authority, a list of such additional authorities
as will be necessary to implement such management program and a
schedule and commitment by the State or States to seek such
additional authorities as expeditiously as practicable.

(E)

sources of Federal and other assistance and funding [other than
assistance provided under subsections (h) and (i)] which will be
available in each of such fiscal years for supporting implementation of such practices and measures and the purposes for
which such assistance will be used in each of such fiscal years.

(F)

the Federal financial assistance programs and Federal development
projects for which the State will review individual assistance
applications or development projects for their effect on water
quality pursuant to the procedures set forth in Executive Order
12372 as in effect on September 17, 1983, to determine whether
such assistance applications or development projects would be
consistent with the program prepared under this subsection; for
the purposes of this subparagraph, identification shall not
be limited to the assistance programs or development projects
subject to Executive Order 12372 but may include any programs
listed in the most recent Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance
which may have an effect on the purposes and objectives of the
State's nonpoint source pollution management program.

3. Explanation
As required by the Act, States should develop Management Programs
to the maximum extent practicable on a watershed-by-watershed basis.
State NPS Management Programs should focus geographically on NPS
priority areas identified through a comparative evaluation of the
State's waters. Management strategies should comprehensively address
the NPS problems in the watersheds targeted for implementation,
regardless of landownership (Federal/State/local/private). In
addition, States should develop Statewide program approaches to
address various types of nonpoint sources.
The Act requires six principal categories of information to be
included in State NPS Management Programs and each category as well
as other items are discussed below:
Best Management Practices (BMPs) - State programs must identify the
BMPs which will be used to reduce pollution from each of the categories or subcategories of NPS pollution, taking into account the
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impact of the proposed practices on ground-water quality.
States are required to consider the impact of best management
practices on ground water. This is due to the intimate hydrologic
relationship that often exists between surface and ground water,
and the possibility that measures taken to reduce contaminants in
surface water runoff may increase transport of these contaminants
to ground water.
The range of detail regarding BMPs in State submittals may vary
from lists of BMPs which are generally considered appropriate for
the various categories and subcategories of NPS pollution to detailed
watershed plans. However, grant applications which seek support
for specific demonstration watershed projects under sections 319
or 205(j)(5) should contain more specific information on the types
and amount of BMPs needed for particular projects (see section on
Demonstration Projects under Grant Application Requirements).
NPS Proxrams - States must identify the nonregulatory and regulatory
programs including enforcement, technical assistance, financial
assistance, education, training, technology transfer, demonstration
projects and monitoring/evaluation to assist in the development and
implementation of BMPs. The lead and cooperating agencies for
carrying out these programs should be identified and their responsibilities clearly identified.
Section 319(h)(7) states that Federal funds from this section
may be used for financial assistance to individuals only to the extent that such assistance is related to the costs of "demonstration
projects." The Conference Report accompanying the Act (Report
99-1004) explains the limitations regarding "demonstration projects:"
States may use Federal funds authorized by the bill for
financial assistance to individuals only insofar as the
assistance is related to costs of implementing demonstration projects. Federal funds are not to be used as a
general subsidy or for general cost sharing to support
implementation of best management practices. However, a
State is not precluded from using or directing other
funds for cost sharing or other incentive programs if it
chooses. The term "demonstration projects" includes projects designed to educate individuals as to the use of
best management practices and to demonstrate their feasibility and utility as well as research projects to establish the coat effectiveness of particular BMPs.
Schedule - State programs will include a schedule containing annual
milestones for the four year program. Milestones built into the four
year program will provide an opportunity to gauge effectiveness of
programs and to make needed mid-course corrections. Annual work
programs included in grant applications must include commitments to
meet the four year Management Program. Examples of milestones include: anticipated improvements in water quality, water use or achievement of water quality standards; numbers and types of BMPs implemented;
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reports completed; NPS-related laws passed; and MPS programs established.
Certification of Adequacy of State Laws - The State must certify
that existing State laws are adequate to carry out the proposed program or the Management Program must contain a stated intent to seek
additional needed authority. If additional legal authority is needed,
the schedule for seeking such authority should be adequately expeditious
to allow implementation within the four-year Management Program.
Funding Sources - The Management Program should identify sources of
Federal and other assistance and funding other than that provided
by sections 319(h) and (i) which will be used to carry out the
State's NPS Management Program in each of the four fiscal years.
Federal Consistency - State Management Programs should identify any
individual Federal financial assistance programs or Federal development projects to be reviewed by the State for their consistency
with its proposed State NPS Management Program. According to the
Congressional Record on January 14, 1987, this requirement is based
on Executive Order 12372, as in effect on September 17, 1983*, which
... replaces OMB Circular A-95 and establishes procedures by
which State authorities may comment upon applications for
Federal assistance and Federal development projects to assure
that the federally supported activities and projects are consistent with State needs and objectives. This bill assures
that the provisions of the Executive order, as in effect on
September 17, 1983, will be applicable to the State's implementation of this review process, with respect to its nonpoint
source management program, regardless of any subsequent revisions
of the Executive order. The bill also allows States to designate
any Federal assistance program or development project listed
in the most recent Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance, rather
than just those programs and projects subject to the current
Executive Order 12372. The purpose of this provision is to
allow the States to review any Federal program or project
that the State determines needs to be reviewed for consistency
with its nonpoint management program. This provision builds
upon established procedures for State review of Federal
activities. It will provide the States with an important tool
to assure that proposed Federal assistance and development
projects are implemented in a manner which the State deems
consistent with its nonpoint source pollution management program.

Executive Order 12372 titled "Intergovernmental Review of Federal
Programs" was issued July 14, 1982. This Executive Order was
subsequently emended on April 8, 1983 by Executive Order 12416 also
titled "Intergovernmental Review of Federal Programs." Thus, the
reference to the "Executive Order 12372, as in effect on September 17,
1983," includes the amendments added by Executive Order 12416.
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The Administrator is required to transmit to the Office of Management
and Budget and appropriate Federal agencies a list of the assistance
programs and development projects which each State has identified
for review pursuant to the procedures set forth in Executive Order
12372, as in effect on September 17, 1983. Beginning no later than
60 days thereafter each Federal agency is required to amend applicable
regulations so that individual assistance applications and projects
for the identified programs and development projects are submitted
for State review. In addition, the appropriate agencies and departments of the Federal Government are required to accomodate, according
to the requirements and definitions of the Executive Order, concerns
the State may express about consistency of such applications or
projects with the State's NPS Management Program.
(Note: More detailed information on how to carry out the Federal
consistency provisions is currently being developed.)
Public Notice and Opportunity for Public Comment - States should
actively involve other groups with water quality and resource
interests in the development of State Management Programs. In
addition, the State shall provide a public notice on the availability
of the State's Management Program for public review and must provide
an opportunity for public comment prior to submittal to EPA. Also,
within ten days of receipt of a specific Management Program, the
appropriate EPA Regional Office will provide public notice that they
have received such Management Program.

4. Criteria for Approval of State Management Programs
Following are the criteria that EPA will use in evaluating a State's
Management Program:
(A) Identification of BMPs (section 319(b)(2)(A)1
o

Are appropriate NPS BMPs identified for each of the
categories and subcategories of nonpoint sources identified
in the State's Assessment Report?

o

Has the impact of these HMI's on ground-water quality
been considered?

(B) Identification of needed implementation programs
(section 319(b)(2)(B)]
o

Are the implementation programs (i.e., education,
technical/financial assistance, enforcement, etc.) to be
used identified?

o

Are the lead and cooperating agencies responsible for
the State's NPS programs identified and are their
responsibilities clearly identified?

o

Are implementation programs developed on a watershed-bywatershed basis, to the extent practicable (there is
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recognition that Statewide program approaches are needed
to address certain NPS problems)?
o

If the NPS programs include financial assistance to
individuals (cost-sharing), are the Federal 319(h) costs
related only to supporting the costs of demonstration
projects, as required by section 319(h)(7)?

(C) Implementation milestones [section 319(b)(2)(C))
o

Have milestones been scheduled during the four year
program to allow for implementation, evaluation of program
effectiveness and any necessary mid-course corrections?
For example, have goals been established for individual
watersheds regarding how many BMPs will be implemented by
what date or what water quality improvements are expected,
or has a schedule been established for the development of
certa.n NPS regulations?

(D) Certification of the attorney general of adequate State
authority [section 319(b)(2)(D)]
o

If a State's authorities are not adequate, is there a schedule
for obtaining adequate authority to support needed implementation within the timeframe of the four year section 319 program?

(E) Source; of Federal and other assistance and funding
[section 319(b)(2)(E))
o

Does the Management Program explain how State and local funds,
othor related EPA programs [other than 319(h) and (i)], and
other Federal programs affecting NPS control will be integrated
and utilized as part of an overall State NPS Management Program
e.g., other EPA programs such as 314, 320, 117, etc. and other
Federal agency programs such as USDA's Conservation Reserve
Program?

(F) Consistency of Federal programs with State NPS requirements
[section 319(b)(2)(F))
o

Is the State's identification of Federal financial assistance
programs and Federal development projects to be reviewed
specific enough to allow EPA to identify the programs/projects
clearly to the appropriate Federal agency?

(G) Public notice and opportunity for public comment [section 319(b)(1))
o

Have other groups with water quality and resource interests
been actively involved in the process of developing the State
Management Program e.g., have fish and wildlife, recreational,
agricultural, forestry, drinking water and wetlands protection
agencies, etc., participated in developing the Management
Program?
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o Has the State issued a public notice on the availability of
the State Management Program for public review and provided
an opportunity for public comment prior to submitting the
Report to EPA?
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C. Administrative and Other Provisions

1.

Deadline for Approval/Partial Approval
The NPS Assessment Report and Management Program should be
submitted to the appropriate EPA Regional Office no later than
August 4, 1988. The Regional Administrator must either approve
or disapprove a State's Assessment Report or Management Program
not later than 180 days after the date of submittal. The Regional
Administrator must approve the Assessment Report in its entirety
but may approve a portion of a Management Program. These items
may be approved separately or concurrently.
If the Regional Administrator does not disapprove an Assessment
Report, Management Program, or portion of a Management Program
in such 180 day period, such Assessment Report, Management
Program or portion of a Management Program shall be deemed
approved for the purposes of section 319.

2.

Procedure for Disapproval
The Act provides that, after notice and opportunity for public
comment and consultation with appropriate Federal and State
agencies and other interested persons, the Regional Administrator may disapprove a State's Assessment Report and/or
Management Program. Criteria for disapproval include:
(A)

the proposed Assessment Report and Management Program
or any portion thereof does not meet the requirements
of subsections (a)(1) and (b)(2) of section 319, respectively, or is not likely to satisfy, in whole or
in part, the goals and requirements of this Act;

(B)

adequate authority does not exist, or adequate resources
are not available, to implement such program or portion;

(C)

the schedule for implementing such program or portion
is not sufficiently expeditious; or

(D)

the practices and measures proposed in such program
or portion are not adequate to reduce the level of
pollution in navigable waters in the State resulting
from nonpoint sources and to improve the quality of
navigable waters in the State.

If any such determinations are made, the Regional Administrator
shall then, within 180 days of the receipt of the proposed
Assessment or Program, notify the State of any revisions or
modifications necessary to obtain approval. The State shall
thereupon have an additional three months to submit its revised
Assessment or Management Program and the Regional Administrator
shall approve or disapprove such revised submittals within
three months of receipt.
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3.

leach Agency is to Serve as the Lead for the 319 Program
States should identify one State agency to serve as the lead
agency for the section 319 program. Given the diversity of
nonpoint pollution sources, EPA believes that State water
quality agencies are generally in the best position to carry
out the overall UPS assessment and program development requirements of section 319. However, a Governor, in consultation
with the appropriate EPA Regional Administrator, may designate
an agency other than the State water quality agency to serve
as the lead in developing the State's UPS program. In such
cases, the proposed agency must have the capability to develop
both a comprehensive NPS water quality assessment and UPS
management program. In any case, the Governor's designee will
ultimately be the recipient of section 205(j)(5) or 319 UPS grants.
As a practical matter, once a State's overall UPS program is
approved by the EPA Regional Administrator, numerous agencies
will likely be involved in the actual implementation of specific
NPS water pollution control programs. For example, State water
quality, natural resources, soil conservation, drinking water
and other agencies, as well as Federal, local and areawide
agencies will be involved. We expect the lead UPS agency to
submit consolidated section 205(j)(5) or 319 grants which the
lead State NPS agency will then allocate as appropriate, probably
through State memoranda of understanding, among its implementing
agencies.

4.

Water Quality Management Plan Updates
States may incorporate their NPS Assessment and Management
Programs into their water quality management (WQM) plan or
areawide waste treatment management plan developed and updated
in accordance with the provisions of section 205(j), 208, and
303 of the Act, 40 CFR Part 130 (the Water Quality Planning and
Management regulation), and State requirements. The NPS Assessment and Management Program may be included in the State's WQM
Plan or referenced as part of the WQM plan if contained in
separate documents.

5.

States Electing Not to Submit Assessment Reports
If a Governor of a State elects not to submit an Assessment
Report by the August 4, 1988 deadline, the Regional Administrator
shall, within 30 months after the date of enactment of the
amendments establishing section 319, prepare for such State a
Report which makes the identifications that are required, by
law and the guidance, for the State Assessment Report. Upon
completion of this requirement and providing notice and opportunity to comment, EPA will report to Congress on this action.
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B. Local Agency Submittal of Management Program
If a State elects not to submit a Management Program or if the
Regional Administrator does not approve such a Management Program,
a local public agency or organization which has expertise in,
and authority to control, NPS pollution may, with State approval,
submit a Management Program. Such agency or organization must
be of "sufficient geographic size" as determined by the Regional
Administrator and may request technical assistance from EPA in
the development of such Management Program.
After development of such Management Program, such agency or
organization shall submit the Management Program through the State
to the appropriate Regional Administrator. If the program is
approved, such agency or organization shall be eligible to receive
financial assistance under section 319(h) for implementation of
the Management Program. Such financial assistance shall be subject
to the same terms and conditions as assistance provided to a State
under section 319(h), including that both an Assessment Report and
Management Program must be completed prior to award of a grant
under section 319(h).

7. Annual Reports by States and Reports to Congress
(A) Annual State Reports Required - Starting November 1, 1987,
and each September 1 thereafter, each State will report to
its respective EPA Regional Office, concerning:
(1)

the amount, purpose and utilization of grants received
by the State under subsections 319(h) and (i), 205(j)(5),
and 201(g)(1); and funds used under 603(c)(2);

(2)

its progress in meeting milestones detailed in its
Management Program; and

(3)

to the extent that appropriate information is available,
reductions in nonpoint source pollutant loading and improvements in water quality for those waters reported in
the State's Assessment Report.

The Annual Reports will be consolidated by the Regions and
forwarded to EPA Headquarters no later than November 20 in
1987 and in the following years by September 20.
The first Annual Report due November 1, 1987 should consist
of a letter from the State regarding the status of its NPS
program. For example, the letter should note when and if
the State expects to submit an Assessment Report and Management Program, and the status of NPS activities supported
with 205(j)(5) funds.
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(B)

EPA Annual Report Required - The Administrator will
consolidate, edit and add to State and Regional reports
and submit to Congress his report by January 1, 1988, and
each January 1 thereafter, on the activities and programs
implemented under section 319 and the progress made in
reducing UPS water pollution and improving the quality of
affected waters.

(C)

Final Report - The Administrator's report of January 1,
1990 is referred to in the Act as the "Final Report."
In this report the Congress is asking for an evaluation of
the activities carried out to that date under section 319.
[The filing of the 1989-90 "Final Report" does not change
the requirement for subsequent annual reports in the manner
and fashion of the '87-'88 reports called for by paragraphs
(A) and (B), above.]
Specifically, States will report the following information
in the September 1, 1989 submittal, in addition to that
information asked for under subparagraph (A) above:
(1)

the management programs implemented by the State by
types and amount of affected waters, categories and
subcategories of nonpoint sources, and types of best
management practices being implemented;

(2)

the experiences of the State in adhering to schedules
and implementing best management practices;

(3)

what further actions need to be taken to attain and
maintain in UPS targeted waters (i) applicable water
quality standards, and (ii) the goals and requirements of the Act;

(4)

recommendations concerning needed future programs
(including enforcement programs) for controlling
pollution from nonpoint sources; and

(5)

programs and activities of departments, agencies and
instrumentalities of the United States which are
inconsistent with the State's Management Program and
recommended modifications so that such activities and
programs would become consistent with and assist the
States in implementation of their Management Program.

[Note: Separate technical information is being developed to
provide a format for preparation of the State Annual Reports
and the Final Report. This format would allow for reporting
of progress in specific UPS projects and reductions in NPS
loadings and related water quality improvements.]
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8. Cooperation Requirement
States should seek the cooperative involvement of regional
planning agencies, local governments, and other public and
private agencies and organizations in the development of their
Assessment Report and Management Program. Section 319(c)(1)
specifically requires the Assessment Report and Management
Program
...be developed in cooperation with local, substate,
regional, and interstate entities which are actively
planning for the implementation of nonpoint source
pollution controls and have either been certified by
the Administrator in accordance with section 208, have
worked jointly with the State on water quality management planning under section 205(j), or have been designated by the State legislative body or Governor as
water quality management planning agencies for their
geographic areas.
In addition, section 319(b)(3) requires States to the maximum
extent practicable to involve local public and private agencies
and organizations which have expertise in control of NPS pollution in the development and implementation of State Management
Programs.

8. Interstate Management Conference
If waters in a State are impaired by NPS pollution from another
State, the State may petition the Regional Administrator to
convene, and he shall convene, a conference of the affected
States. If the Regional Administrator finds that waters in a
State are not meeting standards because of UPS pollution originating in another State, EPA shall notify such State(s). The
Regional Administrator may, whether or not petitioned to do
so, convene a management conference between such States not
later than 180 days after giving notification. The purpose of
such conference shall be to develop an agreement to control
such interstate UPS pollution.
To the extent that States reach agreement through such a
conference, the Management Programs of the States that are
parties to the agreement and contribute the UPS pollution will
be revised to reflect such agreement.

10. Indian Tribes
Section 518(f) establishes that not more than one-third of one
percent of the amount appropriated for any fiscal year under
section 319 may be used to make grants to Indian tribes. Indian
tribes must meet the requirements of section 319(h) as well as
meet the three criteria in section 518(e) of the Act in order
to receive such grants.
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II. Technical Assistance
Upon request of a State or a local public agency or organization,
EPA may provide technical assistance in carrying out the provisions of section 319. This technical assistance will be
provided (to the extent resources are available) by EPA Regional
NPS staff in most instances with backup assistance from EPA
Headquarters' NPS staff.
Pursuant to section 319(e), EPA will collect and make available
through publications and other means information regarding
management practices and implementation methods. For example,
information will be developed on the costs and relative efficiencies of best management practices for reducing NPS pollution,
and available data concerning the impact of best management
practices on water quality.
Major technical assistance activities planned for FY 1988 include:
providing assistance to the States in the development of Assessment Reports and Management Programs; issuing a NPS monitoring
and evaluation guide; providing information on the effectiveness
and costs of best management practices; completing a stream
methodology started under the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program
for analyzing water quality effects of urban runoff; and
developing a methodology for incorporating nonpoint sources
into wasteload allocations.
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III, GRANT APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
Federal financial support is authorized from six new sections established
by the WQA to support activities related to NPS control. While each of
these funding sources is discussed separately below, and will generally
require a separate grant application, States are encouraged to develop
coordinated work programs using these various funding sources. Grant
funding under each of these sections is subject to the availability of
appropriations.

A. Section 205(j)(5)
This section of the Act provides a set-aside of up to 1% of each
State's construction grant allotment or a minimum of $100,000 to
be used for developing a State's NPS Assessment Report and Management
Program (program development) and for implementing an approved
Management Program (implementation).
Grant Application Requirements - To use these funds, States need to

prepare a grant application which includes:
1. an EPA Form 5700-33 properly completed;
2. an EPA Form 5700-48 properly completed;
3. a certification on the grant application that the requirements
of E.O. 12372 have been met;
4. a brief narrative statement explaining how the funds will be
used and how use of these funds will be coordinated with other
funds devoted to NPS activities;
5. a section-by-section description of each task, including
outputs, to be funded;
6. one table for evaluation and other purposes, listing:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

each of the tasks,
the outputs to be accomplished, by each task,
funding for each task,
the number of person-years devoted to each task, and
a schedule of when outputs are to be completed; and

7. if needed, a statement assuring that the State will maintain
during the grant period its average annual level of expenditures for NPS activities for FY 1985 and FY 1986 and establishing such an expenditure level (see separate discussion
of maintenance of effort).
These requirements are in accordance with the Administrator's
Policy on Performance Based Assistance dated May 31, 1985.
The grant application/wor k program must be adequately integrated
and coordinated with other water quality management activities
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supported under CWA sections 106, 117, 201(g)(1), non-CMAG 205(g),
205(j)(1), 314, 319(h) and (1), 320, 603(c)(2), 604(b), and with
State matching or maintenance-of-effort funds all of which may be
contributing input to the NPS Assessment and Management Program.
In addition, grant applications must also be integrated and coordinated with ground-water and wetlands activities.
Match - 205(j)(5) funds are reserved "for the purpose of carrying
out section 319," i.e., to develop a State's NPS Assessment Report
and Management Program and to implement an approved Management
Program. The Senate Report 99-50 issued on May 14, 1985, states
that section 205(j)(5) grants must meet the Federal/non-Federal
share requirements. Section 319(h)(3) indicates that the Federal
share "of the cost incurred by the State in implementing such management program" (emphasis added) shall be matched. Therefore, no
match is required for 205(j)(5) funds which are used to develop a
State's MPS Assessment and Mangagement Program. However, 205(j)(5)
grant funds used for implementation of MPS activities identified in
the State's approved NPS Management Program must be matched. The
Federal share for such implementation activities shall not exceed
60%.
Use of 205(i)(5) Funds and Award Mechanisms - Section 205(j)(5)
funds may not be awarded for NPS implementation activities until a
State's NPS Assessment Report and Management Program are approved.
After such approval, section 205(j)(5) funds may be used for implementing approved State NPS Management Programs.
Section 205(j)(5) funds used for program development (developing
Assessment Reports and Management Programs) are to be awarded under
205(j)(5). Section 205(j)(5) funds used for implementing Management
Programs will be awarded under 319(h). Given these different award
mechanisms, EPA Regions will award separate grants for 205(j)(5)
funds used for either of these two purposes i.e., States must submit
two separate grant applications. Section 205(j)(5) funds used for
implementation activities must also meet other requirements (i.e.,
match, maintenance of effort, etc.) which are discussed below in
the section on "Other Restrictions and Requirements."
Implementation Activities - In addressing the subject of implementation, the Act calls for:
an identification of programs (including, as appropri-

ate, nonregulatory or regulatory programs for enforcement,
technical assistance, financial assistance, education,
training, technology transfer, and demonstration projects)
to achieve implementation of best management practices...
Such activities, when included in a State's Management Program,
shall be considered eligible implementation activities for funding
under sections 205(j)(5) and 319(h). In addition, design of specific
best management practices (BMPs) and the provision of financial
assistance to individuals for the physical installation of BMPs
is eligible in the case of "demonstrations." Also, financial
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assistance provided to municipalities and other public entities
is an eligible implementation activity.
Other Restrictions and Requirements - Generally, the restrictions
and requirements of 319(h) in addition to match (e.g., the priority
considerations, maintenance of effort, restrictions on financial
assistance to individuals, availability for obligation, requirement
for annual reports, limitation on administrative costs and satisfactory progress) apply to section 205(j)(5) funds used to support
implementation activities. When section 205(j)(5) grant funds
are used for program development, the restrictions and requirements
of section 319(h) do not apply. For a more detailed discussion of
these restrictions and requirements, please see the following
section B of this guidance.
Obligation of 205(10(5) Funds - Section 205(j)(5) funds used for
program development may be obligated in the year in which they are
appropriated as well as in the following year, pursuant to section
205(d). The availability for obligation provision of section
319(h)(6) applies to section 319(h) as well as section 205(j)(5)
funds used for implementation, and therefore, such funds must be
obligated in the year in which they are appropriated. EPA may
reallot to other States any funds not so obligated or may renegotiate with the State a schedule for use of the funds.
Demonstration Projects - When section 205(j)(5) [or 319(h)] funds
are used for implementation of demonstration projects for specific
watersheds or geographic areas, implementation plans must be
included in the work program/grant application. Implementation
plans should, at a minimum, include:
1.

a description of the institutional responsibilities and
roles of all participating agencies, and an identification
of the lead agency responsible for administering the project;

2.

an explanation of the purpose or objectives of the project
such as evaluating the effectiveness of a particular best
management practice or achieving a particular water quality
goal in a watershed;

3.

a watershed profile including an inventory of point and
nonpoint sources, as appropriate; and

4.

the estimated cost of the project including the type, number
and cost of best management practices to be implemented in
the project area.

As a practical matter, States may not be able to provide a complete
implementation plan with their grant application. In such cases, the
grant application could be approved with a grant condition that such
an implementation plan be developed within a certain timeframe.
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State Not Using 205(i)(5) Funds for NPS Control - States do not have to
use the 205(j)(5) reserve for their NPS programs, although we encourage
them to do so. If a State chooses not to use a minimum of $100,000
of its reserve for NPS purposes, the difference between what is actually
used for NPS purposes and $100,000 will be realloted to other States
as construction grant funds, pursuant to 40 CFR 35.155. Reserves
beyond the first $100,000 may be used for "other purposes under Title II
of the Act" i.e., for construction of treatment works, for water quality
management planning activities, etc. In summary, it would be in the
interest of most States to use a minimum of $100,000 of their 205(j)(5)
reserve for developing and/or implementing their NPS Program.

B. Section 319(h)
Grants under section 319(h) are to be used to implement State NPS
Management Programs. A discussion of eligible implementation activities is provided under the previous section of the guidance
addressing 205(j)(5) grants.
Section 319(h)(2) provides that grant applications for section 319(h)
funds should include:
... an identification and description of the best management
practices and measures which the State proposes to assist,
encourage, or require in such year with the Federal assistance
to be provided under the grant. (emphasis added)

Authorizations - Congress has authorized $70 million for FY 1988,
$100 million each for FY 1989 and FY 1990, and $130 million for FY
1991 for settion 319(h); except that for each of such fiscal years
not to excetd $7,500,000 may be made available to carry out section
319(i). No one State is to receive more than 15% of the funds appropriated under section 319(h) in any given year or more than $150,000
under section 319(i). These funds will not be available until Congress
appropriate; them.
Allocation of Funds - Funds appropriated for 319(h) would be
awarded to those States which have approved NPS Assessments and
Management Programs and have submitted specific grant applications.
-NOTEFollowing is our basic concept for allocating available 319(h) funds.
Futher guidance on the allocation will be developed once appropriated
funding levels are known.
Allocation Concept - EPA's concept for establishing guidance for
allocating such funds is to balance basic State NPS program needs
with award of priority grants for the NPS activities listed below.
Completion and approval of a State Clean Water Strategy is a primary
consideration in awarding funds for priority NPS activities.
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Preference in the award of grant funds for priority NPS activities
will be given to programs which:
1.

control particularly difficult or serious nonpoint source
pollution problems, including, but not limited to, problems
resulting from mining activities;

2.

implement innovative methods or practices for controlling
nonpoint sources of pollution, including regulatory (e.g.,
enforcement) programs where the Administrator deems appropriate;

3.

control interstate nonpoint source pollution problems;

4.

carry out ground-water quality protection activities which the
Administrator determines are part of a comprehensive nonpoint
source pollution control program, including research, planning,
ground-water assessments, demonstration programs, enforcement,
technical assistance, education, and training to protect ground
water from nonpoint sources of pollution;

5.

address nationally significant, high-risk NPS problems;

6.

address surface/ground-water (cross-media) issues;

7.

integrate Federal, State and local programs;

8.

provide for monitoring/evaluation of program effectiveness;

9.

comprehensively integrate CWA requirements; or

10.

demonstrate a long-term commitment to the building of
institutions necessary for effective NPS management and the
continuation of such institutions beyond the authorization
period.

Maintenance of Effort - A grantee who applies for a 319(h) grant
(and/or a 205(j)(5) grant to support implementation activities)
must meet the maintenance-of-effort (MOE) requirement of 319(h)(9)
by establishing and maintaining its aggregate annual level of State
NPS pollution control expenditures for improving water quality at the
average level of such expenditures in FY 1985 and 1986. States should
establish their FY 1985 and 1986 level and annual levels based on
expenditures by the primary State agency (or agencies) responsible
for the State's NPS pollution control activities.
This means that:
o A State must maintain an annual level of expenditures on NPS
activities equal to the average of its FY 1985 and 1986 NPS
expenditures i.e., its MOE base level.
0 The State's MOE base level should include expenditures only from
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non-Federal sources; Federal funds should not be included in
calculating the MOE base level.
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o

Calculation of expenditures is based on activities of the primary
State NPS agency (or agencies) responsible for the State's NPS
pollution control activities, not on what might be termed related
activities of other State agencies with primary missions other
than NPS control. For example, if the State water quality agency
and agricultural agency both have specific NPS water quality control
programs, these should be counted in the MOE. State soil conservation
programs having water quality improvement or maintenance as a primary
objective will be included in a State's MOE.

o

The MOE base level or annual level cannot include the MOE or matching
expenditures for other Federal programs and in particular sections
106, 319, 205(j)(5), 314, and 117.

o

Determination of whether the State expenditures meet the MOE level
for purposes of awarding a section 319(h) grant will be based on
the grantee expenditures projected in the grant application. (The
State will report whether it has met its MOE requirements in its
final Financial Status Report at the end of the budget year.)

Grant Application Requirements - Once the NPS Assessment and Management
Program have been approved, States may develop grant applications/work
programs for 319(h), pending appropriation of such funds. States
should prepare 319(h) grant applications based on the funding targets
negotiated with the appropriate Region and in accordance with the
requirements for section 205(j)(5) grant applications listed above.
Demonstration Projects - See discussion under section A above for
implementation plan requirements in the work program/grant application
for demonstration projects.
Match - Section 319(h) grants are for the purpose of assisting the
State to implement its approved NPS Management Program and require a
non-Federal match. Section 205(j)(5) funds used for implementing a
State's approved NPS Management Program are awarded under section
319(h) and also require a non-Federal match. The Federal share of
such grants shall not exceed 60%.
The non-Federal share of 319(h) as well as 205(j)(5) grants must be
provided from non-Federal sources. The Act lists a number of activities which may be conducted in the implementation of the State's NPS
Management Program:
...including, as appropriate, nonregulatory or regulatory
programs for enforcement, technical assistance, financial
assistance, education, training, technology transfer, and
demonstration projects...
Generally, non-Federal funds used to support any of the above activities
may be used as non-Federal match under section 319. However, NPS funds
that are used to match or to satisfy MOE requirements for 106, 117,
or other Federal grant programs may not be used to match 319(h) or
205(j)(5) grants (i.e., double counting is not allowed). None of
the funds counted as non-Federal match may be used for administrative
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purposes under section 319(h)(12) if 10% of the grant amount is used
for those purposes, except that costs of implementing enforcement
and regulatory activities, education, training, technical assistance,
demonstration projects, and technology transfer programs shall not
be subject to this limitation.
State and local funds used for cost sharing and the portion of such
programs paid by the landowner/land manager may be used as match only
to the extent such cost sharing is used for demonstration projects as
provided in section 319(h)(7). This is because cost sharing except
in the case of demonstration projects is an ineligible activity under
section 319 and States may not use expenditures for ineligible activities
to match grant funds. This restriction also applies to section 205(j)(5)
funds used to implement NPS Management Programs. Thus, State and local
cost sharing funds are considered acceptable match for section 319 and
205(j)(5) only where such assistance is related to the costs of NPS
demonstration projects. We anticipate that many States will be conducting NPS demonstration projects where they would use their State cost
share funds as match.
Availability for Obligation - Section 319(h) funds and section 205(j)(5)
funds used for implementation granted to a State in any fiscal year
will remain available for obligation by the State for that fiscal year
(the year in which appropriated). If the State does not use its
grant funds in that year, the Regional Administrator may deobligate
the remaining funds and use them for grants to other States in the
next fiscal year or may renegotiate with the State the use and/or
schedule for use of the awarded funds. Section 205(j)(5) funds used
for program development may be obligated in the following year.
Satisfactory Progress - No subsequent 319(h) grant [or 205(j)(5) funds
used for implementation] shall be awarded unless the State has demonstrated satisfactory progress in meeting the schedule set out in
the approved NPS Management Program. Legitimate delays may result
from such factors as the time required to locate and hire the needed
mix of experienced and trained personnel for the NPS program. Given
the evolving nature of our understanding of NPS problems and appropriate management approaches, EPA Regions will need to exercise discretion in evaluating satisfactory progress and may address other
concerns than just whether the schedule for the NPS Management Program
has been met.
Administrative Costs - Administrative costs in the form of salaries,
overhead or indirect costs for services provided and charged against
activities and programs carried out under the grant shall not exceed 10% of the amount of the grant in each year. The costs of implementing enforcement and regulatory activities, education, training,
technical assistance, demonstration projects, and technology transfer
programs shall not be subject to this limitation.
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C.

Section 319(1)
Grants under section 319(1) are for the purposes of carrying out
ground-water quality protection activities which EPA determines will
advance the State toward implementation of a comprehensive NPS pollution
control program. Such activities may include, but need not be limited
to, research, planning, ground-water assessments, demonstration programs, enforcement, technical assistance, education and training to
protect the quality of ground water and to prevent contamination of
ground water from nonpoint sources of pollution. Administration of
section 319(1) grants will be carried out by EPA's Office of GroundWater Protection under guidance to be provided.

D.

Section 201(g)(1)
This section, as amended, allows NPS control efforts to be financed
through the Governor's 20% discretionary set-aside of construction
grants funds. These are Title II funds that may be made available
for any purpose for which a grant may be made under sections 319(h)
and (i). NPS activities funded under this section must meet the
requirements for section 319, particularly 319(h) and (i).
(Note: EPA will develop additional information on the use of the
Governor's 20% discretionary set-aside for NPS implementation.)

E.

Section 603(0(2)
The WQA adds a new Title VI providing for Federal capitalization
grants to States for State revolving funds to be used for loans,
primarily for municipal waste treatment. However, these loans may
also be made for the implementation of a NPS Management Program
established under section 319 and development and implementation of
a conservation and management plan (for bays or estuaries) under
section 320, if certain requirements are met under section 603 and
Office of Municipal Pollution Control guidance.
State revolving fund loans may provide a source for funding of programs
or projects to control NPS pollution. Projects must be in accordance
with a State's approved NPS Management Program. Favorable repayment
schedules and interest rates are to be set by the State to ensure
the accomplishment of the public purposes involved while protecting
the integrity of the State's loan fund. Use of these funds is at
the discretion of the State once the program satisfies section 602
and Office of Municipal Pollution Control guidance.
(Note: EPA will develop additional information on the use of the
State Revolving Fund for NPS implementation.)
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F. Section 004(b)
Beginning in FY 1989, States must reserve each year 1% of
Title VI allotments or $100,000, whichever is greater, to
out planning under 205(j) and 303(e). Since NPS planning
are eligible for funding under 205(j), the 604(b) reserve
additional source of funding for NPS activity.

their
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APPENDIX A
Definition of Navigable Waters and Waters of the U.S.*

Navigable Waters
...

The term "navigable waters" means the waters of the United
States, including the territorial seas.
Source: Federal Water Pollution Control Act as Amended by the Water
Quality Act of 1987

Waters of the U.S.
Waters of the United States or waters of the U.S. means:
(a) All waters which are currently used, were used in the past, or
may be susceptible to use in interstate or foreign commerce,
including all waters which are subject to the ebb and flow of the
tide;
(b) All interstate waters, including interstate "wetlands;"
(c) All other waters such as intrastate lakes, rivers, streams
(including intermittent streams), mudflats, sandflats, "wetlands,"
sloughs, prairie potholes, wet meadows, playa lakes, or natural
ponds the use, degradation, or destruction of which would affect or
could affect interstate or foreign commerce including any such
waters:
(1) Which are or could be used by interstate or foreign travelers
for recreational or other purposes;
(2) From which fish or shellfish are or could be taken and sold in
interstate or foreign commerce; or
(3) Which are used or could be used for industrial purposes by
industries in interstate commerce;
(d) All impoundments of waters otherwise defined as waters of the
United States under this definition;
(e) Tributaries of waters identified in paragraphs (a) through (d) of
this definition;
(f) The territorial sea; and
(g) "Wetlands" adjacent to waters (other than waters that are
themselves wetlands) identified in paragraphs (a) through (f) of
this definition...
Wetlands means those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface
or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and
that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation
typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands
generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas...

Source: 40 CFR 122.2

APPENDIX B

Major Nonpoint Source (NPS) Pollution Categories and Subcategories*
1 NONPOINT SOURCES
10 Agriculture
11: Non-irrigated crop production
12: Irrigated crop production
13: Specialty crop production (e.g.,
truck farming and orchards)
14: Pasture land
15: Range land
16: Feedlots - all types
17: Aquaculture
18: Animal holding/management areas
20 Silviculture
21: Harvesting, reforestation,
residue management
22: Forest management
23: Road construction/maintenance
30 Construction
31: Highway/road/bridge
32: Land development

70 Hydrologic/Habitat Modification
71: Channelization
72: Dredging
73: Dam construction
74: Flow regulation/modification
75: Bridge construction
76: Removal of riparian vegetation
77: Streambank modification/
destabilization
80 Other
81: Atmospheric deposition
82: Waste storage/storage tank
leaks
83: Highway maintenance and
runoff
84: Spills
85: In-place contaminants
86: Natural
90 Source unknown

40 Urban
41:
42:
43:

Runoff
Storm sewers (source control)
Combined sewers (source control)
Surface runoff

50 Resource Extraction/Exploration/Development
51: Surface mining
52: Subsurface mining
53: Placer mining
54: Dredge mining
55: Petroleum activities
56: Mill tailings
57: Mine tailings
60 Land Disposal (Runoff/Leachate From Permitted Areas)
61: Sludge
62: Wastewater
63: Landfills
64: Industrial land treatment
65: On-site wastewater systems (septic tanks, etc.)
66: Hazardous waste

Source: GS EPA. Guidelines for the Preparation of the 1988 State
Water Quality Assessment (305(b) Report), April I, 1987, p. 19.
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Appendix C
UPS Provisions in the Water Quality Act of 19E7

Subject
Section 319
Creates new
§ 319 on
IPS Management Programs
Contents
of State
Assessment
Reports

information
used to
prepare
State
Assessment
Report

SKI

to

MAN ttEMCNT NONPOltft SOCK= OF

'al 114 Gsintal.. — Title
follovnng new section:

Potarriort

is amended by adding at the end the

-sac. no. !ifisPoltaT SOL'IMZ MANAGImIXT POOGILAMS.

.*/ a) Sr an Asseennan Roan —
"(1) Cortrzwra—The Governor of each State shall, alter
notate and opportunity for public comment, prepare and submit
to the Administrator for approval, a report which—
"(Ai identifies those navigable waters within the State
which, without additional action to control nonpoint
sources of pollution, cannot reasonably be expected to
attain or maintain applicable water quality standards or
the goals and requirements of this het
ifi) identifies chase catagortim and subcategorise of
nonpoint sources or. where appropriate, particular
nonpoint sources which add significant pollution to each
portion of the navigable waters identified under subparagraph (Al in amounts which contribute to such portion not
meeting such water quality sta-derds or such goals and
requiminenot
-t C) describes the pewees, including intergovernmental
coordination and public participation, for identifying best
management practices and measures to control each cat•
egory and subcategory of nonpoint sources and. where
appropriate, particular nonpoint sources identified under
subparagraph (13) and to reduce, to the maximum extent
practicable. the level of pollution resulting from such cat.
gory. subcategory. or source: and
"(D) identifies and describes State and kcal programs for
controUinglollution added from nonpoint sources to, and
improving quality ot each such portion of the navigable
waters. including but nos limited to those programs which
an receiving Federal assistance under subsectioas (h) and
(i).
"(2) lirroitsaartom usea at ressaantort —In developing the
report required by this section. the State (A) may rely upon
informatioa developed pursuant to sections 2011. 303(e). 3044f),
30511), and 314. and other information as appropriate. and :SI
may utilise appropriate elements of the waste treatment
management plans developed pursuant to sections 2011(b) and
303, to the extent such *lemons are coaaietent with and fulfill
the requirements of this section.
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Subject
Contents
of State
management
reograms

&MIT MANAGZIWCT
- (1) IN cntau--The Governor of each State. for that State
or in combination with adjacent States shall, after notice and
opportunity for public comment prepare and submit to the
Administrator for approval a management program which such
State proposes to implement in the first four fiscal years bermrung after the dats of submission of such management program
for controlling pollution added from tionpoint sourer to the
navigable waters within the Stata and improving thIP quality of
such wears.
2) Snare co:avert —Each m.anagcent program pro
posed for implementation under this eubeucton shall include
each of the followins:
•
"(A) An identification Of the best management practice:
and measures which will to undertaken to reduce pollutant
loadings resulting from each "sugary, suteategory, or
particular non point source ciesignatad under parevaph
11a). taking into account the impact of the practice on
ground water quality.
"(13) An identification of programs (including. as appropriate. nonregulatory or regulatory programs for enforce'
tent, technical assistance, financial anistance. *duct:ion.
training. technology transfer. and demonstration projects)
to achieve implementation of the be management practices by the categories, subeatagories and particular
nonpoint sources designated under subparagraph (A).
"(C) A schedule containing annual aulestonee for (i) utilization of the program implementation methods identified
in subparagraph (13), and (ii) implementation of the best
management practices identified in subparagraph (A) by
the categories. subcategories or particular nonpoint sources
domina ted under paragraph (1X3). Such schedule shall pro
vide for utilisation of the bag management practices at the
earliest practicable date.
"(D)A certification of the attorney general of the Seats or
States or the chief attorney of any State water pollution
control agency • which has independent lepl counsel) that
the laws of the State or Static as the case may be, provide
adequate authority to implement such management pro
gram or. if there is not such adequate authority, a list of
such additional authorities as will be nacessery to
implement such management program. A schedule and
comtaiunent by the State or States to seek such additional
authorities as expeditiously as practicable.
1E1 Sources of Federal and other assistance and funding
(other than assistance provided under subsections (h) and
(ii) which will be available in each of such fiscal years for
supporting implementation of such practices and measures
and the purples for which such assistance will be used in
seek of such fiscal years

b
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Subject
Contents
of State
m_anagement
Pro rams
[continued)

I7' An identification of Federal financial assistance programs and Federal development projects for which the
State will review individual assistance applications or
development projects for their effect on water quality
pursuant to the procedures set forth in Executive Order
12372 as in effect on September 17, 1983, to determine
whether such assistance applications or development
projects would be consistent with the program prepared
under this subsection; for the purposes of this subparagraph. identification shall not be limited to the assistance
prog
rams or development projects subject to Executive
Order 12372 but may include any programs listed in the
most recent Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance which
may have an effect on the purposes and objective of the
State's nonpoint source pollution management program.

Other requirements for State
Assessment/Ma n
-agementPrograms

Pa"

Use of
local and
private
experts

'13) UTIJZATION Or LOCAL *NO PRIVATZ CLPILITIL — In developins anJ implementing a management program under this
subsection. a State shall, to the maximum extent practicable.
involve local public and private agencies and organizations
which have expertise in control of nonpoint sources of pollution.

Emphasis on
watershedby -w a tersned
basis

14) DzYcLueretret OS %%manta SAES. —A State shall, to the
maximum extent practicable, develop and implement a management program under this subsection on a watershed-by-water.
shed basis within such State.

Cooperation
Requi rement

"to Aomimirrawrive Revisions.—
"i Cooretation asquianurfr —Any repart required by
subsection a and any management program and report require by subsection bi shall be developed in cooperation Inch
local. suetate regional, and interstate entities which are actively planning for the implementation of nonpoint source
pollution controls and have either been certified by the
Administrator in accordance with section 208, have worked
jointly with the State on water quality management planning
under section 20501. or have been designated by the State
legislative bad,' or Governor as water quality management
planning agencies for their geographic areas.

Time frame for
State submittal
of Report/
Management
Program

"(2) Tan rum cos eusemeo pt or amen ANTI WAG.
anon snonsamo —Esch report and management program shall
be submitted to the Administator during the 111-montli period
beginning on the dote of the efteetmeet et this sties.

Subject
time frame
f or EPA
aoprova 1 of
State Reports/
Management
Programs

br ocetWe f or
EPA o sa p rova 1
and criteria
f r• ii sapproval

What if
State fails
to tubing

an Assessment
Report?

"(d) Aetaovai. OR Dloy elkorAL or anon AXD Marcaoiesner
Plocaaset"(I) Deolltenti — Sitttieet to Poroiro tat (2) not later than 130
days sitar the data of submission to the Administrator of any
report or management program under this section (other than
suctions do. W. and (k)), the Administrator shall either
approve or disapprove such report or management progrue,
the case may be The Administrator may approve • portion of s
management program under this subaction. If the Adminie
• report. management parrs sr
Inter does sot disposers
Portion of a management Program III Mb ISO-day pined. such
report. manaproent prove= or poruon shall be deemed ap
proved for purpose of this section.

"(2) PROCTOVRE rot DWAPPROVAL — It after notice and /*pop
tunny for public comment and consultation with appnenate
Federal and State agenta and other interested persona. the
Administrator determines that —
"(A) the proposed management program co any portion
thereof dose not meet the requirements of subsection ibX2)
of this section or is not likely to setisfy, in whole or in part,
the goals and requirements of this Act
"iB) adequate authority dna not exist. or adequate re.
sources are not availabla, to implement such propani or
portion:
"(C) the schedule for implementing such Mem or
portion is not sufficiently expeditious; or
"(D) the practices and measures proposed in mach program or portion are not adequate to reduce the 1011 of
pollution in navigable staters in the State resulting from
nonpoint source( and to improve the quality of navigable
waters in the State:
the Administrator shall within 6 months of the receipt of the
proposed program notify the State of any revisions or modifications necessary to obtain approval. The State shall thereupon
have an additional 3 months to submit its revised management
program and the Administrator shall approve or disapprove
such revised Program within three months of receipt

"(3) FAILURS or Fran To mum wort —If a Governer el a
State does not submit the report required by subsection (a)
within the period specifled by subsection (02). the Maine
truer shall, within 30 mantle after the date *Me enactment of
this section. prepare a report for such State which make the
identifications required by paragniphe (hA) and (1X11) of
subsection (a). Upon completion of the requirement of the
preceding sentence and after notice and opportunity foe comment. the Administrator shall report to Congress on his actions
p ursuant to this section

Subject
Wh if
State fails
to Su orilt a
Management
Program?

EPA Technical
Ass itance

Interstate
Mana gement

Conference

"(10 LOCAL MANACDUNT PROGRAMS; TIC14NICAL ASSUrrANC11-1( •

State fails to submit a management p under subsection (10 or
the Administrator don not approve s7cfnanagement program, a
local public agency or organization which has expertise in. and
authority to, control water pollution resulting from noopoint
sources in any area of such State which the Administrator deter .
mines is of sufficient geographic size may, with approval of such
State. mum the Administrator to provide, and the Administrator
shall provide, technical assistance to such agency or organisation in
developing for such area a management program which is described
in subsection (b) and can be approved pursuant to subsection (d).
After development of such management prograa such agency or
onaniatiot shall submit such menespesmot program to the
inistrator for approval If the Administrator appos mach
management program. .such agency or orpoisatiao be eligible
to receive financial stance under subsection (h) for á;'t..
tine of such management program as if such eg7 or onpaisation
wen a State for which a report submitted under subsection (a) and.
management program submitted under subsection Oa were approved
under this section. Such financial assistance shall be subject to the
same terms and conditions as assistance provided to • State under
subsection do.
"01 TICIIPetCAS AMIISTANCII Poe Stares — Upon request of State.
the Administrator may provide technical assistance to such State in
developing a management program approved under subsection (10
for those portions of the navigable waters requested by such State.

"Iv licentsran Ms.maeraitin Common:a —
111 Cowvs:ono or cowman nonrscanos; etrarces.--lf
any portion of the navigable waters in any Stan which is
implementing a management program approved under this
section is not meeting applicable water quality standards or the
goals and requirements of this Act as a result, in whole or in
of pollution from nonpointsources
sou in another State. such
gatl
may petition the Administrator to convene, and the
Administrator shall convene, a management conference of all
States which contribute significant pollution resulting from
nonpoint sources to such portion. If, on the basis of information
available. the Administrator determines that a State is not
meeting applicable water quality standards or the goals and
requirements of this Act as • rem it. in whole or in
i part, of
significant pollution from nonpoint sources in another State.
the Administrator shall notify such States. The Administrator
may convene a management conference under this paragraph
not later than IRO days after giving such notification, whether
or not the State whirls is not meeting such standards /*questa
such conference. The purpose of such conference shall be to
develop an agreement among such States to reduce the level of
pollution in such portion resulting from nonpoint bourns and to
improve the water quality of such portion. Nothing in such
agreement shall supersede or abrogate rights to quantities of
water which have been established by .nterstate water cornpara. Supreme Court decrees, or State water laws. This subsea
tiOn shall not apply to any pollution which is subject to the
Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Att. The requirement
that the Administrator con% ene a management conference shall
not be subject to the provisions of section 505 of this Act.
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Subject
Interstate
ma na gement
Conference
(cant

''21 STATt MANAOtMENT PROGRAM szeutatmum—To the
extent that the States reach agreement through such conference. the management programs of the States which are
parties to such agreements and which contribute significant
pollution to the navigable waters or portions thereof not meeting applicable water quality standards or goals and requirements of this Act will be revised to reflect such agreement. Such
management programs shall be consistent with Federal and
State law.

equ I reetent s
?or grants
under 5 ill (h)
Assessment/
Management
Program must be
approved

'Jse of 205 (j)(5)
f unds

P ecle r a 1 share
not to exceel
60%
No more than 15%
of the authorization
for this subsection
may go to One State
Priority
considerations for
§ 319 (h) grants

"(h) GRANT PROGSAM.
"(1) GLUM /OS

1101.2atINTATION or IVIANACl/3/11// PUG-

oust—Upon application of • State fee which a repot submitted under tubes-don (a) and a management orcesa submitted
under subesction (b) is approved under thu section, the
Administrator shall maks grants. gulden to such toms and
conditions as the Administrator considers appropriate, under
this subsection to such State for the purpose of aSstlz g the
State in implementing such management program. Funia re
served pursuant to section 2030)(5) of this Act may be used to
develop and implement such management program.
"(2) Apstaramons.—An application for a pant wider this
subsoction in cny fiscal year shall be in suds form and shall
contain such other information as the Administrator may requirt. including an identification and description of the beet
management practices and measures which the State proposes
to 'assist, encourage. or require in such year with the Federal
assistance to be provided under the pant.
"(3) Fittiew., satwas —The Federal share of the cart of each
management program implemented with Federal manna,
under this subsection in any fiscal year shall not exceed 60
percent of the cost incurred by the State in implementing such
management program and shall be made on condition that the
non-Federal than is provided from non-Federal mann.
"(4) LOMATION OM GUAM AMOVMIL — Notwittotandim any
other prevision of this subsection not more than 13 percent of
the amount appropriated to any out this subsection may be
used to make grants to any one State, including any pants to
any load public agency or organization with authority to control pollution from nonpoint sources in any area at ni gh State.
"(5) PlUORITt mat streerrn recitettimil.—For each final
year beginning after September 30, 1147. the Administrator
may give priority in making grants under this subsection, and
shall give consideration in determining the Federal than of any
such grant. to Statn which have implemented or an proposing
to implement management programs which will —
"(A) control particularly difficult or serious nonpoint
source pollution problems, including, but not limited to,
problems resulting from mining scums%
"(3) implement innovative methods or practice for
controlling nonpoint sources of pollution. including
regulatory programs where the Administrator deems
appropnate:
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Subject
Requirements for grants under
; 319 (h) (continued)
Priority
considerations for
§ 319 (h) grants

"(Ci control interstate nonceint source pollution problems; or
"(Di carry out ground water quality protection activities

which the Administrator determines are part of a cornprehensive nonpoint source pollution control programs
including research, planning, ground water aseessentnit
demonstration programs, enforcement. technical assistance,
education, and training to protect ground water quality
from nonpoint MOM of pollution.
"(6)
AVAILASIIIM POI OOLICATION. —T)e funds granted to
Availability for
each State pursuant to this subsection in a fiscal year shall
obl i gat i on
remain available for obligation by such State for the fiscal year
for which appropriated. The amount it an such funds not
obligated by the end of such facal year shall he
available to the
Administrator for granting to other States under this subsection
in the nut final year.
Financial assistance
"CD LIMITATION ON la at PW116-41tAtill may we hinds from
to individuals only
grants made pennant to this section for financial mistime to
persons only tithe s
e te! that such Seance is related to the
for costs related to
demonstration projects oasts of dentountios pedant
II) Ileauncron noous—No put ay be made ander
this subornation in an final year to a State which In the
Satisfactory progress
fiscal year received a grant under this suction
Prresodinise Administrator detnanums that such State made
un
satisfactory progress in such preceding fluid year in
the schedule specified by such State under subsectionitig
e
"(9) MAINTLYANCS Of tuner —No grant may be made to A
Maintenance of
State under this subsection in any fiscal year unless such State
effort
enters into such agreements with the Administrator u the
Administrator may require to ensure that such State will maintain its aggregate expenditures from all other murals for pro
grams for controlling pollution added to the navigable waters in
such State from nonpoint sources and improving the quality of
such waters at or above the average level of such expenditures
in its two fiscal years preceding the data of enactment of this
subsection
'VA)
INVORMATICIM.—The Administrator may
Request for
as considers
request
such
information,
dsta, andhe
information
necessary to make the determination 17;n
continuing
ts
eligibility
for grants under this sun.
111) Ronan/4e AND aro in ASIWIRIMINTI. — Each State shall
Annual State
report to the Administrator on an annual basis concerning (A)
reports
its progress in meeting the schedule of milestones submitted
req ui red
pursuant to subsection (bs2sC) of this section. and (Il) to the
extent that appropriate information is available, reductions in
nonpoint source pollutant loading and improvements in water
quality for those navigable waters or watersheds within the
State which were identified pursuant to subsection Callao .° of
this section resulting from implementation of the management
Program..
"UV turnartom ON ADMIMIITIATIVII core—For purposes of
this subsection, administrative costs in the form of Wanes,
Limitation on
overhead, or indirect costs for services provided and charged
administrative
activities and programs carried out with a grant under
against
costs (shall
this subsection shall not exceed in any fiscal year 10 percent of
not exceed 101)
the amount of the grant in such year, except that costs of
implementing enforcement and regulatory activities. education.
training, technical assistance, demonstration protects. and tech.
nology transfer programs shall not be sublect to this lirnitaton
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Sublect
Requirements for grants under § 319 (i)
for protecting grOuridwater quality

Eligible applicants
and activities

Federal Share
riot to exceed SUL

AuthoritatiOns f or
§ 319 (h) a nd (0

EPA required to
Compile inforMatien

regarding Federal
programs/projects

t GRANtS FOR PROUCTINC UROUNDWATell WIJALITT

- I II EUCillt APPLICANTS AND ACTIVITSS — Upon application
of a State lot %tench a report submitted under subsection and
a plan submitted under subsection as) is approved under this
section, the Administrator shall make grants under this subsection to such State for the purpose or assisting such State in
carrying out groundwater quality protection activities which
the Administrator determines will advance the StaW toward
implementation of a comprehensive nonpoint source pollution
control program. Such activities shall include, but not be
limited to. research, planning. groundwater • mesunants, demonstration migrates eaforannent. technical assistance,

education and training to protect the quality of groundwater
and to provost oemtaminaUaa of groundwater fits nonpoist
sources of pollution.
12) Arrucanorm.—An applkation for a grant under this
subsection shall be in such tom and shall contain such intoner
tion as the Administrator may require.
13) FIDELAI. INANE MAXIMUM AlIOUNT. n• The Federal share
of the cost of assisting a State in carrying out groundwater
protection activities in any fiscal year under this subsection
shall be 30 percent of the costs incurred by the State in carrtirut
out such activities, except that the temaimum amount of Federal
assistance which any State may receive under this subsection in
any fiscal year shall not exceed $150.000.
14) Rmear.—The Administrator shall include in each report
transmitted under subsection (ml a report on the activities and
proeams implemented under this subsection during the priced.
'rig fiscal year.
"fp Avrtioattanorne Ansoramnoms.—There is authorised to be
appropriated to carry out subsections (It) and CU net to nosed
V0,000,000 for fiscal year 19U, 1100,000.000 per fiscal year for each
of fiscal years 1989 an44990, and 1130,000.000 for fiscal year 1991;
except that for each of such fiscal years not to exceed 17400.000 may
be made available to carry out subsection CO. SUMS appropriated
pursuant to this subsection shall remain available until upended.

"(k) Ontsurtoscv or Orman Pumas an Panacea Wrts

MANAGEMENT Peocutans.—The Administrator shall transmit to the

Office of Management and Budget and the appropriate Federal
departmenu and agencies • list of those mistime ptgrtms tad
development projects identified by each State under subsection
(MST) for which individual assistance application and projects
will be revised pursuant to the procedures set forth in Ltscutive
Order 12372 as in effect on September 17, 1983. Beginning not later
than sixty days after receiving notification by the Administrator,
each Federal department and agency shall mod& existing regulations to allow States to review individual development projects and
assistance applications under the identified Federal assistance prce
grams and shall accommodate. according to the requirements and
definitions of Executive Order 12972. as in effect on September 17,
1983, the concerns of the State regarding the consistency of such
applications or projects with the State nonpoint source pollution
management program
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Subject
EPA required
to compile
inf ormation
on BMPs

EPA annual
reports
required

"(I) Courceriom or birossiiron —The Administrator shall collect
and make available, through publications and other appropriate
meant Information pertaining to management practices and
plemtntstion methods, including, but not limited to. (I) information
concerning the costa and re:ative efficiencies of best management
practices for reducing nonpoint source pollution; and (2) available
data concerning the relationship between water quality and irn•
plementation of various management practices to control nonpoint
sources of pollution.

"(rni Rtroers or Anmmtrraxroa.—
"(I) ANNUAL anon—Not later than January I. 1988, and
each January I thereafter, the AdmiListrator shall transmit to
the Committee on Public Works and Transportation of the
House of Representatives and the Committee on Environment
and Public Works of the Senate, a report for the preceding fiscal
year on the activities and programs implemented under this
section and the prawns made in reducing pollution in the

navigable waters resulting from non point sources and improving the quality of such wan

EPA final
report
required

"(2) Timm, anon—Not later than January I 1190, the
Administrator shall trend to Congress a final report os the
activities canted out under this section. Such rent. at •
minimum. shall—
"IA) describe the management programs being implemented by the States by type and amount of affected
nevipb1c waters wagonse and subcategories et noopoint
source& and types of best management practices being
implanted;
clacribs the experiences of the States in adhering to

schedules and implementing beet management ;tactical;
"t0 describe the amount and parpom of grants awarded
pursuant to subsections (h) and (il at this section;
"(Di identify, to the extant that information is available,
the progress made in reducing pollutant loads and Wiry.
ing water quality in the OAMPUIP

Inn

1E) indicate what further actions need to be taken to
attain and maintain in those navigable watts (i) applicable
water quality Sander*, and (U) the goals and requirements
of this An:

"CFI include recommendations of the Administrator
concerning future programs (including insforoesnent programs) fcw controlling pollution from non point source and
"(G) identify the scuttles and programs of departments.
agencies, and instrumentalities of the United States which
are inconsistent with the management programs submitted
by the States and recommend modifications so that such
activities and programs are consistom with and anis the
States in implementation at such managenwat programs

EPA staff ing
levels

a

than 5
percent of the funds appropriated pursuant to subsection (J) for any
fiscal year shall be available to the Administrator to maintain
personnel levels at the Environmental Protection Agency at levels
which are adequate to carry out this slice in such year.' .

In) Sr ANDO POO Anaumertariva Pemoions--Not
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suoJett
Policy for
control of
MPS pol 1 ut ion

(b) POLICY FOS CONTROL Or NOI4POINT Soma or POLLUTION-Section 10141 is amended by striking out "and" at the end of

paragraph tii, by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (6)
and inserting in lieu thereof "; and", end by adding at the end
thereof the following
-Cr) it is the national polio that programs for the control of
nonpoint sources of pollution be developed and implemented in
an expeditious manner so as to enable the goals of this Act to be
met through the control of both point and nonpoint source at
pollution.' .

Construction grant set-asides
Governor's discretionary
set-aside - 5 201(9)(1)

IC) Etionuurf OT NOMPOINT SOMICAL —The last sentence of action ZOUgKI is amended by—
(1) striking out "sentence." the lint Sam it appears and
inserting in lieu thereof "anteitaa.":
al inserting "likl" after "October 1. 1114. for": and
inserting before "except that" the following "and (13) any
purpose for which a grant may be made under sections 819 lb)
and (i) of this Act (including any innovative and alternative
approechmi for the ciontrei of minpoint swarms at pelhaies).".

§ 205(J)(5)

(d) Raw /MOM or Fumm —Sectita 3060 is amended by adding
at the end the following new megrim&
"(S) Martian!? autos anNiStvaimit. —la addition to the c
rearved lada anemia (1). the Adadnistrotor shall morn
each fiscal year fat each Stan 1 par of the a allotted
arid available for obligation to sua State under this Dation for
each fiscal ram brining on or Aar October 1. 19.41, or
3100,000, whichever tipsier. for the purpose of anying out
section 319 of this Act. Sums so rosined in a State in any Asml
year for which such Smut does not mous the use Sava sums.
to the extant such sums mood 8100,000, may be used by such
State for other purposes under this tItle.".

Conforming
amendments

(a) Cormaseno Alarroseart.—Satiost MUD is amended by
"and non point aura pollution management programs
under action $19 a( this Ad" after 'VI et this Act".

State

Revolvin g Funds

State Revolving
Funds may be
used tO implement
MPS programs
established under
§ 319

"(c) PaidnIcm Emma ma Asartact —The amounts of funds
available to each State nzer pollution control raolving fund shall
be used only for parnding fnaacia1 astaancs (1) to any municipalitT, intxmllumfal. intierstate. or State agency for conetruction of
publicly owned treatment works (as defined in section 212 of this
Act), 12) for the im plementation of a t program seta.
lialiod under section 319 of this Act, and ) for development and
im p lementation of a conservation and management plan under
section 320 of this Act. The fund shall be otabliabod, mainuunet
and credited *nth ropeymenta. and the fund balance shall be
able in perpetuity for providing such financial annstanos.

Subject
Intended Use
Plans required
f or State
Revolving
Funds

Cons istenCy
requirement for
State Revolving
Funds

"cc) Gammen Use Puri—After providing for public comment
and review, each State shall annually prepare a plan identifying the
attended uses of the amounts available to its water jaollution control
revolving fund. Such intended use plan shall include, but not be
limited toll) a list or the project• for construction at publicly owned
treatment works on the States priority list denlod pursuant
to section 216 of this Act and a list at activinse eligible for
assistance under sections 319 end 320 of this Act
"12) a description of the short . sad loneerto
_ goa/s and **tine of its water pollution control revolvuig fund:
13) information on the aCtilritille to be supported, including •
descrimos of _project categones, discharge requirements under
titles M and IV of this Act terms at financial assistance, and
communities served:
14) assurances and specific peewits for meeting the mews
mints at paragrspha (3), (4), (5\ and 1) of section 60(b) of this
Act: and
15) the criteria and method established for the distniutioa of
(un&
1f) Commerescv Wrrn Ptantral Raqtrmonibm —A Sam may
provide financial assistance from ita water pollution control rime&
lag fund only with rumen to a project which is consistent watt
plena. if any, developed under sections 206(j), 208, 303s1. 310, and
320 et this Act

Other Miscellaneous NPS Provisions

Rural Clean
Water Program (RWCP)
Agricultural
stormwater
d %chirp's
no longer

/0/ RURAL CLtAN WATEL-511C400

208(1)(9) amendod by swiluni

out "and" after "1981." and by inserting after "1912." the tol=
"and such sums as may be necessary for itscal years 1988
1990:
SEC Ma AGRICULTVItel. S1O1DIN elTit OISCLUIGtS.

Section 5021141 ( relating to the definition of point source) is
amended by inserting after "dose not include' the followmc "agricultural stormwater diachazEsu and".

defined as
point sources
Indian Triton

SEC Mt INDIAN MUM

"id; Coonitansit Acattiarrn —In order to ensure the consistent
implementation of the requirements of this Act, an Indian tribe and
the State or States in which the lands of such tribe are located may
enter into a cooperative agreement, subject to the review and sr
prove] of the Administrator, to jointly plan and administer the
requirements of this Act.

-12Subject
Indian Tribes

(t TRLATMtNT Sure—The Administrator is authorized to
treat an Indian me as a Stet, (or purposes of title II and sections
104. 106. 303. 305. 306. 309. 314, 319. 40). 402, and 404 of this Act to
the degree necessary to any out the objective of this section, but
only if—
"(1) the Indian tnbs has a governing body carrying out
substantial pernmental duties and limn:
12)the functions to be maenad by the laden tribe pertain
to the management and protection of water resources which an
Mid by an Indian tribe. held by the United &ate in trust for
Indent held by s member of as Indian tribe if such property
insane is subjsct to a that restriction' an alienation or Ohsevict within the borders elan ladies rssenstion; said
13) the India tribe is reasomahl eStad to he ambit is
the Adasinistner's judgment,
sat the P—'-- to
bc nettled
re
in a sumer rat wish
terms and pox
sees of this Ass and of all egnicside
Such tresesent as a State may include the direct pwrision of
reserved under Resection (t) to the renting bodies of
tribes, and the detanniastion of prioritise by bens Sea
not determinedtrysithve Administrator in cooperation with theDine:
tor of the Indian th %nice. TM Administrator. in cooperstiot.
with the Direetee the beam Health Sonia. is audrarbsd to
matt greats wider title U of this Act in an sweat sat le entesid
100 percent of the cost d • preiset. Not leer than IS maths alter
the date of the enactment of Ude section. the Administrator shat in
consultation with lathe tries. promulgate flan repletion@ ends
specify Itew Indian tribe than be treated se State kr purport of
thin An. The Administrator shall. in promullet4a( nit fellulatims
consult reacted Staten sharing common water bodies and provide a
mechanism for the romlutios of any unneonabe assesquences
that may arise se a result of differing water quality standards that
may be set by States and Indian tribes hosted en comma hoes of
water. Such recitanism shall provide for eplich cossiderstioa at
relevant futon Schnee. but not limited te. the effects ef differing
water quality permit requirements on upeream and derestrearn
dischargn economic impala. and proem and binaries! a and
gs:tt/ of the eaten subjert to such Mand&
e Such mechanic
sm
prone fee the avoidance of each tutressonabis orequences
in a manner consistent with the iltiectin dials Act
If) Guns ros Nosmoorr Sono POOGRAMIL —The Admen.
trete shall make gnats to an Indian tribe wader section 319 of this
Act se though such tribe was a State. Not mere than teethird of
one percent of the amount appeopriated fee any demi year under
section 319 may be nod to make grants under that wateection In
addition to the requirements of section 319. as lodes tribe shall be
required to met the requirements of paragraphs (1), ft sal (3) of
subsection id) of this anon in order to receive such • nal
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THE CLEAN LAKES PROGRAM GUIDANCE

e-I. INTRODUCTION
A.

Background
The Clean Lakes program was started in 1976 to provide financial
assistance to the States for the restoration and protection of our
nation's lakes. Early grants were research oriented and issued
under the authority of Section 104(h) of the Clean Water Act (CWA)
and Research and Development Regulations.
The Clean Lakes program regulations were published in 1980 and have
formed the basis for defining goals, priorities and relationships
with other State and Federal Programs. EPA began a comprehensive
financial assistance program through awards of grants to assist
States in preparing classification reports to identify and classify
lakes according to trophic conditions. Using this report to establish
priorities, diagnostic/feasibility studies (Phase I grants) were
financed to determine the causes of eutrophic conditions and alternative
techniques for restoration and/or protection of the lake. EPA could
then provide additional financial assistance (Phase II grants) to
implement the selected alternative restoration and/or protection plan
proposed, using the information provided in the Phase I grant.
For additional information on the history of the Clean Lakes program
references should be made to EPA document 440/5-85-033, Clean Lakes
Program a review of the first decade.

B.

New Reaudrements/tHreedon
The State has the lead responsibility for administering its own Clean
Lakes program. Its desire to receive financial assistance for the
restoration and protection of its publicly owned lakes is directly
related to its efforts in meeting the requirements of the Water Quality
Act of 1987 (WQA). Reauthorization of the program has added several
OSS0a,
important requirements including a Lake Water Quality A
which includes a revised Lake Classification report, a list of lakes
which are known not to meet water quality standards or require controls
f the status and trend
to maintain standards, and an
of lake water quality. In order for the States to participate in
the Clean Lakes program they must provide EPA with their lake water
quality assessment report including their list of threatened and
Impaired lakes by April 1, 1988, as part of the 305(b) report. This

Note: la accordance with section 518(0) of the WQA of 1987 the
Administrator is authorised to treat certain Indian tribes as States.
Therefore, throughout this guidance the term Stets shell refer to
States, Territories and those Indian tribes designated by the Agency
under section 518(e).
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reporting requirement under 305(b) is being linked to other assessments
(nonpoint source, toxica) in order to facilitate development of
integrated State Clean Water Strategies.
In addition to continuation of the Clean Lakes program. EPA is directed
a demonstration program and a taxies control/acid mitigation
program designed to increase our base of scientific knowledge in the causes
of lake degradation (including acidification) and alternative techniques
for restoration of our nation's lakes. We intend to incorporate the new
initiatives within the framework of the existing program guidance and
regulations.
to establish

C. Integration With Other Programs
When each State develops its State Clean Water Strategy , it has the
opportunity to integrate its Clean Lakes program into its overall
water quality management efforts. The Clean Lakes program is particularly conducive to a highly integrated and unified approach to
water restoration and protection by the States. The natural linkages
between Clean Lakes management activities and other environmental
programs (those addressed by the WQA, CWA and others operating under
Agency authorities), the flexibility afforded both EPA and the States
by section 314 and cross-program and cross • agency relationships
established in the recant past all combine to encourage an integrated
Clean Water Strategy approach.
Clean Lakes projects need to be developed and implemented on a watershed
basis. This geographical approach to water quality management has been
identified as a key element to success in nonpoint source control, groundwater protection, water quality based permitting, stormwater permitting,
estuarine protection and cleanup, and wetlands protection. Furthermore,
such a geographical approach to lakes management closely parallels the
general approaches taken by other natural resource management agencies
such as the Soil Conservation Service, Forest Service, Bureau of Land
Management, Fish and Wildlife Service, Corps of Engineers, and Geological Survey and their State counterpart agencies. This watershed approach
should greatly facilitate the leveraging of their informational/data,
technical, financial and programmatic resources for water quality purposes.
Effective and efficient lakes management requires a comprehensive
resource approach because many point sources and nonpoint sources (NPS)
impact lakes. Lakes act as sinks for pollutants generated by NPS activi-

•State Clean Meter strategies are in essence • vehicle to better
integrate and coordinate State meter programs, and to improve
effectiveness by targeting activities to high priority geographic areas.
For more detailes on State Clean Water Strategies, see in particular: VS
IPA, Office of Water. State Clean Witter Stratesies: Meeting the
Challenges of the Future, December 1987 and US EPA, Office of Water.
Surface Mater and Wetlands Protection Prosrem Operating Guidance PT
1988, April 1987.
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ty as well as point sources. For this reason, specific lake projects
may call for UPS control activities. The Clean Lakes program has been
used by many States as their principal NPS management tool since 1981
and is expected under the WQA to be integrated with State programs for
control of nonpoint sources.
Lakes management involves other activities under the WQA. The discharge
of point source pollution into lakes, for example, may be addressed
by surface water toxics control strategies developed under section
308. The control of UPS pollution from agricultural, silvicultural
and urban runoff can be assisted by the judicious use and protection
of wetlands to buffer and filter MPS pollutants entering lakes.
Because hydrologic research has now clearly established the fact
that in many area ground water and surface water are interconnected
parts of a single water system, lakes management will be considered
in the development of ground-water protection projects.

II, I MPLENENTAT I ON APPROACH
To *pigment the WQA, States should review their existing Clean Lakes
Programs and better integrate them into their overall State water quality
protection efforts i.e., estuaries, wetlands, and ground water. If a State
has not previously participated in the Clean Lakes Program or developed a
State program, it needs to take advantage of this opportunity. Existing
water quality data (305(b)) may be used along with existing Clean Lakes
studies.
Each State has the lead responsiblity and flexibility in designing and
implementing its Clean Lakes Program. The program can be integrated with
its other ongoing activities i.e., monitoring, recreation, natural resources, etc. States need to work toward compliance of their lakes program
with other State and Federal programs. Clean Lakes projects will be
encouraged that have been identified in the State's comprehensive Clean
Water Strategy and contain innovative or cross-media approaches.
EPA will support the States' Clean Lakes efforts including technical
assistance (as resources allow), ensure that related EPA programs are
coordinated and work toward compliance of other Federal programs/agencies
with State lakes programs. Information from the States will enable EPA to
represent to Congress a national program perspective and to exercise good
stewardship of Federal funds. Information requirements will be minimal and
designed to present a national summary.

A. Nnilielient of Lake Water Quality Assessment Report
In prior years, States completed a classification report before projects
were considered for funding. Under the WQA, beginning April 1, 1988,
States must submit • Lake Water Quality Assessment as part of their
ill include a classification
biennial 305(b) report. Their
study, a list of impaired and threatened lakes, and • report on the
status and trends of lake water quality, as well as other elements
ill form
defined in section 314(a) of the WQA. This
the basis for determination of priority projects and the direction
of program implementation. The State Assessment Report should

clearly identify publicly owned lakes for which available information
does not support a reliable assessment, and provide a strategy and timetable for completing the
f these publicly owned lakes. It
is our intent, to the extent funds are appropriated, to provide limited
financial assistance in FY 1988 and 1989 for the development of Lake
Water Quality A
Reports.
The biennial Lake Water Quality Assessment Report is to be based on
available information and must include the following:

(1)

Lake identification and classification survey
Each State must submit a list of all significant publicly owned
lakes within the State using the official name and location,
including the latitude and longitude in degrees and minutes of
the approximate center of the lake. Each State should provide
EPA its definition of significant lakes, which should include
substantial public interest and use. The trophic condition of
each lake must also be indicated. A State may update and submit
the existing material from its previously prepared classification
survey report.

(2)

Lake pollution contra procedures
A general discussion of the States' approach (including procedures,
processes, and methods) for controlling pollution to their publicly
owned lakes. This includes the technical aspects of the States
Clean Lakes program such as their permitting systems and water
quality standards development and enforcement, lake monitoring and
other applicable progress.

(3) Lake restoration Out
A general discussion of the States' plans to restore and/or protect
the quality of degraded lakes. This is the State's management plan
for its Clean Lakes program and should focus on the cooperative
working relationships among Federal, State, Tribal, and local
agencies concerned with lake restoration.

(4)

Toxic substance control/acid mitigation activities
A list of those lakes with high acidity (ph<4.5) and a general
discussion of the States' plans to mitigate the effects of high
acidity in their lakes and remove or control toxics mobilized by
high acidity. Cost estimates for mitigation should be included
with enough specific information to support the estimated costs.

(3)

htentiftmaton of bemired and eh:seamed hikes
On the classification list indicate all significant lakes which do
not meet water quality standards, have impaired uses, or are threatened i.e., they may not fully support uses in the future because of
anticipated sources of adverse trends of pollution. If water quality
standards have not been established for lakes, the standards used
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to determine impairment or threatened status should be identified.
Those lakes in which water quality has deteriorated as a result of
high acidity that may reasonably be due to acid deposition, should
be specifically noted on the classification list.
To the extent data is available for each impaired or threatened lake:
-

Summarize the available chemical and biological data demonstrating
the current water quality;

-

Note what recreational values or other uses are currently impaired
or threatened and the reasons;

-

Generally describe the characteristics of the lake e.g., maximum
depth, mean depth, surface area, volume, presence or absence of
stratified conditions, major inflows and outflows;

-

Generally describe the lake watershed in terms of area, land use
(estimated percentage of each type), topography, and major soil types;

-

Identify major point sources of pollution and any controls
which may be in place; and

-

Identify major nonpoint pollution sources and any controls in
place. Indicate whether the watershed is included as part
of the State's nonpoint source program.

(6) Water Quality Trend Assessment
A summary discussion of lake water quality trends incorporating the
information outlined in items 1 through 5 and including the status
of lakes which presently meet water quality standards or support
designated uses.

B. Lake Restoration and Protection
The regulations (Section 40 CFR Part 35 Subpart H) under which the Clean
Lakes program has been conducted since 1960, coupled with the General
Grant regulation (40 CFR Part 30) and this guidance document reflecting
requirements of the WQA of 1987, form the basis for implementation
of section 314 of the WQA.
The Lake Water Quality Demonstration Program and a Tories Control/Acid
Mitigation Program will also be administered under the existing Clean
Lakes Program regulations and guidance.
Projects will be considered for funding according to State priorities
consistent with EPA guidance and regulations. The States should determine their highest priority projects as reflected by their list of impaired and threatened lakes submitted in their Water Quality Assessment
[305(b) report] April 1, 1968 and their clean water strategy. Project
selection should be consistent with existing application review criteria
in the regulations and Regional guidance, including technical feasibility,
positive overall lake ecosystem changes, fish and wildlife habitat
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improvement, public benefits, environmental impacts, State priority
ranking, and the operation and maintenance program (CFR 35.1640-1).
State priorities for the Clean Lakes program should reflect identified
environmental conc•rne associated with lake water quality. Management

of Clean Lakes projects within a State should be a part of its overall
water quality protection program. Each State has the lead responsibility
for administering its own Clean Lakes Program. Coordination with other
State agencies or local organizations, including development of interagency agreements, is a State responsibility. The Clean Lakes Program
will encourage coordination among Federal, State, Tribal and local
programs by targeting funding to area that are applying an integrated
program approach. A portion of the Phase I study will determine the
relationship of the proposed project to other WQA programs, other
EPA programs and other Federal agencies' programs such as those of
the Department of Housing and Urban Development, Department of
Interior, Corps of Engineers and others.
The WQA authorizes a national Lake Water Quality Demonstration
Program. Ten lakes are identified in the WQA as priority lakes to
be considered for funding. In addition, funding is authorized for
highly acidic lakes or lakes with toxic substances mobilized by
high acidity due to acid deposition or acid mine drainage. It is
our intent to administer these projects under the existing Clean
Lakes program regulations, policy, and guidance as a comprehensive
Clean Lakes program. If there is a separate appropriation for the
Demonstration Program or the Toxic Substance Control/Acid Mitigation
Program, the Agency will re-evaluate this aspect of implementation.
EPA will coordinate with the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers and any
other Federal agencies involved in lake restoration or the Demonstration Program to ensure lack of duplication while maintaining high
quality projects.
In accordance with the WQA, the Toxics Control/Acid Mitigation Projects
should address the risks associated with toxic metals and other toxic
substances mobilized by high acidity.
The WQA directs EPA to prepare an annual report to Congress
status of the Demonstration Program and a final report upon
completion. Project progress reports and the final reports
used to prepare the report to Congress on the Demonstration

on the
its
will be
Program.

C. Lake itudoradon Guidance Manual
The WQA directs EPA to publish and disseminate a lake restoration
guidance manual by February 1988 and update it biennially.
EPA's Office of Research and Development (ORD) is presently preparing
an initial lake restoration guidance manual.
EPA's Office of Water (OW) will be responsible for the biennial update
of the manual.

III. GRANT APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

A. Oda&
States are the only eligible applicants for Clean Lakes financial
assistance. They may make funds available to subordinate agencies
through interagency agreements. After April 1, 1988, they must have
submitted their Lake Water Quality Assessment Report to be eligible
for Clean Lakes financial assistance. For a project to be eligible,
the lake can be either natural or manmade. It may be an inland
pond, reservoir, impoundment or other similar body of water but it
must have recreational value, be accessible to the public by way of
publicly owned land and exhibit no oceanic and tidal influences. It
must also be identified in the list of impaired and threatened lakes.
B.

TYPOS

of Financial Assistance

All cooperative agreements to be funded under section 314 will be
subject to the Clean Lakes regulations (40 CFR Part 35 Subpart H),
the general grant regulations (40 CFR Part 30) and the procurement
regulations (40 CFR Part 33). All authorized funding is subject to
the availability of appropriations.

(1) Lake Miter quality Armament
re"

In FY 68 and 89, financial assistance is authorized for States to
conduct Lake Water Quality Assessments as required under section
314(a)(1), including: classification of likes, description of methods
to control pollution and restore the quality of lakes, methods to
mitigate effects of high acidity and remove/control toxic, mobilized
by high acidity, a list of threatened and impaired lakes, and an
assessment of the status and trends of lake water quality. Financial
assistance is authorized with a maximum of $100,000 per State and
will be issued with a minimum non-federal match of 50%.
The intent of this financial assistance is to provide the States with
supplemental resources to conduct a comprehensive Lake Water Quality
Assessment for the 1990 305(b) Report and subsequent Reports to
Congress on the status and trends of lake water quality.
Since there is no provision in the Clean Lakes regulation specifically
for • Lake Water Quality Assessment Grant, such grants will be issued
under thamiral Grant regulation 40 CFR Part 30 and this guidance
document.
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(2)

Phase I - Diagnostic/Feasibility Study
The Clean Lakes program will financially assist a State in conducting
a diagnostic/feasibility study to investigate the existing or potential
causes of decline in the quality of a publicly owned lake, evaluate
possible solutions to existing or anticipated pollution problems, and
recommend the most feasible alternative to restore or preserve the
quality of the lake. Funding assistance up to 70 percent of the
cost is authorized, with a maximum of $100,000 per study.

(3)

Phase II - linplinnenbmtton
A Phase II cooperative agreement is to be used for implementing
recommended methods and procedures for controlling pollution entering
the lake, and for restoring or protecting the lake. Phase II awards
require a 50 percent nonfederal match and do not have an upper limit.
Costs for final engineering design as well as actual implementation
of pollution control and/or in-lake restoration measures are eligible.
Phase II agreements require monitoring for a minimum of one year
after construction or pollution control practices are completed
(35.1650-3(c)(1)(ii)). We encourage monitoring for a minimum of 2-3
years.
Phase II agreements follow Phase I studies or equivalent investigations.
A section 314 funded Phase I study is not required for consideration
of a Phase It application. Nor does funding of a Phase II project
automatically follow a completed section 314 funded Phase I. Each
phase must be applied for separately, and each application is considered
on its own merits. Phase It projects which request Federal funds in
excess of one million dollars will require additional peer reviews to
assure the selected alternative is the most cost effective and scientifically valid procedure.

(4)

Phase III - Poet-restoration Monitoring
A Phase III cooperative agreement is to be used to advance the science
of lake restoration. Selected projects, based on criteria to be developed, will be offered the opportunity to conduct long term post-restoration
monitoring studies to verify the longevity and effectiveness of various
restoration techniques. Funding assistance up to $125,000 will be
available and will require at least a 30 percent non-federal match.
Total ammual swards will not exceed 10 percent of the total annual
appropriation of the Clean Lakes Program. Since there is no provision
in the Clean Lakes regulations specifically for a Phase III grant,
such grants will be issued as modified Phase I grants. The Appendix A
requirements will need to be modified or increased to accurately define
the scope of work to validate the restoration technique(s) employed.
Phase III - Post-restoration Monitoring grants will be issued under
General Grant regulation 40 CFR Part 30 and this guidance document.
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C. Application Procedures
For all cooperative agreements, a State applies to the EPA Regional
Office using Standard Form 5700-33. The Clean Lakes regulations
specify the required application contents (section 35.1620-2).
The application and associated work plans art to be developed in
accordance with the Administrator's Policy on Performance Based
Assistance dated May 31, 1965.
The EPA Regional Office makes a technical evaluation and determines
funding priorities for the Region. Applications are also reviewed at
EPA Headquarters and, if necessary, sent out for peer review. EPA
Headquarters then sends its recommendation and a commitment notice to
the Region. The Region makes the award to the State and administers
the cooperative agreement.
The application review criteria used by EPA are specified in 40 CFR
35.1640-1. In addition, the project must be compatible with program
policy, objectives, guidance, General Grant Regulation (40 CFR Part 30)
and the procurement regulations (40 CFR Part 33).

33

F. Section 604(b)
Beginning in FY 1989, States must reserve each year 1% of their

Title VI allotments or $100,000, whichever is greater, to carry

out planning under 205(j) and 303(e). Since NPS planning activities
are eligible for funding under 205(j), the 604(b) reserve is an
additional source of funding for NPS activity.

r
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App en d ix

A

Definition of Navigable Waters and Waters of the U.S.*
Navigable Waters
.. . The term "navigable waters" means the waters of the United
States, including the territorial seas.
Source: Federal Water Pollution Control Act as Amended by the Water
Quality Act of 1987
Waters of the U .S .
Waters of the United States or waters of the U.S. means:
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

All waters which are currently used, were used in the past, or
may be susceptible to use in interstate or foreign commerce,
including all waters which are subject to the ebb and flow of the
tide;
All interstate waters, including interstate "wetlands;"
All other waters such as intrastate lakes, rivers, streams
(including intermittent streams), mudflats, sandflats, "wetlands,"
sloughs, prairie potholes, wet meadows, playa lakes, or natural
ponds the use, degradation, or destruction of which would affect or
could affect interstate or foreign commerce including any such
waters:
(1) Which are or could be used by interstate or foreign travelers
for recreational or other purposes;
(2) From which fish or shellfish are or could be taken and sold in
interstate or foreign commerce; or
(3) Which are used or could be used for industrial purposes by
industries in interstate commerce;
All impoundments of waters otherwise defined as waters of the
United States under this definition;
Tributaries of waters identified in paragraphs (a) through (d) of
this definition;
The territorial sea; and
"Wetlands" adjacent to waters (other than waters that are
themselves wetlands) identified in paragraphs (a) through (f) of
this definition...

Wetlands means those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface
or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and
that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation
typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.
Wetlands
generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas...

Source: 40 CFR 122.2

Appen d ix

B

Major Nonpoint Source (NPS) Pollution Categories and Subcategories*
1

NONPOINT SOURCES

10

Agriculture
Non-irrigated crop production
11
12
Irrigated crop production
13
Specialty crop production (e.g.,
truck farming and orchards)
14
Pasture land
15
Range land
16
Feedlots - all types
17
Aquaculture
Animal holding/management areas
18

20

Silviculture
Harvesting, reforestation,
21
residue management
Forest management
22
Road construction/maintenance
23

30

Construction
Highway/road/bridge
31
Land development
32

70

Hydrologic/Habitat Modification
71
Channelization
72
Dredging
73
Dam construction
74
Flow regulation/modification
75
Bridge construction
76
Removal of riparian vegetation
77
Streambank modification/
destab i1izat ion

80

Other
81
Atmospheric deposition
82
Waste storage/storage tank
leaks
Highway maintenance and
83
runoff
84
Spills
In-place contaminants
85
Natural
86

90

Source unknown

40

Urban Runoff
41
Storm sewers (source control)
Combined sewers (source control)
42
43
Surface runoff

50

Resource Extract ion/Exp lorat ion/Development
Surface mining
51
52
Subsurface mining
53
Placer mining
54
Dredge mining
Petroleum activities
55
Mill tailings
56
57
Mine tailings

60

Land
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:

Disposal (Runoff/Leachate From Permitted Areas)
Sludge
Wastewater
Landfills
Industrial land treatment
On-site wastewater systems (septic tanks, etc.)
Hazardous waste

Source: US EPA. Guidelines for the Preparation of the 1988 State
Water Quality Assessment (305(b) Report), April 1, 1987, p. 19.

Appendix C

NPS Provisions in the Water Quality Act of 196

Subject
Section 319
Creates new
§ 319 on
NPS M a n a g e 
ment Programs

Contents
of State
Assessment
ReportT

Inf ormat1on
used to
prepare
State
Assessment
Report

SKI Sift. MAS IGCMCNT OF NONPOINT SOURCES O f POLLUTION.

<a) In General —Title HI is amended by adding at the and the
following new mcuoq:
"*KC. 319. NONPOINT SOURCE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS,

-ia) State A ssessment Reports.—
" i l ) Co ntents .—The Governor of each State shall, after
notice and opportunity for public comment, prepare and submit
to the Administrator for approval, a report which—
"<Ai identifies those navigable waters within the State
which, without additional action to control oonpoint
sources of pollution, cannot reasonably be expected to
attain or maintain applicable water quality standards or
the foals and requirements of this Act;
" 'o ) identifies those categonee and rubcatefonea of
nonpoint source* or. where appropriate, particular
nonpoint sources which add significant pollution to each
portion of the navigable waters identified under subpara
graph (A) in amount* which contribute to such portion not
meeting such water quality standard* or such goals and
requirement*;
C> describes tha process, including intergovernmental
coordination and public participation, for identifying bast
management practices and measures to control each cat
egory and suocatafory of nonpoint sources and. where
appropriate, particular nonpoint source* identified under
subparagraph (B> and to reduce, to the maximum extent
practicable, the level of pollution resulting from suen cat
egory subcategory. or source: and
"(D) identiflaa and deaenbaa State and local programs for
controlling pollution added from nonpoint sources to, and
improving the quality of. each such portion of tha navigable
waters, including but not limited to thoee programs which
are receiving Federal sawstance under subsections (hi and
(i).

“ (2) Lnpo em atio n u s o in preparatio n — In developing tna
report required by this seebon. tha State (A ) may rely upon
information developed pursuant to sections 208. 303(e). 304(0.
305(b), and 314, and other information aa appropriate, and B)
may utilise appropriate element* of the waste treatment
management plana developed pursuant to sections 208(b) and
303, to the extent such elements are consistent with and fulfill
the requirements of this section.
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c~>

Sabject
o n te ^ ts

of State
Management
J ^ ogra ^ s'

b' St a TX MANACtMtXT PnOClAAtS —
1 In Ct-Nuuo.— Tha Gov#rnor of aach Stata. for that Scat*
or in combination with adjacent Stataa, ahail. aftar notica and
opportunity for public commant, prapara and rubmit to tha
Adm inistrator for approval a man adamant program which ruch
Stata proposaa to implamant lq tha first four fiscal yaars baginrunf a/tar tha data of submiaaion of ruch managamant profram
for controUinf pollution addad from nonpoint aourcaa to tha
navijabia w atan within tha Stata and impnm n | tha quality of
sucn watar*.
" ! 2) S r tc m c co h txnts .— Each managamant prof r am propoaad for implamantation undar thu runaacuon shall includa
aach of tha following:
A) An idantifi cation of tha bast m an agrm m t prmcticaa
and maaauraa which will ba undartakao to raduca pollutant
loadings rasultinf from aach catagory, rubcatafory. or
particular non point aourca daaignatad undar pauragra ph
>1* B>. taking into account tha impact of tha pracuca on
ground watar quality
'(B) An ldantiflcation of programs (including. aa appropnata, nonrafulatory or rarulatory profram a for anmrcwnnanu tachnical aaaistanca. financial saair+an^a aducanon.
training, tachnoiogy tranaftr. and damonstration projacta)
to achiava implamantation of tha bast managamant practicaa by tha catagonaa, rubcatafonas. and particular
non point aourcaa daaignatad undar subparagraph A).
''O A achaduia containing annual mUastonas for i) utiliration of tha program implamantation mathoda idanu.fi ad
in rub paragraph i3). and fu) im plam anuuon of tha bast
managamsnt practicas idanufi ad m rub paragraph A) by
tha catagonas, rubcatagonss, or particular non point rourcas
dasifnatad undar paragraph <1XB). Such achaduia ahali provida for utilisation of tha past managamant practical at tha
•ariiast practicabla data.
'<D) A cam flcation of tha actomay ganaral of tha Stata or
Statas >or tha chiaf attom ay of ant Stata watar pollution
control agancy which has indapandant lagmi counaai that
tha laws of tha Stata or Statas, as tha casa may ba. provida
adaquata authonty to im plamact ruch managamant pro
gram or. if thara is not ruch adsquatt authonty, a ust of
ruch additional authontiaa as will ba oacaaaary to
implareant ruch managamant program. A achaduia and
coreaitraant by tha Stata or Stataa to asak such additional
authontiaa aa aapaditiously as practicabla.
“(E) Sourcas of Fadaral and othar aaaistanca and funding
(oth tr than aaaistanca prcmdad undar subaactions ih) and
u)i which will ba availabla in aach o f such flacai ytars for
supporting implamantation of such practicas and maaauraa
and tha purpoaaa for which such aaaistanca will ba usad in
aach of such fiscal yaara.
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Subject
Contents
of State
M anagement
Programs
(continued)

"iF ' An identification of Federal financial aaaiatanca pro*
crams and Federal development projects for which the
State will review individual assistance applications or
development projects for their effect on water quality
f ursuant to tne procedures set forth in Executive Order
2372 as in effect on September 17, 1983, to determine
whether such assistance sppticstions or development
projects would be consistent with the procram prepared
under this subsection; for the purposes of this subpara*
graph, identification shall not be limited to the assistance
programs or development projects subject to Executive
Order 12372 but may include any programs listed in the
moat recent C atslof of Federal Domestic Assistance which
may have an effect on the purposes and objectives of the
States nonpoint source pollution management program.

Other require
ments for State
Assessment/^anagement Programs

Jse of
local and
ori vate
experts

“ (3) U tiliza tio n or local and raivATt c x rtrrs .— In develop*
ms anJ implementing a management program under this
subsection, a State shall, to the maximum extent practicable,
involve local public and private agencies and organizations
which have expertise in control of nonpomt sources of pollution.

£'nphas'|s on
watershedby-watersned
bas is

"(4> DtvcLurMCNT on WATtRSHtD tASts — A State shall, to the
maximum extent practicable, develop and implement a manage
ment program under this subsection on a watershed-by-watershed bans within such State

Cooperat ion
Requi rement

Time frame for
State submittal
of Report/
Management
Program

'Cl ADWlNlSTXATlVt PltOVtSIONt.—
"(1) CoortXA tion a»QUiansf.vT — Any report required by
subsection (a> and any management procram and report re
quired bv subjection <b> shall be developed in cooperation with
local, substate regional, and interstate entities which are ac
tively planning for the implementation of nonpoint source
pollution controls and have either been certified by the
Administrator m accordance with section 208, have worked
jointly with the State on water quality management planning
under section 205tj>. or have been designated by use State
legislative body or Governor as water quality management
planning agencies for thtir geographic areas.

“ (2) T is it fu u o o r o t suiM anoN or u s o m a x * k a x a o s ifSKT FtocK a m i .— Each report and management pragm a
be submitted to the Administrator during the 18-month period
beginning on the date o f the enectmeot or this section.
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Subject________
Time frame

fo r Z ?A
approval of

State Reports/
Management

Programs

^rocepjre f 0r
£PA J ' s a p p n o v a l
an j - n t e r ’ a
f r
i 1s a p p r o v a l

What If
State falls
to submit
an Assessment
Report?

fd) ArrxovAL os DuA/rmovAL or R o o m ajo Makagxkxxt
PlOCEAM* —
"(1) Di a p u w * .—Subject to paragraph (21, not LaU r thA« iso
day* a/Ur the data of submission to the Adm inistrator of any
report or mansgsment program under thia section (other th * »
subsections (h), (i). and (k)), the Adm inistrator ahaJl either
approve or disapprove such report or management program, aa
the caae may be The Adm inistrator may approve a portion of a
management profram under this aubeection. If the Adminis
trator does not disapprove a report, manage me nt profram . or
portion of a management procram in such 180-day period. Mich
report, management orofram . or portion shall be deemed ap
proved for purposes o f this section.

"(2) PmocEouas r o t DiSArraovAi_— If. after notice and oppor
tunity for public comment and consultation with appropnau
Federal and S u u agencies and other interested persona, the
Adm inistrator deurrmnea that—
" (A ) the proposed management profram or any portien
thereof does not meet the requirements of subsection ibXZ)
of this section or is not likely to trtiafy, in whole or in part,
the roe is and requirements of this Act;
"(B ) adequate authority d c u not e x is t or cdequate re
sources are not available, to implement such profram or
portion;
" ( O the schedule for im plem entinf such profram or
portion is not sufficiently expeditious; or
"(D ) the practices and measuras proposed in such pro
gram or portion are not adequau to reduce the level of
pollution in navigable waters in the State resulting from
nonpoint sources and to improve the quality o f navigable
waters in tha State:
the Adm inistrator shall enthin 6 months of the receipt of the
proposed program notify tha State of any revisions or modifica
tions necessary to obtain approval. The S u u shall thereupon
have an additional 3 months to submit its revised management
program and the Adm inistrator shall approve or disapprove
such revised program within three months of receipt.

"(3 ) F a il u x s o r statt to svtisrr x x ro rr — I f a Gover nor o f a
State does not submit the report required by subsection (a)
within the penod specified by subsection icXZ), the Adm inis
trator shall, within 30 months after the date o f the enactment of
this section, prepare a report for such State which maJiaa the
identifications required by paragraphs ilX A ) and (1XB) of
subsection (a) Upon completion of the requirement o f the
preceding sentence end sfler notice snd opportunity for com
ment. the Adm inistrator shall report to Congress on nis actions
pursuant to this section
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Sub.iect
What if
State ^a 11s
to s u h m t a
yanageffent
Program?

"(#> Local M anacim cnt Pxocxams; T echnical Assistance.—If a
State fails to submit a management procram under subsection fb) or
the Administrator does not approve such a management program. a
local public agency or organization which has expertise m, and
authority to. control water pollution reaulting from non point
sources in any area of such State which the Administrator detarmints is of sufficient geographic sue may, with approval of such
Stats, request the Administrator to provide, and the Administrator
shall provide, technical assistance to such agency or organisation in
developing for such area a management program which is described
in subsection (b) and can be approved pursuant to subsection (d).
A fter development Of such management program, such agency or
organisation shall submit such management program to the
Administrator for approval. I f the Administrator approves such
management program, such agency or organisation shall bo eligible
to receive financial assistance under suheectloe (h) for implementa
tion of such management program ss if such agency or organisation
were a State for wruch a report submitted under subsection (a) and a
management program submitted under subsection fb) were approved
under this section. Such financial assistance shall be subject to the
same terms and conditions as ascutanos provided to a State under
subsection (h).

UJ

PA Technical
Ass itance

Interstate
yanage^ent
Conference

•‘(f) T ec h nic al A jsistanc * r o t States .— U pon request of a State,
the Administrator may provide technical assistance to such State in
developing c management program approved under subsection fb)
for those portions of the navigable waters requested by such State

"'g> IVTtJtSTATl MANACUStKT CONFTXXNCX.—
"(1) Co n v i n i no o r const * i n cx, n o tific a tio n ; ruarosa.—If
any portion of the navigable waters m any State which is
implementing • management program approved under this
section is not meeting applicable water quality standards or the
goals and requirements of this Act as a result, in whole or in
?art, of pollution from nonpoint sources in another State, such
tate may petition the Administrator to convene, and the
Administrator shall convene, a management conference of all
States which contribute significant pollution resulting from
nonpoint sources to such portion. If. on the beats o f information
available, the Administrator determines thet e State ie not
meeting applicable water quality standards or the goals and
requirements o f this Act as a result, in whole or in part, of
significant pollution from non point sources in another State,
the Administrator shall notify such States. Tbe Administrator
msy convene • management conference under this paragraph
not later than 180 days after giving such notification, whether
or not the State whicn is not meeting such standards reouests
such conference. The purpoee of suen conference shall oe to
develop an agreement among such States to reduce the level of
pollution in such portion resulting from nonpoint sources and to
improve the water quality of such portion Nothing in such
agreement shall supersede or abrogate rights to quantities of
water which have been established by interstate water com
pact*. Supreme Court decrees, or State water lews. This subsec
tion shall not apply to any pollution which is subject to the
Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Act The requirement
that the Administrator convene a management conference shall
not be subjvct to the provisions of section 505 of this Act
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Subject
In terstate
Managenent

onf erence
' c o n t i n j&r

■'<2 * S t a TI MAVACIMCST PROCRAM RtQU IRCM EMT — To the
extent that the States resch agreement through such con
ference. the management programs of the States which are
parties to suc.n agreem ent! and which contribute ugnificant
pollution to tht navigable w a t t n or portion! thereof not m att
ing applicable water quality rtandards or goals and require
ments of this Act wtll be ravisad to raflact suen agreement. Sucn
management programs shall ba consistent witn FadaraJ and
Slata Taw

R eq u ir e m e nt s

for granTT
under $"TT9 (h)
Assessment/
Management

Program must be
aop ro yed

Jse of 205 (j ) (5)
f unos

- e d e r al

not to

$nar e
exceed

501

No more than I5t
of the authorization
for this subsection
may go to one State

Priority
considerations for
§ 319 (h) grants

thj G ran t Program —
'ill G rant * r o t imrixmentatiom oe management r b o
c r a m s — U pon

application o f a Stats for which a report subenittad undar subsection (a) and a management program submitted
under subsection fb) is approved under thai t - r ifft L the
Adm inistrator shaii tnaka grants, subject to such ta r tu and
conditions as the Adm inistrator considers appropriate, undar
this subsection to such State for the purpoas of r a n t i n g the
State in implementing such management program. Funds reserved pursuant to taction 20otjX5) of this Act may be
to
develop end implement such management program.
"(2) A p p u c a t io n * — An application foe a m a t under this
lubaoction in cny fiscal year shall be in such form and shall
contain such other information aa the Adm inistrator may re
quire. including an identification and description of tha beat
management practices and measures which the State proposes
to assist, ancourage, or require m such year with the Federal
assistance to be provided under the grant
"(3) F eorrax ska aa.— The Federal share o f the cost of each
m anagem ent program implemented with Federal assistance
under this subsection in any fiscal year shall not eicsad 60
percent o f the cost incurred by the State in im plementing such
m anagement program and shall be made on condition that tha
non-Federai share is provided from non-Federal sources.
"(41 D m it a t io n o k oaAKT a m o u n t s .— N otwithstanding any
other provision of this subsection, not more than IS percent of
the amount appropriated to carnr out this subsection may be
used to make p a n ts to any one State, including any grants to
any local public agency or organization with authority to con
trol pollution from nonpoint sources in any area o f such State.
"(5 ) Paioam r r o t t r r v r n v i m i c h a n o m j — For each fiscal
year beginning after September 30, 1W7, the Administrator
may givs priority in making grants under this subsection, and
shall give consideration in determ ining the Federal share o f any
such grant, to States which have implemented or are proposing
to implem ent management programs which w ill—
" ( A ) control particularly difficult or serious non point
source pollution problems, including, but not limited to,
problems resulting from mining activities;
"(B) implement innovative methods or practices for
controlling nonpoint sources of pollution, including
regulatory programs where the Adm inistrator deems
appropnste;
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Subject
Requirements f o r grants under
§ 319 ( M (continued)
Priority

considerations f i r
§ 319 (h) grants

Ava ilabi 11ty f o r
obi igat ion

Financial assistance
to individuals only
for costs related to
demonstrat1on projects
Satisfactory progress

Maintenance of
effort

Bequest for
inf ormat ion
Annual State
reports
requi red

(C) control interstate nonpomt *ourc* pollution prob
lems. or
"(Di carry out (round water quality protection activities
which the Administrator determine* are part of a com*
prehenjivt nonpomt eource pollution control program,
including research, planning, ground water aaeeeamenta,
demonstration programs, enforcement, technical assistance,
education, and training to protect ground water quality
from nonpomt sources of pollution.
"(6) A vailability roa obligation —The funds granted to
each State pursuant to this subsection in a fiscal year shall
remain available for obligation by such State for the fiscal year
for which appropriated. The amount of any such funds not
obligated by tne end of such fiscal year shall be available to the
Administrator for granting to other States under this subsection
in the noxt fiscal year.
"(7) L im it a t io n on vm o r ruxns,—States may tms funds from
grants mads pursuant te this action far financial —
to
persons only to tbs extant that such mumiirf nrs is related to tbs
oasts or i
**(8) 8 a tv ta c t o « y r a o o u n .—No grant may be mads
this subsection in any fiscal year to s Suita which In tbs
preceding fiscal year received a grant under this subsection
unlam tbs Administrator determines that such State made
satisfactory program in such preceding fiscal year in meeting
the schedule • pea fled by such State under subsection f b m
"(9) M a iw ttn a n c * or srro rr —No grant mcy be made to s
State under this subsection in any fiscal year unless such State
enter* into such agreements with the Administrator as the
Administrator may require to ensure that such Stats will main
tain its aggregate expenditure* from all other sources for programs for controlling pollution added to the navigable water* in
such State from nonpomt sources and improving the quality of
such water* at or above the average level of such expenditures
m its two fiscal year* preceding the data of enactment of this
subsection
"i 10) R x q trrr r o t intobmation —The Administrator may
request such information, data, and reports as ho consider*
necessary to make the determination of continuing eligibility
for grants under this section.
“ ( I D R ie o m N C a n d o tn c b tequiaxM ixT*.— Each State shall
report to the Administrator on an annual basis concerning (A)
its progress in meeting the schedule of milestones submitted
pursuant to subeection (b«2*C> of this section, and (B> to the
extent that appropriate information is available, reductions in
nonpomt source pollutant loading and improvements in water
quality for those navigable water* or watersheds within the
Stata which were identified pursuant to subsection ( a l l * A ) of
this section resulting from implementation of the management

profr*nV
Limitation on
administratl ve
costs (snail
not exceed 101)

___ . ,

,

“ i 12) Lim it a t io n on AOMmnrnunvi cost* —For purpose* of
this subsection. adm inistrate* costa in the form of solan**,
overhead, or indirect coats for service* provided and charged
against activities and programs carried out with a grant under
this subsection shall not sxceed in any fiscal year lo percent of
the amount of the grant in such v*ar. except that costs of
implementing enforcement and regulatory activities, education,
training, technical aaaistance. demonstration projects, and tech
nology transfer programs shall not be subject to this hmitst.on
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Subject_______
Requirements for grants under § 319 'i)
for protecting grounqwater quality

£ 1igiDie applicants
and activities

Federal snare
not to exceed 501

Authorizations for
S 319 (n) and

£PA required t o
comp i 1 e 1 n f o r i M t 1 o n
regarding F e d t r a l
p ro g ra m s /p ro jtc ts

r G rants ro* P rotecting o r o u n d w a t i i Vi-a u t t —
"< 1> EuCllLt APPLICANTS ANO ACT1VIT U — UpOH application
of a Stair lor which a report submitted under subjection is; and
a plan submitted under subsection ib > is approved under this
section, the Administrator shall make rra n u under this subsec
tion to such Stats for the purpose of assisting such State in
carrying out groundwater quality protection activities which
the Administrator determines will advance the State toward
implementation o f a comprehensive non point source pollution
control profrsm Such activities shall include, but not be
limited to. research, planning, groundwater aaaeeementa, dem
onstration
program*,
enforcement,
technical
ami stance,
education and training to protect the quality of groundwater
and to prevent oontenunetioo of groundwater from non point
sources of pollution.
"(2) A m jC A T tow a — t o application for a grant under thie
subsection shall be in such form and shall contain such Informa
tion as the Administrator may require.
"( 3) Fedexal ska as; m aximum a m o u n t —The Federal share
o f the cost of assisting s State in carry ins out groundwatar
protection activities in any fiscal year under this subsection
shall be 50 percent of the costa incurred by the State in carrying
out such activities, except that the maximum amount of Federal
assistance which any State mav receive under this subsection in
any fiscal year shall not exceed $150,000
"(4) R epost —The Adm inistrator shall include in each report
transmitted under subsect ion (m ) a report on the activities and
programs implemented under this subsection during the preced
ing fiscal year.

“(j) A tm toaizan oN -or AeraoraiATiONB.— There is authorised to be
appropriated to carry out subsections fh) and (U not to exceed
r 6.000.000 for fiscal year 1988. $100,000,000 per fiscal year for each
o f fiscal yea n 1989 and-1990, and $130.000.0u0 for fiscal year 1991,
except that for each of such fiscal y e a n not to exceed f7.5d0.000 may
be made available to carry out subsection (i). Sums appropriated
pursuant to this subsection shall remain available until expended.
"(k ) CoMXUTVMcr o r O tn e x P t o c a x s a akd P m m sctv W ith
M a n a g e m e n t P xo cxam s — The Adm inistrator shall transmit to the
O ffice o f Management and Budget and the appropriate Federal
departments and agencies s list of those assistance orogram* aed
development protects identified by each State under subsection
(b*2*F ) for which individual assistance applications and projects
will be reviewed punuant to the procedures sat forth In Executive
Order 12372 as in effect on September 17. 1983. Beginning not later
than sixty days after receiving notification by the Administrator,
each Federal department and agency shall modify existing regula
tions to allow States to review individual development projects and
assistance applications under the identified Federal assistance proJrams and shall accommodate, according to the requirements and
efinitions of Executive Order 12372. as in effect on September 17.
1983. the concerns o f the Stste regarding the consistency o f such
applications or projects with the State nonpoint source pollution
management program
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Subject_____
EPA required
to compile
1of ormat ion
on 3MPs

EPA annual
reports
requi red

EPA final
report
requ ired

E?A staffing
levels

‘‘(l> Co u -ictio n or I nformation —The Administrator shall collect
and make available, through publications and other appropriate
means, information pertaining to management practices and im
plementation methods, including, but not limited to. (1) information
concerning the costs and relative efficiencies of best management
practices for reducing nonpoint source pollution; and <2) available
data concerning the relationship between water quality and im
plementation of various management practices to control nonpoint
sources of pollution.
‘‘(m) RteoaTs or A dminixtoatoe.—
‘(I) A nnual a tro a n - N o t later than January 1. 198$. and
each January 1 thereafter, the Administrator shall transmit to
the Committee on Public Works and Transportation of the
of Representatives and the Committee on Environment
and Public Works of the Senate, a report for the preceding fiscal
year on the activities and programs implemented under this
•ection and the program made in reducing pollution in the
navieable waters resulting from non point aouroaa and iassvruvg the quality of such waters.

"(2) F w a i ,
Not later than January 1, 1190, the
Administrator shall transmit to Congress a Anal report sa the
activities carried out under this section. Such report, at a
minimum shall—
“TAJ doetribe the management programs being Imple
mented by the States by typa* aad amount of affected
navigable waters, categories and subcatagonaa of noapoint
sources, aad types of best management practkaa being
implemented;
,:(B) daacribe the experiences of the States ia adhering to
schedules and implementing best management practices;
"tO describe the amount and purpose of greats awarded
pursuant to subeectiona (h) aad (i) of this section;
"(D ) identify, to the extent that information is available,
tha progress made ia reducing pollutant loads aad improv
ing water quality in the navigable waters;
"(E ) indicate what further actions need to be takes to
attain and maintain ia those navigable waters (1) applicable
water quality standards, aad (ID the goals aad requirementa
of this Act;
"(F ) include recommendations of the Administrator
concerning future programs (including enf orcement pro
grams) for controlling pollution from non point sources; aad
"(C ) identify tha activities and programs of departments,
agencies, and instrumentalities of the United States which
are inconsistent with the management programs submitted
by the Stales and recommend modifications so that such
activities and programs are ooneistent with aad te s t* the
States in implementation of such management programs.

"(n) S *r A s m roa Aw stw fTaA Tivi Pm som cau—Net Use than 5
arcent of the funds appropriated pursuant to subsection (J) for any
seal year shall be available to the Administrator to maintain
creonnel levels at the Environmental Protactioc A g a n ^ at leva la
,hich ara adequate to carry out this aectioc ia such year.
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S u b j e c t _______

po H c y for
control of
NPS p o l 1ution

P ou c v ro* Contwol o r NoNroiNT S o t iC B or P o c u m o K
Section 1011a.* it amended by stnkung out and" at the and of
paragraph i t *, by «trikmg out the period at tha tnd of paragraph (61
and inserting m liau thereof ", and", and by adding at the end
thereof the followingiT) it la the national policy that program* for the control of
nonpoint aoureea of pollution be developed and implemented in
an eipediuoua manner to at to enable the goals of thia Act to be
met through the control of both point and nonpoint eouroaa of
pollution '

Construction grant set-as 1des
G o v e r n o r ’s dIscretionary
set-aside - § 201(g )(l)

§ 205(j )(5 )

Conforming
amendments

ic1 E u c i a r u r r o r N o n io iw t Sotracxs—The laet aentence of tac
tion 201(f* 1) is amendad by—
(1) atnking out "aentence." the first place it appears and
inserting in lieu thereof "sentence*,";
(2i inserting " (A )" after “October 1 ,1M4, for” ; and
(3) inserting before “ except that" tha following: "and (B) any
purpose for which a grea t may be made under section* 119 dvJ
and (i) o f this A ct (including any innovative and alternative
approaches for the control of aoapoaat aouroaa of poilstkmX” .

(d) Rm atvsTtow o r P vn n *.—Section 206(j) la amended by adding
at the and the follow ing new paragraph:
“(5) N ow roocr aoveca i h u t w - I * addttlne to the acme
raearvad under paragraph (IX the Administrator ih a ll reeen a
each fiscal veer for each State 1 percen t o f the sums allotted
and availabU for obligation to such State under this section for
each fiscal year beginning on or after October 1. 1M4, or
$100,000, whichever is greater, for the purpoee of carrying out
section 319 of this Act bums so reserved in • State in any neeal
year for which such State does not request the uee o f such sums,
to the extent such sums e x c ^ d $100,000. may be used by such
State for other purposes under this title.'’ .
(e) CoNroxMiMC A u x k o m x k t —Section 904fkX11 Is amended bv
inserting “ and nonpoint source pollution management programs
approved under section 919 o f this A ct” after ‘7 0 f o f this Act

State Revolving Funds
State Revolving
Funds may be
used to Implement
NPS programs
established under

§ 319

“ (c) Pxc&pcn Euotaut r o t A s n T s jt t X — The amounts of funds
available to each State water pollution control revolving huad shall
bo used only for providing financial » —"***"*** (1) to any municipal
ity. interm uiuapai. interstate, or State agency for coastrucuoe of
publicly owned treatment works (as deflmsd in section 212 of this
Act), i2l for the implementation of a management program estab
lished under section 319 of this Act. and (3) for development and
implementation of a conserve non and management plan under
section 320 of this Act. The fund shall be omabliahod. maintained,
sod credited with repayments, and tha fund balance shall be avail
able in perpetuity for providing such financial a u t a n r o .

(
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Subjtct________
Intended Use
Plans r e d u c e d
fo r State
"n

Revolving
^nds

Consistency
requirement for
State Revolving
Funds

" fd LfrrxKDtD U*a Pt«a n .—A fter pn m din f for public comment
end renew, tech Stats shall annually prepare e plan identifying the
intended ueee of the amount* svailabte to its water pollution control
revoln n f fund. Such intended uee plan ahmii include, but not be
limited to—
"(1) a list of thoee project ! for construction of publicly owned
treatment work* on the State’s priority list developed pursuant
to section 216 of this Act and a List of actm&ae eligible for
assistance under sectiona 319 and 320 of this Act;
“(2) a description of the short- and loaf-term p a ls sad objec
tive* of its water pollution control revo ln n f fuam
"(3) information on the activitiea to be supported, including s
description of project categories, diecharfe requirements under
utlae III and TV of this Act. terms of financial assistance, and
communities served;
‘(4) avurancaa and specific proposals for m eetinf the require
ments of psuagraphs i3\ (4). (5), and (6) of section 602(b) of this
Act; and
"<S) tha criteria and method
for the distribution of
funds.

“ (ft Cowsirrswcr W rm P u u o n x o Raquntncerra.— A State may
provide financial assistance from its water pollution control revoivin f fund only with raepect to « project which is consistent with
plena if any, developed under sections 20&j), 208, 309(e), 319, and
j 20 of this A c t

Other Miscellaneous NPS Provision!
Rjral Clean
Water Pro
gram (RWCP)

Agricultural
stormwater
discharges
no longer
def 1ned as
point sources

Indian T r i b e s

>•) Ru i a i Clxam W a t o l —Section 2Q8(jX9) is amended by stnkinf
out ‘and" after 1981. ’ and by inserting after ” 1982.” the following:
"and such sums as may be oerasetry for fiscal years 1983 throufh
1990,”
SEC JSJ. ACWCILTUUL STOA*WATTm OISCHAACEA
Section 5021U ) 'rela o n f to the definition of point source) a
amended by inserting after "doaa not incline the following: agncultural stormwater discharges and”

s fc

m.

indun

n tia c a

id/ C oortiurivK A ciiX w tN T t —In order to ensure the consistent
implementation of the requirements of this Act. an Indian tnbe and
the State or Stetee in which the lands of such tnbe are located may
enter into e cooperative agreement, subject to the review end ap
proval of the Administrator, to jointly plan end administer the
requirements of this Act.
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Subject
I nd 1 a n T r 1 bes

"(*> T rcatmknt as Statt * —Tha Administrator is authorized to
treat sn Indian tribe as a Statt for purposes of tiiJa II and sections
104. 106. 303 . 305. 30* 309. 314. 319 401, 401 and 404 of thia Act to
ths d rfree nacrszary to carry out tht objectives of this auction, but
only if—
"(1) tha Indian tnba has a fo v e m m f body carrying out
substantial fovammantal duties and powsn:
"(2) the functions to ba aiarciaad by tha Indian triba pertain
to tha management and protection of watar raanurcaa which ara
hold by an Indian tnba, ha Id by tha Uni tod Sutaa in truot foi
Indiana, ha Id by a mambar of an Indian triba if such proparty
internet is subject to a trust restriction
wist within tha bordan of an Indian
~\T) tha Indian triba a reasonably e n a c te d to ba m p aH t in
tho Administrator's Judfmsnt, at carrying out tha frmrrinna to
be saorcieed la a aaanar mnaiatant with tha
poaaa at thia Act and at aD applicable refulatiana.
Such traatmant ns a Stata may indada tha direct provision at fa n d ^
reserved under suboaction (c) la tha fo v o n u a f bodias at
tnboa. and tha determination of pnontiee by Indian triboa, wham*
not determined br tha Administrator in cooperation with tha Dirac*:
tor of tha Indian Health Sorrier Tha Administrator. ia cooperation
with tha Director at tha Indian Haahh
m ale fran ts uadar utia □ of thia Act in an
100 p re a n t of tha com of a p ro p e l Nat later than I f -atniha after
tha data at tha anactmant at this section. tha Adialniatrator
eonauJtatioa with Indian tribes. promulgate Anal regulations which
•paci/y how Indian tnboa shall ba treated aa Stataa ter purposes of
this Art. Tha Adminiatrator shall, in p rom u ifa tia f such rugulatiocM.
consult affoctad Sutaa sharing common watar bodiaa and provide a
machnnisa for tha resolution of any unraaaonsbla oonaaquancaa
that may arm aa a result at difTanng watar p o l i t y standards that
may ba sat by Sutas and Indian tnbaa located on common bodias of
watar. Surh mechanism shall provide for explicit conalda ration of
relevant factors including. but not lirrutad la, tha affacts at differing
watar quality parmit raquiramants on upotraam and downatraam
dischargers, aconomtc impacts, and praaant and htetortenl uoas sad
quality of tha waters su b let to such stsndaids Such mechanism
should pronds for tha avoidance of such nareaeonahie oonaaquancaa
ia a mannar coasisunt with tha objective o f thia A c t
"(f) G s a x ts roe Now roorr Souses FTsoculams.—Th e Admin in*
trator shall make fronts to an Indian triba uadar taction t i l of thia
Act aa though such tnba waa a Suta. Not mara than ana third of
on# par cant of tha amount appropriated for any fltsal yaar uadar
motion 319 may ba used to make frants under this subsection In
addition to tha raquiramants of section 319. an Indian triba shall ba
required to moat tha raquiramants of paragraphs (11, C2X and (3) of
subsection (d) of this section in order to receive such a franc.
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THE CLEAN LAKES PROGRAM 6UIDANCE
I.

INTRODUCTION

A.

Background
The Clean Lakes program was started in 1976 to provide fin a n c ia l
assis tan ce to the States for the r e s t o r a t i o n and p r o t e c ti o n o f our
n a t i o n 's lakes.
Early grants were research o r ie n t e d and issued
under the a u t h o r i t y o f Section 104(h) o f the Clean Water Act (CVA)
and Research and Development Regulations.
The Clean Lakes program regulations were published in 1980 and have
formed the basis f o r de fi n in g goals, p r i o r i t i e s and rel ati on sh ip s
with other S ta te and Federal Programs.
EPA began a comprehensive
f i n a n c i a l a s si s ta n c e program through awards o f grants to a ss is t
States in prepa ring c l a s s i f i c a t i o n reports to i d e n t i f y and c l a s s i f y
lakes according to tro phi c conditions.
Using t h i s report to es tab lish
p r i o r i t i e s , d i a g n o s t i c / f e a s i b i l i t y studies (Phase I gran ts) were
financed to determine the causes o f eutrophic conditions and a l t e r n a t i v e
techniques f o r r e s t o r a t i o n and/or p r o t e c t i o n o f the lake.
EPA could
then p r ov id e a d d i t i o n a l financial assistance (Phase I I grants) to
implement the s e l e c t e d a lt e r n a t iv e r e s t o r a t i o n and/or pr o t ec ti o n plan
proposed, using the information provided in the Phase I grant.
For a d d i t i o n a l information on the h i s t o r y o f the Clean Lakes program
r ef er en c es should be made to EPA document 440/5-85-033, Clean Lakes
P m g r w a review o f the f i r s t decade.

B.

New Requlrementa/Dlrectlon
★

The State has the lead r e s p o n s i b i l i t y for administering i t s own Clean
Lakes program.
I t s d e s i r e to r ec eiv e f i n a n c i a l assistance fo r the
r e s t o r a t i o n and p r o t e c t i o n o f i t s p u b l i c l y owned lakes is d i r e c t l y
r e l a t e d t o i t s e f f o r t s in meeting the requirements o f the Water Quality
Act o f 1987 (VQA).
Reauthorisation o f the program has added several
important requirements including a Lake Water Q u a lit y Assessment,
which includes a r e v i s e d Lake C l a s s i f i c a t i o n r e p o r t, a l i s t of lakes
which are known not to meet water q u a l i t y standards or require controls
to maintain standards, and an assessment o f the status and trend
o f lake water q u a l i t y .
In order f o r the States to p a r t i c i p a t e in
the Clean Lakes program they oust provide EPA with t h e i r lake water
q u a l i t y assessment report including t h e i r l i s t o f threatened and
impaired lakes by A p r i l 1, 1988, as part o f the 305(b) report.
This

Wots: l a accordance with s ta tio n 5 1 8 (a ) o f the VQA o f 1987 the
A d m in is tra to r i s a u th o ris e d to tr e a t c e r t a in In d ia n t r ib e s as States.
T h e r e fo r e , th rou gh ou t t h is guidance the term S ta te s h a ll r e f e r to
S ta te s , T e r r i t o r i e s and those Indian t r ib e s d esign ated by the Agency
under s e c tio n 5 1 8 (e ).
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r ep or ti n g requirement under 305(b) is being linked to other assessments
(nonpoint source, t o x ic s ) in order to f a c i l i t a t e development of
in t eg r at ed State Clean Water S t r at eg ie s .
In ad di ti on to continuation o f the Clean Lakes program, EPA is d i r e c t e d
to e s t a b l i s h a demonstration program and a t o x i c s c o n t r o l/ a c id m it ig a ti o n
program designed to increase our base o f s c i e n t i f i c knowledge in the causes
o f lake degradation (including a c i d i f i c a t i o n ) and a l t e r n a t i v e techniques
fo r r e s t o r a t i o n o f our nation's lakes.
We intend to incorporate the new
i n i t i a t i v e s with in the framework o f the e x i s t i n g program guidance and
regulations.

C.

Integration With Othtr Programs
*

When each State develops i t s State Clean Water S t r a t e g y , i t has the
opportunity to int egrate i t s Clean Lakes program into i t s o v e r a l l
water q u a l i t y management e f f o r t s . The Clean Lakes program is p a r t i c u 
l a r l y conducive to a highly int egr ate d and u n i f i e d approach to
water r e s t o r a t i o n and protection by the States .
The natural linkages
between Clean Lakes management a c t i v i t i e s and other environmental
programs (t h os e addressed by the WQA, CVA and others o p er at in g under
Agency a u t h o r i t i e s ) , the f l e x i b i l i t y affo rd ed both EPA and the States
by s e c t io n 314 and cross-program and cross-agency r e la tl o n s h lp a
e s ta b li s h e d in the recent past a l l combine to encourage an in t e g r a t e d
Clean Water Strategy approach.
Clean Lakes p r o j e c t s need to be developed and Implemented on a watershed
basis.
This geographical approach to water q u a l i t y management has been
i d e n t i f i e d as a key element to success in nonpolnt source c o n t r o l , groundwater p r o t e c t i o n , water q u a lity based pe r m it t in g , stormwater permitting,
estuarine p r o t e c t io n and cleanup, and wetlands p r o t e c t i o n .
Furthermore,
such a geographical approach to lakes management c l o s e l y p a r a l l e l s the
general approaches taken by other natural resource management agencies
such as the S o i l Conservation Serv ice , Forest S e r v ic e , Bureau o f Land
Management, Fish and W i l d l i f e S e rv ic e , Corps o f Engineers, and G e o l o g i 
cal Survey and t h e i r State counterpart agencies.
This watershed approach
should g r e a t l y f a c i l i t a t e the le v er a gi n g o f t h e i r informational/data,
t e c h n i c a l , f i n a n c i a l and programmatic resources fo r water q u a l i t y purposes
E f f e c t i v e and e f f i c i e n t lakes management requires a comprehensive
resource approach because many point sources and nonpoint sources (NPS)
lm ptct lakes.
Lskea act as sinks fo r p o llu t a n ts generated by KPS a c t i v i -

#

Ststs Clssa Vstsr strstsgiss are in essence a vsbicls to better
intsgrsts tad coordlast* Stst* water programs, tad to improvs
sffsctivsnsss bp tsrgstlag setivIt its to high priority gsogrsph ic srsss.
for mors dsttllss on Ststs Clssa Water Strstsgiss, see in psrticulsr. US
EPA, Off let of Vstsr. Ststs Clssa Vstsr Strstsgiss: Msstlas tbs
Chsllsagss of tbs Putur*. Dscsmbsr 1987 sod US SPA, Otfics of Vstsr.
Surfsc* Vstsr sad Vstlsads Protsction Prosrta Opsrstins Guldsac* FY
1988. April 1987.
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ty as w el l as point sources.
For this reason, s p e c i f i c lake projects
may c a l l fo r NPS con tro l a c t i v i t i e s .
The Clean Lakes program has been
used by many States as t h e i r p r in c ip a l NPS management tool since 1981
and is expected under the WQA to be integrated with State programs for
control o f nonpoint sources.
Lakes management involves other a c t i v i t i e s under the WQA. The discharge
o f point source p o l l u t i o n into lakes, fo r example, may be addressed
by surface water to xi cs control s t r a t e g i e s developed under section
308. The co nt ro l o f NPS p o llu t io n from a g r ic u lt u r a l, s i l v i c u l t u r a l
and urban runoff can be assis ted by the Judicious use and pro tection
o f wetlands to b u f f e r and f i l t e r NPS pollutants entering lakes.
Because hy dr ol o gi c research has now c l e a r l y established the fact
that in many areas ground water and surface water are interconnected
parts o f a s i n g l e water systeai, lakes management w i l l be considered
in the development o f ground*water pr ot ec tio n projects.

II.

IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH
To implement the WQA, States should review th e ir e x i s t i n g Clean Lakes
Programs and b e t t e r i n t e g r a t e them into th e ir o v e r a l l State water qua l i t y
protection e f f o r t s i . e . , es tua rie s, wetlands, and ground water.
I f a State
has not p r e vi ou sl y p a r t i c i p a t e d in the Clean Lakes Program or developed a
State program, i t needs to take advantage o f this opportunity.
Existing
water q u a l i t y data [ 305(b)] may be used along with e x i s t i n g Clean Lakes
s t u d ie s .
Each State has the lead r e s p o n s i b l l t y and f l e x i b i l i t y in designing and
implementing i t s Clean Lakes Program.
The program can be integrated with
it s other ongoing a c t i v i t i e s i . e . , monitoring, recreation, natural resour
ces, etc.
States need to work toward compliance o f t h e ir lakes program
with other State and Federal programs.
Clean Lakes projects w i l l be
encouraged that have been i d e n t i f i e d in the St at e' s comprehensive Clean
Water Str ate gy and contain innovative or cross-media approaches.
EPA w i l l support the St ate s' Clean Lakes e f f o r t s including technical
assistance (as resources a l l o w ) , ensure that related EPA programs are
coordinated and work toward compliance o f other Federal programs/agencies
with State lakes programs.
Information from the States w i l l enable EPA to
represent to Congress a national program perspective and to exercise good
stewardship o f Federal funds.
Information requirements w i l l be minimal and
designed t o present a national summary.

A.

Dmvmlmp— nt of Lake Water Quality Assessment Report
In p r i o r years, States completed a c l a s s i f i c a t i o n report before projects
were considered f o r funding.
Under the WQA, beginning A pr il 1, 1988,
States must submit a Lake Water Quality Assessment as part o f t he ir
biennial 305(b) rep ort .
Their assessment w i l l include a c l a s s i f i c a t i o n
study, a l i s t o f iiqjaired and threatened lakes, and a report on the
status and trends o f lake water q u a l i t y , as w e ll as other elements
defined in s e c t i o n 314(a) o f the WQA. This assessment w i l l form
the basis fo r determination o f p r i o r i t y pr oj e ct s and the d ir e c t io n
o f program implementation.
The State Assessment Report should

clearly identify publicly owned lakes for which available information
does not support a reliable assessment, and provide a strategy and time
table for completing the assessment of these publicly owned lakes
It
is our intent, to the extent funds are appropriated, to provide limited
financial assistance in FY 1988 and 1989 for the development of Lake
Water Quality Assessment Reports.
The biennial Lake Water Quality Assessment Report is to be based on
available information and oust include the following:
Lake identification and classification survey
Each State oust submit a list of all significant publicly owned
lakes within the State using the official nas>e and location,
including the latitude and longitude in degrees and oinutes of
the approximate center of the lake. Each State should provide
EPA its definition of significant lakes, which should include
substantial public interest and use. The trophic condition of
each lake oust also be indicated.
A State may update and submit
the existing material from its previously prepared classification
survey report.
Lake pollution control procedures
A general discussion of the States' approach (including procedures,
processes, and methods) for controlling pollution to their publicly
owned lakes. This includes the technical aspects of the States
Clean Lakes program such as their permitting systems and water
quality standards development and enforcement, lake monitoring and
other applicable programs.
Lake restoration plan
A general discussion of the States' plans to restore and/or protect
the quality of degraded lakes.
This is the State's management plan
for its Clean Lakes program and should focus on the cooperative
working relationships among Federal, State, Tribal, and local
agencies concerned with lake restoration.
Toxic substance control/acid mitigation activities
A list of those lakes with high acidity (ph<4.5) and a general
discus#ion of the States' plana to mitigate the effects of high
acidity in their lakes and remove or control toxics mobilized by
high acidity. Cost estimates for mitigation should be included
with enongh specific information to support the estimated costs.
Identification of impaired and threatened lakes
On the classification list indicate all significant lakes which do
not meet water quality standards, have impaired uses, or are threat
ened i.e ., they may not fully support uses in the future because of
anticipated sources of adverse trends of pollution.
If water quality
standards have not been established for lakes, the standards used
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to determine impairment or threatened status should be i d e n t i f i e d .
Those lakes in which water q u a l i t y has d e te r io r at ed as a result of
high a c i d i t y that may reasonably be due to acid deposition, should
be s p e c i f i c a l l y noted on the c l a s s i f i c a t i o n l i s t .
To the extant data is a v a i l a b l e fo r each impaired or threatened lake:
Summarize the a v a i l a b l e chemical and b i o l o g i c a l data demonstrating
the current water q u a l i t y ;
-

Note what recre ati ona l values or other uses are currently impaired
or threatened and the reasons;
Generally describe the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f the lake e . g . , maximum
depth, mean depth, surface area, volume, presence or absence of
s t r a t i f i e d conditions, major inflows and outflows;
Generally describe the lake watershed in terms of area, land use
(estimated percentage o f each t y p e ) , topography, and major s o i l types;
I d e n t i f y major point sources o f p o l l u t i o n and any controls
which may be in place; and
I d e n t i f y major nonpoint p o l l u t i o n sources and any controls in
place.
Indicate whether the watershed is included as part
o f the S t a t e ’ s nonpoint source program.

(6 )

Water Quality Trend Aeeetsment
A summary discussion o f lake water q u a l i t y trends incorporating the
information outlined in items 1 through 5 and including the status
o f lakes which presently meet water q u a l i t y standards or support
designated uses.

B.

Lake Rmatoration and Protection
The regulations (Section AO C7R Part 35 Subpart H) under which the Clean
Lakes program has been conducted since 1980, coupled with the General
Grant regulation (40 CFR Part 30) and t h is guidance document r e f l e c t i n g
requirements o f the VQA o f 1987, form the basis for implementation
o f se ct io n 314 o f the VQA.
The Lake Water Quality Demonstration Program and a Toxics Control/Acid

M i t i g a t i o n Program w i l l also be administered under the e x i s t i n g Clean
Lake* Program regulations and guidance.
P r o je c t s w i l l be considered f o r funding according to State p r i o r i t i e s
consis tent with EPA guidance and regulations.
The States should deter*
mine t h e i r highest p r i o r i t y p r o j e c t s as r e f l e c t e d by th e ir l i s t of im
paired and threatened lakes submitted in t h e i r Water Quality Assessment
[305(b) report] A p r i l 1, 1988 and t h e i r clean water strategy.
Project
s e l e c t i o n should be consistent with e x i s t i n g application review c r i t e r i a
in the regulations and Regional guidance, including technical f e a s i b i l i t y ,
p o s i t i v e o v e r a l l lake ecosystem changes, f i s h and w i l d l i f e habitat
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improvement, public b e n e f i t s , environmental impacts, State p r i o r i t y
ranking, and the operation and maintenance program ( CFK 35.1640-1)
State p r i o r i t i e s fo r the Clean Lakes program should r e f l e c t i d e n t i f i e d
environmental concerns ass ociated with lake water q u a l i t y .
Management
o f Clean Lakes p r o je c t s w ith in a State should be a part o f i t s o v e r a l l
water q u a l i t y p r o t e c ti o n program.
Each State has the lead r e s p o n s i b i l i t y
fo r administering i t s own Clean Lakes Program.
Coordination with other
State agencies or loc al o r g a n iz a t io n s , including development o f i n t e r 
agency agreements, is a State r e s p o n s i b i l i t y .
The Clean Lakes Program
w i l l encourage coordination among Federal, State, T r i b a l and l o c a l
programs by t a r g e t i n g funding to areas that are applying an i n t e g r a t e d
program approach.
A po rti on o f the Phase I study w i l l determine the
r e l a t i o n s h i p o f the proposed p r o j e c t to other WQA programs, other
EPA programs and other Federal agencies' programs such as those of
the Department o f Housing and Urban Development, Department of
I n t e r i o r , Corps o f Engineers and others.
The WQA authorizes a na tional Lake Water Quality Demonstration
Program.
Ten lakes are i d e n t i f i e d in the WQA as p r i o r i t y lakes to
be considered fo r funding.
In a d di t io n , funding is authorized for
hi ghl y a c i d i c lakes or lakes with t o x i c substances m ob iliz e d by
high a c i d i t y due to acid d e p o s iti o n or acid mine drainage.
I t is
our intent to administer these p r o j e c t s under the e x i s t i n g Clean
Lakes program r e g u la t io n s , p o l i c y , and guidance as a cos^rehensive
Clean Lakes program.
I f there is a separate ap pr op ri ati on fo r the
Demonstration Program or the Toxic Substance Control/Acid M i t i g a t i o n
Program, the Agency w i l l r e - e v a l u a t e thia aspect o f implementation.
EPA w i l l coordinate with the U.S. Army Corp of Engineers and any
other Federal agencies Involved in lake r e s t o r a t i o n or the Demonstra
ti on Program to ensure lack o f d u p lic a t io n while maintaining high
q u a l i t y p r o je c t s .
In accordance with the WQA, the Toxica Control/Acid M i t i g a t i o n P r o j e c t s
should address the risks asso cia ted with t o x i c metals and other t o x i c
substances mobilized by high a c i d i t y .
The WQA d i r e c t s EPA to prepare an annual report to Congress
status o f the Demonstration Program and a f i n a l report upon
completion.
P r o je c t progress rep orts and the f i n a l rep orts
used t o prepare the report to Congress on the Demonstration

C.

on the
its
w i l l be
Program.

Lakm Rmmtoration Guidance Manual
The WQA d i r e c t s EPA to publish and disseminate a lake r e s t o r a t i o n
guidance manual by February 1988 and update i t b i e n n i a l l y .
EPA's O f f i c e o f Research and Development (ORD) is p r e s e n t l y preparing
an i n i t i a l lake r e s t o r a t i o n guidance manual.
EPA s O f f i c e o f Water (OW) w i l l be res ponsible fo r the b i e n n i a l update
o f the manual.
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III. 6RANT APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
A.

EllrftrfUtv
States are the only e l i g i b l e applicants for Clean Lakes fin anc ial
assistance.
They nay nake funds a va ila b le to subordinate agencies
through interagency agreements. A ft er A p r il 1, 1988, they oust have
submitted t h e i r Lake Water Quality Assessment Report to be e l i g i b l e
fo r Clean Lakes f i n a n c i a l assistance.
For a p r o j e c t to be e l i g i b l e ,
the lake can be e i t h e r natural or aanmade.
I t may be an inland
pond, r e s e r v o i r , impoundment or other sim ila r body o f water but i t
must have r e c r e a t i o n a l value, be accessible to the public by way of
p u b l i c l y owned land and e x h ib it no oceanic and t i d a l influences.
It
must a ls o be I d e n t i f i e d in the l i s t o f impaired and threatened lakes.

B.

Types of Financial A—latance
A l l co op e ra t iv e agreements to be funded under section 314 w i l l be
subject to the Clean Lakes regulations (40 CFH Part 35 Subpart H),
the general grant regulations (40 CFR Part 30) and the procurement
reg ul ati ons (40 CFR Part 33).
A ll authorized funding is subject to
the a v a i l a b i l i t y o f appropriations.

(1 )

Lake Water Quality Aeeetsment
In FT 88 and 89, f i n a n c i a l assistance is authorized fo r States to
conduct Lake Water Quality Assessments as required under section
3 1 4 ( a ) ( 1 ) , including: c l a s s i f i c a t i o n o f lakes, de sc rip tio n o f methods
to c o n tr o l p o l l u t i o n and restore the q u a lit y o f lakes, methods to
m it i g a t e e f f e c t s o f high a c i d i t y and remove/control toxics mobilized
by high a c i d i t y , a l i s t o f threatened and impaired lakes, and an
assessment o f the status and trends of lake water qu a lity.
Financial
ass istance is authorized with a maximum o f $100,000 per State and
w i l l be issued with a minimum non*federal match o f 50V
The in te nt o f t h i s f i n a n c i a l assistance is to provide the States with
supplemental resources to conduct a comprehensive Lake Water Quality
Assessment f o r the 1990 305(b) Report and subsequent Reports to
Congress on the status and trends o f lake water qu a lity.
Since ther e is no p r o v is io n in the Clean Lakes regulation s p e c i f i c a l l y
f o r a Lake Water Quality Assessment Grant, such grants w i l l be issued
iinHey General Grant regul ati on 40 CFR Part 30 and this guidance
docusw it.
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(2)

Phase 1 - Diagnostic/Feasibility Study
The Clean Lakes program will financially assist a State in conducting
a diagnostic/feasibility study to investigate the existing or potential
causes of decline in the quality of a publicly owned lake, evaluate
possible solutions to existing or anticipated pollution problems, and
recommend the most feasible alternative to restore or preserve the
quality of the lake.
Funding assistance up to 70 percent of the
cost is authorized, with a maximum of $100,000 per study.

(3 )

Phase II - Implementation
A Phase II cooperative agreement is to be used for implementing
recommended methods and procedures for controlling pollution entering
the lake, and for restoring or protecting the lake.
Phase II awards
require a 50 percent nonfederal match and do not have an upper limit.
Costs for final engineering design as well as actual implementation
of pollution control and/or In-lake restoration measures are eligible
Phase II agreements require monitoring for a minimum of one year
after construction or pollution control practices are coexisted
(35.1650-3(c)(1)(ii)). We encourage monitoring for a minimum of 2-3
years.
Phase II agreements follow Phase I studies or equivalent investigations.
A section 314 funded Phase I study is not required for consideration
of a Phase II application.
Nor does funding of a Phase II project
automatically follow a completed section 314 funded Phase I. Each
phase must be applied for separately, and each application is considered
on its own merits.
Phase II projects which request Federal funds in
excess of one million dollars will require additional peer reviews to
assure the selected alternative is the most cost effective end scientifi
cally valid procedure.

(4)

Phase III - Poet-restoration Monitoring
A Phase III cooperative agreement is to be used to advance the science
of lake restoration.
Selected projects, based on criteria to be develop
ed, will be offered the opportunity to conduct long term poet-restoration
monitoring studies to verify the longevity and effectiveness of various
restoration techniques.
Funding assistance up to $125,000 will be
available and will require at least a 30 percent non-federal match
Total annual awards will not exceed 10 percent of the total annual
appropriation of the Clean Lakes Program.
Since there is no provision
in thm Clean Lakes regulations specifically for a Phase III grant,
such grants will be issued as modified Phase I grants. The Appendix A
requirements will need to be modified or increased to accurately define
the scope of work to validate the restoration technique(s) employed.
Phase III - Post-restoration Monitoring grants will be issued under
General Grant regulation 40 CTR Part 30 and this guidance document.
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C.

Application Procedures
For a l l cooperative agreements, a State applies to the EPA Regional
O f f i c e using Standard Form 5700-33.
The Clean Lakes regulations
sp ec ify the required app lication contents (se ction 35.1620-2).
The ap pl ic ati on and associated work plans are to be developed in
accordance with the Administrator's P o lic y on Performance Based
Assistance dated May 31, 1985.
The EPA Regional O f f i c e makes a technical evaluation and determines
funding p r i o r i t i e s fo r the Region.
Applications are also reviewed at
EPA Headquarters and, i f necessary, sent out for peer review. EPA
Headquarters then sends i t s recommendation and a commitment notice to
the Region.
The Region makes the award to the State and administers
the cooperative agreement.
The a p p lic at io n review c r i t e r i a used by EPA are s p e c i f i e d in 40 CFR
35.1640-1.
In addition, the pr o je c t must be compatible with program
p o l i c y , o b j e c t i v e s , guidance, General Grant Regulation (40 CFR Part 30)
and the procurement regulations (40 CFR Part 33).

